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Where's the money?
t‘v

Group looking for jail funds
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Money to build a new jail has
to come from somewhere and a
citizen's committee has to figure
out how to get it.
The seven-person group met
Tuesday for the second time
since its appointment by the fiscal court last Wednesday.
The Ledger was ni31 notified of
the first meeting during which
officers were elected, according
to a press release faxed to the
paper after the Nov. 18 meeting.
During Tuesday's meeting,
county treasurer Sue Outland, jail
committee Chairman Ray
Coursey, tirunty fiscal agent
Klint Kelly and city planner Don
Elias presented information to the
citizen's group.
The. group was appointed after
Nov. 9 public •hearing to discuss levying an insurance tax to
help fund the new jail. About 150
residents who attended the meeting expressed concern about the
tax and 'asked the Calloway
../County/Fiscal eourt to allow a
citizen's committee to look into
other methods of financing.
Committee member Ron Ball

"It's not about
how to build the
jail, but how to fund
It.
Ron Ball
(Committee member)
said the purpose of the group is
to determine a meth9d of funding
for the jail.
"It's not about how to build the
jail, but how to fund it," he said.

.
_
Outland presented the county's
1993-94 budget. Approximately
$2.2 million flowed into the general fund. Of that, $242,964 was
appropriated to the jail.
Additional revenue sources for
the jail included a $31,000 carryover from the previous year.
S76,000 from the state jail allocations, $6,300 from the state for
medical payments, $8,600 from
Circuit Court, $8,300 for housing •
state prisoners, $13,250 for work
release prisoners, $1,600 for DUI
fees, $1,700 in miscellaneous
receipts and the $242,964 general
fund transfer.
Committee member Bill Hudson asked Outland how much
more the county could transfer to
the jail.
"We don't have it," she said.
"You're not going to find it in
the general fund."
Outland said that ix why the
county proposed the insurance
tax. She said there is no way OIL
current budget, with existing
revenue sources, can support the
jail operations and debt service.
Estimates are that the jail will

STACEY CROOK Ledger & T,mes photo
LOTS OF LITTLE INDIANS: Murray Elementary teacher Holly Bloodworth and her daughter, Alexandria, lead a pack of little Indians around Westvlew Nursing Home. Students In Bloodworth's and Tina
Dunn's primary classes at Murray Elementary performed a Thanksgiving program, which included the
pilgrim's landing on Plymouth Rock and the first feast, for Westview residents Tuesday morning.

II See Page 2

Work has begun on eight North Douglass homes
B,y STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Despite a few glitches, the
North Douglass Redevelopment
Project is progessing, according 'Thompson,
said of the 24 homes
to the project's administrator.
scheduled for some degree of'
rehabilitation, work has begun on
John Talbert told the three resi- eight.
Issues such as title searchdents who attended a public es are being
addressed on seven
meeting Tuesday night that work
others.
has been delayed because of constantly changing state and federal
However, owners of nine addiregulations which are being tional homes have made no conimposed on the rehabilitation tact with Thompson, who overproject.
sees the project locally.
Talbert's assistant, Lisa
Talbert said residents whose

Residents have to apply for project
homes have been targeted for
redevelopment have to first apply
for the work at the city planner's
office.
Construction and remodeling is
being done on a "first-come,
first-serve" basis, Thompson said.
"It is very common that when
you get into these projects you
run out of money before you run
out of homes, that is why we try

to complete those projects first
where homeowners took the
initative," Talbert said.
But changing regulations have
thrown curve balls into estimated
deadlines.
For instance, the state now
requires cities who are expending
grant funds on community redevelopment projects to come "very
close" to the targeted number of

rehabilitated homes, according to
Talbert.
In March 1993, the city
received a $750,000 grant to revitalize the North Douglass
neighborhood.
Talbert said higher construction costs, coupled with new regulations have forced completion
costs up.
For example, he said when the

project began, lead-base paint
testing was required on every
home. Then the rules changed
and only homes in which children
ages 6 and under were to be
tested.
Moreover, any home which
will be demolished has to be
tested for asbestos. If any is present, it must be removed by a
certified specialist.
"Five years ago these homes
were costing about $20,000. Now
it is about $40,000," Talbert said.
III See Page 2

Carmack is
Whitfield's
chief of staff

Board reverses
school name change

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Twice ' as many county judgeexecutives. • Control of the congressional delegation. Big
increases in membership in the
General Assembly.
Terry Carmack has no regrets
leaving the position of chairman
and executive director of the
Kentucky- Republican Party.
Well, maybe one. With more
candidates, the GOP might have
taken control of the state Senate.
Carmack leaves with the patty
in good financial condition but
also at the beginning of a critical
period for the GOP.

Less than two weeks after
making the decision to rename
one of its schools, the Calloway
County School Board met Tuesday night in special session and
reversed its earlier decision.
"I think everyone is aware that
there has been some discussion
about renaming Calloway County
Middle School," said Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose. "The people
in the community identify with
the name Calloway County."
At the Nov. 10 meeting, board
member Robert McDaniel had
asked that the school's name be
changed to Charlie Lassiter
Middle School, in memory of
Charlie Lassiter.
'
Lassiter, who died March 18,
1992, had a long history with the
Calloway County School District
beginning as a teacher at Coldwater. He went to Kirksey as a
teacher and then moved to Faxon
as principal where he took on
duties ranging from coaching to
stoking the fire.
From them he went to Almo • See Page 2

It will be on -the eve of elections that many in the GOP
believe present their best shot in
a generation at winning the governorship.' And it follows several
months of wrangling over the
philosophical direction of the
_
• See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

•
PERNARP KANE Ledger S T,mes photo
A FRUITY RIDE: Shirley Winters Is such a strawberry fan that she converted her 1974 Volkswagen
Bug Into a "berry" nice ride. Winters, and husband, Ken, are spending the Thanksgiving holiday in Murray. Ken Winters is a former faculty member of Murray State University and Is now president of Campbellsville College.

•
.10

as principal and then moved to
the central office as director of
pupil personnel. Although he
retired in 1982, he returned two
months into his retirement and
served as a liaison for the school
system.
He also served as a state representative from 1962 to 1970.
"We have received no criticism
of Mr. Lassiter and no one has
been takiag any cheap shots,"
Rose said. "It's simply an identity factor. There's a feeling for
keeping the Calloway County
name out front."
Rose told the board that he had
received a folder containing petitions signed by CCMS students.
"I had so much respect for Mr.
Lassiter that none of us really
considered what would happen by
suggesting a name change," Rose
said. "It is one of those times
when hindsight is pretty clear.
The conversation is that we need
to revisit the issue."
After listening to Rose, McDaniel suggested that the board
.
_
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FROM PAGE 1
- action,
change
"Due to what Dr. Rose has said
about the unfavorable comments
from some. I move that we
rescind the earlier action," he
- said.

your Car
and your home
Ask about
additional
discounts
for both.

Sanitation
pickup altered
for Thauksgiving

Harold "Jacr Romaine
Licensed In KY
759-1033 or 753-0673
401 S. 12th St. • Ilurroy

Because of the Thanksgiving holiday, garbage pickup
will run one day in advance in
some areas. During the week
of Nov. 21.25, sanitation officials ask customers who are
scheduled for pickup on Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday
to set their refuse out one day
in advance. Questions may be
directed to the Murray Sanitation Department at 762-0330
extension 120.

Well always be there for you.
Similar insurance Cos Home Oake

COlunItia. MO

Oh me, Oh _my
- Hart, the'time does fly.
Tomorrow's my •
• birthday
And I can't help

•

The board unanimously voted
change the decision.
No furtheraVdon was taken- to
rename other facilities.
In other business, the board
approved three proposals for
Goals 2000 grant funds.

Holiday closings
Murray City Hall and the
Calloway County Courthouse
win be closed Thursday and
Friday in observance of the
Thanksgiving holiday.
However, both city and
county law enforcement and
tire departments will be on
duty.
The Murray City Clerk's
'office- will be open Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., but all
other city offices will
remained closed.
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FROM PAGE 1
cost about $641,000 annually.
That figures includes a $325,000
bond payment. The remainder is
for operations.
Outland. said the committee
should look elsewhere for money
because the general fund cannot
support the jail.
"If it does, we'll be sacrificing
roads and other county services,"
she said.
Elias, who writes several grant
applications for the city and
county, said there is no money
available ..at_ _this time for jail.
construction.
Coursey said Calloway has
applied for several grants, but
attempts have been unsuccessful
thus far.

Kelly. who has. been .working. , continue to m_cet ant gather
information in an effort to find a
with the county so that it can sell
feasible way to fund the jail._
bonds. said until' the, General
County Judge/Executive J.D.
Assembly changes the statutes, a ,
county must establish a public Williants said during the last fisproperties corporation to sell the cal court meeting that he wanted
the committee to present a
bonds.
recommendation- to the court at
He said actual construction the Dec. 15 meeting.
costs should be around $3.2 to
But committee members deter$3.3 million. Plus, he estimatei—
mined at the first meeting thai
that another $212,000 will be
paid out in interest for the first there was not ample time to find
year and 5350,000 must be a solution, according to a presi
placed in a debt service reserve release sent after the Nov. Id
to make the last bond payment. meeting.
Those figtittf''ffite- the jail • According -to the release, othef
costs up to nearly $3.9 million. meetings, which are open to the
public, will be Nov. 29, Dec. 6
Kelly said the jail will be
and Dec. 13 at the Weaks Corn.
bonded for 20 years.
munity Center at 1:30 p.m. I
The citizen's committee will

•Carmack...
FROM PAGE 1
party.
Carmack 'said the party could
decide to choose an interim chairman at its central executive cornmitteec _meettpg in January.
After the May primary, the
party nominee could then chobse
a chairman, Carmack said.
The party also should eventually select one person to hotd both
positions of chairman and executive director as he has done, Carmack said.
That was the direction sug
gested Tuesday by Larry Forgy,
the nominal front-runner for the,
Republican gubernatorial nomination this year. Forgy, stinging
from what he viewed as active
participation against him by the,
party headquarters and hierarchy

in the 1991 gubernatorial primary, said the May nominee should
choose the next chairman.
"I think the party headquarters
ought to be neutral until after a
primary:: Forgy said. Ho .said
the Kentucky conmembers
gressional delegation should take
a similarly neutral-position -if
there is a GOP primary.

Republican bolted in the election
to back ultraconservative Richard
Lewis. GOP nominee Susan
Stokes lost to Democrat Mike
Ward by a tiny margin and is
seeking a ICCOurlt
Carmack said debate over particular issues is fine, .but beside
-the point so far as the Republican
Party should be concerned.

"I have been down that road,"
Forgy said.

"Never forget that the primary
reason for a political party is
winning elections,'' Carmack
said.-

or

Carmack.warned against letting
"single-issue" interests take over
the party apparatus.
think that cost us the election in the 3rd Congressional Dis/
trict," Carmack said.
A bloc of vehemently antiabortion activists who might ordinarily be counted on to vote

Carmack will become chief of
staff for U.S. Rep.-elect Ed Whitfield. Carmack was Whitfield's
de facto campaign chairman in
his upset of Democratic incumbent Tom Barlow.

1 YR. 657.00
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THINK ABOUT IT!
Our Success Isn't Just What
We are Doing RIGHT...
Its What Our Competition
is Doing WRONG!
(Come Visit Us and See...)
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MI Residents...home.
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FROM PAGE 1
But in order for the state to
"close" the grant once the project
is completed, the city must comply with the mandates, he said.
An "open grant" will inhibit
the city from receiving additional
grant mcmies in the future.
Therefore, city planne,r Don
Elias and Thompson have been
searching for additional dollars to
help complete the project.
Thus far, Thompson said she
has obtained $50,000 from the
Purchase Area Development
District.
Elias said it is possible another
$50,000 grant from PADD could
be handed out to the city in
January.
Another rule change that will
affect homeowners is that the
state will not allow "reconstuclion" projects.
Reconstruction means that a
home in need of major rehabilitation will be torn down and new a
home .will be built on the same
property.
Talbert said now the city must
purchase the property, tear down
the structure, sell the lot back to
the homeowner for $1 then use
grant monies to build back the

Contracts have been signed on
some homes which will be reconstructed. Thompson said the new
requirements will not affect that
work.
"We're essentially doing the
same thing," Talbert said.
Although administrators have
run into a few problems, there is
some good news.
Thompson said the residents
whose homes are currently being
rehabilitated have been satisfied
with the work.
One man said Tuesday night
that he is "well pleased" with the
work the contractors have done.
Prior to implementation of the
grant monies, several residents
were concerned about the quality
of work that was scheduled.
Apparently some homeowners
had bad experiences with contractors who worked on a redevelopment project in the 1970s.
"One homeowner told the contractor she was completely
tickled with the work," Thompson said.
Another resident complimented
the contractors on the appearance
of the homes on the inside and
outside.
"We might be getting higher
we're getting quality
prices, but
•

work." Thompson said.
The biggest concern for city
councilman Danny Hudspeth,
chairman of the city's North
Douglass committee, is that so
few residents attended Tuesday's
meeting.
Because the city is attempting
to begin the acquisition process
on L.P Miller Street, he had
hoped more people would provide input.
- "I know that was an emotional
issue in the beginning," he said:
The- city has said it will not
force anyone to sell their property even if it has been targeted for
demolition because of structural
or other problems.
However, the city will tear
down substandard housing at no
cost to the owner and allow that
person to retain the title.
The city has not acquired any
property yet.
With the rehabilitation projects, most of which are located
on Spruce Street, two homes have
been completed and two are nearly finished, according to
Thompson.
Thompson is in Murray every
Tuesday. Residents who have
questions can contact her through
the Murray Planning Department
at 762-0330.
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GOP welfare plan could harm low-income families
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them buy groceries, and 14 million needy people- are on the rolls
of Aid to Families with DepenWASHINGTON (AP) —
dent Children, including •9 milAdvocates for the poor say many - lion
children.
families could go hungry or
Both programs,, along with
become homeless under a welfare
Supplemernal Security Income
reform plan backed by Republifor the elderly and . disabled„
cans taking control of the- House—
-"-Wohlff lose their itatua '
as real:
next year.
tlements_" under the GOP bill.
Under the GOP's welfare overNow, anyone whose income
haul, part of its "Contract With
and assets do not exceed the
America," low-income Ameriprograms' guilinesis automaticans would no longer be automatcally entitled to benefits. Total
ically eligible for federal welfare
spending for the programs grows
benefits, such as food stamps or
with demand, such as during
cash assistance.
*
The GOP pTan viould also -times of high unemployment-and
rising poverty.
cap federal welfare spending, and
combine 10 federal nutrition
The GOP bill is expected to
programs, including food stamps
move quickly in the House next
and school lunches, into a single
year. GOP leaders have said that
block grant that would be distributed to the states in a lump sum. hearings on welfare reform could
begin in January and have promMore than 27 million Americans receive food stamps to het ised votes cm n the "contract"
JENNIFER DIXON
Associated Press Writer

within the first 100_days. of the
lamellas the possibility.pf
session.
of children lining up at soup
•
kitchens- been so real," said
Liberal advocates for the pom
Leahy, chairman of the Senate
and Democratic lawmakers arc
Agriculture Committee until
warning of a growing hunger
problem if the GOP blueprint January
'The GOP argues theist No-a
becomes law. .
grant would allow.states.ta Øtri
. "T-hie---04art -dweateris to disbute food assistance to the poor
- mantle America's traditional and
more freely and would save $I 1
compassionate response to poor
billion over five years. The cap
and hungry people in this country„_aany of whom are children," on welfare spending saves an
additional S18 billion.
said Wriberl
Rep. Jim Talent, R-Mo., said
the Food Research and Action
stripping the programs of their
Center, an advocacy and research
entitlement status is "the only
/organization in Washington.
way to-Control-spuntling;-the--ordy
StRE -PatricIrteahy,,D-Vt., tatd
way to make Congress responsithe GOP plan would lead to drable. ... It's absolutely necessary
matic increases in hunger in the
United SI.31e$ at a time when one to get a handle on this aspect of
in five children already doesn't the budget."
get enough to cat and that goverTalent also believes it is the
nors and mayors will be left to
current system that hurts people,
"pick up the pieces."
trapping them in welfare and
"Not since the Great Depress-

Senator often Takes others uncomfortable
By DAVID ESPO
.

Associated Press Writer

Sen,
WASHINGTON (AP)
Jesse Helms, for two decades a
combative conservative in the
Senate, stirred a storm of controversy with his remark that
President Clinton "better have a
bodyguard" if he travels to North
Carolina.
Clinton called Helm's cornment "inappropriate" and his
chief of staff suggested Republican congressional leaders look
elsewhere for a Senate Foreign
Relations Committee chairman.
Within 24 hours after making
the comment, Helms issued a
.statement Tuesday declaring that
with his words, he had "made a
mistake ... •which I shall not
repeat."
The Republicans are expected
to elect the 73-year-old North
Carolinian as chairman of the
committee for the upcoming
Congress.
Helms made ,the bodyguard
remark Mondayin an interviev,
with a Raleigh, NC., newspaper

•
Helms, who served as
recruiter .during World

a Navy
War II,
said the presidentAwn unpopular
among military personnel, thousands of whom live in his state...
"Mr. Clinton 'better watch out
if he -comes down here, He'd better have a bodyguard," Helms
tol-d-l'be-NewS-/k Observer.
The___Secrel Service,_cliarged
oh protecting' the president's-physical safety, said it had
requested a transcript of the interview. A spokesman, however,
said it would be an overstatement
to say that Helms is under
investigation.
• .Over his 22 . years in the
Senate, Helms had perfected the
art of making political -foes
uncomfortable. But . his bodyguard remark and an earlier statement . questioning Clinton's fitness to Serve as commander in
chief had evengot some fellow
Republican senators squirming.
Clinton called Helms' remarks
"unwise- and inappropriate."
.__."That is a decision for them to
make, • not me," Clinton said

hen asked at a news conference
about Helms and his elevation to
the key foreign affairs seat in the
Congress. "The president oversees the foreign policy of the
United States, and the Republi-.
cans will decide in whom they
will repose their trust and
confidence."
White House Chief of Staff
Leon Panetta was more blunt. "1
think the Republican leadership
needs to take a very hard look at
whether or not they want somebody with these kind of extreme
views to chair one of the most
important committees in the Congress of the United States,"
,
Panetta told reporters.
. Asked Tuesday,if Helms was
fit to become chairman of the
Foreign Relations Committee —
as he will in January — Sen.
'Thad Cochran of Mississippi
replied: "Sen. Helms has been an
outstanding senator."
The titan who will lead the
Republican majority in the new
Senate, trOd gingerly. "I didn't
see the 'entire statement," said

Bob Dole. "My +iew is that the
president of the ,United States is
welcome to come to any, state::
Dole also said, "I think pretty
much that Jesse must have said
most of this probably in jest."
He shook his head when asked
if there had been pressure to
remove Helms from his soon-tobe Chairmanship, and Sen. Arlen
Specter, a moderate from Pennsylvania, said that just as Clinton is rightfully commander-inchief, Helms is entitled by seniority to become chairman.
Helms said he had been speaking in an informal telephone
interview, and had made an
offhand remark "in an attempt to
emphasize how strongly the
American people feel about the
nation"s declining defense
capability...."
"...Of course, I did not expect
to be taken literally when, to
emphasize the constant concerns,
I am hearing, 1 far too casualll
suggested that the president
might peed a bodygbard, Or
words to that effect," he said.
•

poverty.
siiroll I
imitain welfare rem"-- Pients by "2001, bans cash bene"The eilisi lug systrm'irtittv,
fensible in the minds of' most - fits, to udwed.mothers under the
people,", Talent:says: "We -can- - age 6118 -end -requires 'Women to
change the existing system and
establish paternity as a condition
do a better job of'helping the
of receiving assistance. .
poor."
V.
The Center on B,udget,and Pb!
,yPrioritmes _140.,;LINt if fully
. R-Fla,,
• Rep.-Clay Shaw:
implemented, the -legislation
Republicans want to take the
would make as least -2.5 million
programs off ''autopilot" ahd
taniilics and more Man 5 million
end-,duplication among nutrition
children ineligible for benefits.
programs.
Low-income families and indiviThe welfaie -entitlement progdutcrutri-4ase_about_S57_bil,_
rams, he said, are. "just growing
lion over four years
at lightning speed and Congress
jn_st.sittittg_there. with its hands
in its pockets, without-debiTting
it. It's about time we did."
Other programs on the GOP's
list that could lose their entitlement status in the GOP bill
include child care assistance for
Pick 3
the working poor, child support
0-3-4
Cash 5
enforcement and school lunches,
according to an analysis by thc
1-1043-29-31
Pick 4
Center on Budget and Policy
7-2-1-8
Priorities, a liberal research and
advocacy group.
The GOP's welfare overhaul
also includes strict time limits for
P ...........:;. 13
•
parents 'on .
- AFDC, establishes
new- weris -Owerams--expecteal so- S,•.:°neared .by; #)
„

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

$$$$ AVAILABLE FROM KENTUCKY BAR FOUNDATION
THE KENTUCKY BAR FOUNDATION IN FRANKFORT IS
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS POR 1995 FUNDING OF
LAW-RELATED PROJECTS BY NONPROFIT AGENCIES.
THE DEADLINE FOR RETURN OF PREPARED APPLICATIONS IS WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1995. SEND REQUESTS FOR APPLICATIONS TO:
THE KENTUCKY BAR FOUNDATION, 514 WEST MAIN ST.,
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40601-1883.

GLENDALE CHURCH OF CHRIST
invites you to join us for our annual

THANKSGIVIN.G
DEVOTIONAL SERVICE
Wednesday, Nov. 23, 7:00 p.m.
at the

Weaks Community Center
7th & Poplar Streets

Man with rifle sets off killing spree SUPER
/WASHINGTON (AP) — A
man carrying a semi-automatic
rifle managed to get to the third
floor of the District of Columbia
police headquarters, starting a
shooting spree that killed two
FBI agents and a city detective.
The gunman also was shot to
death.
Police and the FBI had only a
scant explanation for what happened in the middle of Tuesday
afternoon in the crowded police
headquarters. Police Chief Fred
Thomas described it as a "hectic
and chaotic situation."
In a city already known as the.
U.S. "crime capital" because of
its many homicides, it was an
event that could only add to that
reputation. The four deaths

NAPA,

Marrs

brought to 369 the total number
of homicides'in the District this
yotir, compared with 467 for all
of 1993.
Following Tuesday's shootings, the head of the pOlice union
complained about headquarters
security.
"They've got no metal detectors down here, no security,"
said J.C. Stamps, president of the
Fraternal Order of Police. "We
need Are protection just like
anyone else, and they should see
that now."
Thomas promised a review of
security procedures to "see
where we need. to make changes.
But because it's a public building
... it's hard to control access."
The police headquarters shares

-
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"We believe the gunman was a
suspect" of the squad, said Tony
Daniels, head of the FBI's
Washington field office.

1992 LINCOLN TOWN CAR
Black with all the equipment, leather trim, extra nice.
Was $17995.00

Now $13975
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This Week's Specials

1991 FORD AEROSTAR EXTENDED

Thursday, November 24th

Power windows, power locks, tilt, speed control, AM-FM
cassette, running boards, local trade-in
Was $9595.00

Closed
Thanksgiving Day

Now $7875

.A
Friday. November 25th
fs,

cr.
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53,95

Saturday, November 26th

ai

- Extended
Warranty
Available

L
DIES
&
GAS
OVER 1200 APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
scie:Sra:-

,The others were a man and
woman with 8 and 7 years experience, respectively, with the FBI.
All were members of the "cord
case squad," a two-year-old joint
FBI-police task force that reviews
unsolved murders three months
or older.

spoOls
GRILL

Diesel& Marine
Warranty
Available

War
En nes from
e • .\

space in a large building, four
blocks from the U.S. Capitol,
with other city agencies such as
the motor vehicle bureau. The
mayor's office is in a building
across the street.
The dead policeman, Sgt. Henry Joseph Daly, had been on the
police force for 28 of his 51
years, earning more than two
dozen commendations. He was
married, with grown children.

FORD
MERCURY

Murray
Auto Parts.

1300 N. 12th St. • 753-4424
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Sunday, November 27th
LUNCH -(S1 R PRI511 RIB SF RNLI) 51.1.1)51 FROM 10:30 5.51.
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1990 FORD TAURUS STATION WAGON

Monday, November 28thI,01 ()I R 11)511- 51 51)F( 111( 151- \001)1,1- SOUP WITH
LUNCH $2.25
05 & ('111-1.51 5 %SI)5%I( 11
(•1411 I 1 1)
S t5,1)111( 11 111 VII S11 515 t RIF S
DINNER- I SSORIll': PRIM1

Power seats, tilt, speed control, nice clean wagon
Was $5995.00

Now $4675

Tuesday, November 29th
LUNCH R(.I K 1)%5" Ot K( II RBROILEI) R 1.(TR lit RGER &
511 51-, 1 RII- 5 SLR ID 51 1 1)11 FROM 10:00 5.51. I'll, 10:00 PSI.

"You Will Be Satisfied."
$1.99

Wednesday, November 30th
- NI 51/1- WI 11 PE% SO1 P & GRILLED H 551
LUNCH- ( t P ui 110511
S V51)551(11
DINNERR "5111 DI. 51' 5 SOW1(11 551 I 11 511 515 FRIES

15th & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pm

52.45
53.45

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

753-5273
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FROM OUR READERS
Proclamation of thanks
Dear Editor:
All of this wailing and gnashing of teeth by both liberals and
conservatives.oxer school prayer is disheartening. It Should never have
been an issue le- begin with because our Founding Fathers and the
constitution never intended for prayer and the ten commandments to be
taken out of our schools in the first place.
Evetrmore disturbingis the false impression held by many citizens in
this country that the third article or amendment to the United States
Constitution purportedly says something about the "separation ofchurch
and state." What it says, and don't take my word for it,just check it out
yourself, is that "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,or abridging the
freedom of speech.,,". Our country was founded on Judeo-Christian
principles taken from the Bible. It has absolutely nothing to do with
"establishment of religion."
On this Thanksgiving holiday when all of us have so very much to be
thankful for it would behoove us well to take note of the Proclamation of
Thanksgiving issued by one of our greatest and wisest presidents:
Proclamation of Thanksgiving
October 20, 1864
It has pleased almighty God toprolong our national life another year,
defending us with his guardian care against unfriendly designs from
abroad, and vouchsafing to us in his mercy many and signal victories
over the enemy, who is of our own household. It has also pleased our
heavenly Father to favor as well well our citizens in their homes as our
soldiers in their camps, and our sailors on the rivers and seas, with
unusual health. He has largely augmented our free population by
emancipation and by immigration, while he has opened to us new
sources of wealth, and has crowned the labor of our working men in
.
every department of industry with abundant rewards.
Moreover, he has be pleased to animate and inspire our minds and
hearts with fortitude,courage and resolution sufficient for the great trial
of civil war into which we have been brought by our adherence as a
nation to the cause of freedom and humanity, and to afford to us
reasonable hopes of an ultimate and happy deliverance from all our
dangers and afflictions.
Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States,
do hereby appoint and set apart the last Thursday of November next as a
day which I desire to be observed by all my fellow citizens, wherever
they may then be, as a day of thanksgiving and praise to almighty God,
the beneficent Creator and Ruler of the universe.
And I do further recommend to my fellow citizens aforesaid, that on
that occasion they do reverently humble themselves in the dust,and from
thence offer us penitent and fervent prayers and supplications to the great
Disposer of events for a return of the inestimable blessings of peace,
union and harmony throughout,the land which it has pleased him to
assign as dwelling place for ourselves and for our posterity throughout
all generations.
Charles W. Ward
Route 7, Box 792-B
Murray, Ky. 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Nov. 4
Daily Jefferson County Union, Fort Atkinson, Wis., on rewriting history:
Early in the Clinton term, the Goals 2000 Act passed. Among
-other things, it set up a vast bureaucracy that will attempt to standardize education across the United States. Soon to be released are
the National Standards for United States History. If these are
approved by the newly created National Educational Standards and,
Improvement Council — and approval seems perfunctory — they
should impact the history education of students in grades 5-12 in
every school nationwide.
Unfortunately; the document is a classic piece of political correctness gone mad. ...
One academic group, the American Historical Association,
threatened to boycott the proceedings if Western civilization was
given an emphasis. Mind you, we thought a history of the United
States was, by definition, a history of the West. Despite protests
from several council members, the AHA was allowed to hijack the
standards setting. Political groups such as African American and
Native American organizations complained about what they saw as
omissions and distortions, and ultimately no one dared to cut any of
their inclusive parti. What got left out was traditional history.
Hence Paul Revere, Thomas Edison and the Wright brothers
make no appearance, and not a single one of the 31 standards,
bothers to mention the Constitution.'Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
gets one mention, but the Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments
gets nine. Ulysses S. Grant captures one, but Harriet Tubman, six.
The American Federation of Labor does get nine mentions, but Sen.
Joseph McCarthy and McCarthyism gets 19 and the Ku Klux Klan,
17. Don't look for Robert E. Lee, Albert Einstein, Jonas Salk or
even Alexander Graham Bell, because they aren't included.
When studying African and Native American societies, the standards are very careful not to mention any of their failings. Students
are encouraged to consider Aztec "architecture skills, labor systems and agriculture," but in no way is the practice of human sacrifice mentioned. ...
What we apparently have is small groups being allowed to reprioritize — indeed, rewrite — history so it no longer reflects what
happened and the relative importance of what happened. Now it
will reflect what they would like to have been so as to reinforce
their own current, politics. What it will end up doing is making the
teaching of history as much, a political captive al it was in the
.
9ple's
Communist bloc countries. It will also further ditninish pe
already faultering faith in education and governtrient.
It is sad to see a project that was supposed to clarify ecrucation
become one that actually colors and changes it to that of narrowinterest groups. But it is a lovely example of what is going on in
Washington under many programs being steered by radical actors.

Campaign financing law under fire
It was inevitable that lawsuits
would be filed challenging Kentucky's new public financing of
gubernatorial campaigns.
The real question is how much of
the law will survive the court test,
which probably will involve a long
and tedious route to the state and
nation's highest courts.
the fundamental concept of
public financing of particular elections is nothing new. Presidential
elections have been financed by the
taxpayers for some time. And the
U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the
constitutionality of pubLic-fmancing
,eof elections -- and limits set on
spending --as long as the candidates
are fret to reject the public money.
Kentucky's public financing law,
enacted after the orgy of fund
raising and spending in the 1987
and 1991 gubernatorial primaries
and elections, is entirely voluntary.
The problem, however, is that in
trying to make it so unattractive for
candidates to reject public financing, the General Assembly may
have overstepped the constitutional
line and made it virtually impossible
for a candidate to go it alone.
That's one of the features of the
law that will be challenged by at
least two and possibly more candi-

legal wrangling -- and the rhetoric
about the poor taxpayer footing
politicians'campaign bills -- the fact
is that next year's campaign for
governor and the next state administration will be far cleaner with
public financing.

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
date for governor next year.
Under Kentucky's law, a candidate who agrees to accept public
money for his or her-campaign can
raise up to $600,j000 in private
contributions ol-nornore.than_S500.each. In exchange, the candidate
will receive $1.2 million, but can
spend nj more:than theS1.8 million
total in the primary and again in the
general election.
(In contrast, Gov. Brereton Jones
raised privately and spent about $8
million in his successful campaign
in 1991.)
The law, however, makes it a
tough road for a candidate who
rejects public financing and .the
spending limit. That candidate can
accept contributions of no more
than $100 instead of the $500 limit.
And for every dollar over the $1.8
million cap that candidate spends,
opposing candidates will receive S2

Watl
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No longer will candidates have to
sell their souls to special interests
capable of coming across with collective contributionF of tens of thousands ofdollars.(The reverse also is
true: No longer will those interests
be shaken down every four years by
every candidate with a chance to
win.) No longer will a capable 'but
poorly-financed candidate
be
swamped by a wealthy opponent
prepared to spend millions to be
elected governor.

Lutl

(ma
o
and M
comm
Riley,

more of public money.
Those provisions were included
in the statute to offset the ability of a
wealthy candidate like former Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson to spend millions of his own money while other
candidates are limited in what they
can_raise.and saend. Its no surpriK
that Wilkinson is one of those
challenging the public financing
law.
,
•
,
Thus, if significant parts of the
Democratic candidate.Gatewood
Galbraity also is seeking to overturn public financing law surVive the
the -tough reporting requirements court challenges, the taxpayers will
for private contributions, including be getting a great deal for their
money. Candidates for governor,
a ban on all cash donations. He's
contending it unfairly limits the free of the need to collect millions
kind of fund raising events he can / upon millions to have a chance of
use.- Galbraith has rejected public election, actually can campaign
money for his campaign but says he among the people, not among the
will abide by the $1.8 million limit. wealthy individuals and interests
that have bought more than a few
Whatever the outcome of all the aspiring governors over the years.
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'Bur IT'S NOT ALL114AT LONELY,REALLY. NEWT COMES BY To 6LOAT EVERY DAY, AND JESSE
HELMS DROPPED BY To THREATIN ME. So I CAN'T SAY I WANT FoR COMPANY...
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Capital gains taxes political football
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
tonic for the economy or a sop to administration.—
among the promises listed in the
the wealthy? Few proposals have
Republicans' "Contract With
Dole is flexing his muscles in
been as politically demonized and the aftermath of the Nov. 8 midAmerica" on which GOP leaders
praised as a -tax cut on capital term Republican landslide, test-" have pledged votes in the 'first
gains. Now Sen. Bob Dole has ing the White House to see just
100 days. The proposal in effect
put this most-political of foot- how much he can get away with
chops the - tax rate in half.
balls back in play.
House Democratic leader
and to what extent he can manThe issue has been politicized ipulate Clinton.
Richard Gephardt calls it
far beyond its potential impact on
-nothing more than a giveaway
Furthermore, his efforts to couthe economy, which many eco- ple the tax and the trade issues
for rich investors."
nomists see as slight.
amounted to a volley across the • But, despite all the grumbling
It continues to be at the heart bow of the Clinton administration
from Democrats, such a tax cut
of political budget gamesmanship sure to please right-wingers, who
has had bipartisan support in the
in Washington, even though as have long
past. The Democratic-controlled
advocated a capital
recently as 1989 a Democratic- gains tax cut — and who are susHouse voted for just such a cut in
controlled House passed just such picious of the trade pact's creaSeptember 1989, only to see it
a capital gains tax-cut proposal. tion of a World Trade Organizakilled in the Senate.
In a cagey political maneuver. tion to adjudicate trade disputes.
GOP sponsors of lower capital
Dole, the Senate majority leader-The White • House has persis-- gains taxes have long enjoyed
in-waiting, has•moved tólThk the .
pointing out that President John
tently courted Dole's vote on the
cut to a new world trade agree- new General Agreement on TarF. Kennedy was an enthusiastic
ment up for a vote next week in iffs and Trade. It claims a delay
supporter of a lower tax.
the lame-duck Democratic on the 123-nation measure until
Lexington, Mass., economist
Congress.
David Wyss said a capital gains
next year could undermine the
Despite the dissimilarity of the
cut would be "good for the ecowhole GATT pact.
two items, Dole argues that supCapital gains are profits from nomy" but "you aren't going to
porters of each are using the the sale of real estate, stocks, balance the budget with it." He
same rationale: faith that the eco- bonds, art treasures, antiques or suggests claims of supporters are
nomy will be stimulated so much other assets. These profits are overblown.
that initial costs in lost revenues now taxed at a top rate of 28
George Bush made a lowe
will be more than offset.
capital gains tax a near-crusade
percent. '
Dole put the proposal out in
A lower capital gains tax is pushing it relentlessly throughou
part to goad President Clinton, in
part to show his seriousness in
Attention Washington!
wishing to pursue the capitalgains tax iss&e, which has
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON •
become a central 'part of the GOP
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
dogma.
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
The Kansas Republican late
1533 Longworth bffice Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
Tuesday put out a. statement that
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
appeared to suggest he Wouldn't
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
force a showdown right now with
202-224-4343 (..Washington)
Clinton, saying his attempt to
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
link the two issues was "to make
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
certain the capital gains issue
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or' 202-224-2541 (Washington)
gets a fair hearing from this

WASHINGTON TODAY

M
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his four years in office, and portraying it as something of an elixir to cure the nation's economic
ailments.
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Clinton argued against Bush's
plan for lower capital gains taxes
in his campaign. But, had the
issue not become so polarized,
it's the kind of pro-business tax
break "New Democrat" Clinton
might have otherwise supported.
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Gene Sperling, a White House
economic aide, noted that Clinton's 1993 deficit-reduction bill,
narrowly enacted by Congress,
includes a capital-gains tax break
designed to help small
businesses.
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The measure left the top rate at
instead of raising it
28 percent
to the 36 maximum that applies
to other income. It also cut that
rate in half for profits from the
sale of new issuances of stock for
companies with $50 million or
less in assets — if those stocks
are held for at least five years.
As to Democratic protests that
the tax cut benefits mostly the
wealthy, that's a meaningless —
if obviously true — argument,
suggested economist Michael
Evans. Tax breaks mostly always
favor the wealthy because they're
the ones with the money, he said.
"If you have a capital gain to
pay a tax on, then that shows
you've made some money, Evans
said. "It just states the obvious."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Raum covers the White House
and sometimes economic issues
for The Associated Press.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Water lines to be flushed Friday
Murray Water District No. 3 will flush the water lines on Friday,
Nov. 25, between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Customers are reminded to NOT
air in
wash clothes during these hours. If there is any discoloration or
water line, open tap to clean it up, water officials said.

Lutherans plan service Thursday
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a special Thanksgiving service on Thursday, Nov. 24, at 10 a.m, at the church located at 15th
and Main Streets, Murray. "We cordially invite the members of our
community to share in this Thanksgiving service," said the Rev. David
Riley, pastor.

JO BURKEEN LeOger & T,mes photo

Ruiz IS pictured with her wallhangIng she did for the Kentucky
Heritage Quilt Society Challenge.
LOIS

Christian Science plans service
Members of the Christian Science Society invited the community to
join in giving thanks to God at a special Thanksgiving service on
Thursday, ;goy. 24, at 10:30 a.m, at the building at 1634 Main St.,
Murray. A special lesson-semon from the Bible and from Science and
I-With -with Key to-the -Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy will be read.
During the service, there will be a time for Christian Scientists to
express gratitude for the ways in which they have experienced God's
grace during the year. Thanksgiving coincides with National Bible
Week, Nov. 20-27, as declared by the Laymen's National Bible Association in New York City. Free parking and child care will be provided and no collection will be taken.

Special dinner at St. Leo's
St. Leo Catholic Church will have a special "Home Alone Dinner"
on Thanksgiving day, Thursday. Nov. 24, at 2 p.m. This will be in the
Parish Center. •

Hospital retirees plan meeting
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital or any person who
ever worked at the hospital will meet Saturday, Nov. 26, at 9:30 a.m.
at Holiday Inn. All interested persons are invited. For more informa—
tion call Nancy McClure, 492-8640, or Lottie Brandon, 753-3517.

Country Club dinner Friday .
Murray Country Club will have a Cajun dinner for members and
their guests on Friday. Nov. 25. A social hour will start at 6:30 p.m.
and dinner will follow at 7:30 p.m. Reservations should be made by
calling the club at 753-6113 or any day after 2:30 p.m.

MHS Tigers Send-off Thursday
The Murray High School Tiger Football Team will be honored at a
Football 'Send-off on Thursday. Nov. 24, at 5 p.m. in the JCPenney
parking lot. This will be prior to their leaving for the state football
semi-finals' game with Harrodsburg on Friday, Nov. 25, at 7:30 p.m.,
Eastern Standard Time. Fans planning to go to the game and who need
overnight accommodations may call John Weatherly at 759-4578 for
information. Weatherly, president of Murray Boosters, urges all fans
and boosters to be at the parking lot on Thursday to give the players
and coaches a rousing sendoff.

Family YMCA plans day camp
The Murray Family YMCA will have a Turkey Break Day Camp,
on Friday, Nov. 25, the day after Thanksgiving. The camp will be at
North Calloway Elementary School and will run from 6:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Children from both school systems are welcome to attend.
All children must have a current YMCA membership and bring a sack
lunch. Call April Lane at 759-9622 to register your child or to find out
more information.

Explorers selling fruit
Murray Medical Explorers is now selling Florida oranges and
grapefruit from Best Citrus of Florida. The sales will continue until
Nov. 29. The purpose of the sale is to raise funds for the Medical
Explorer Post. To place your orders or for more information call
Kathy Hodge at 762-1381 or Jeromy Painter at 753-4162.

Adult Discussion Group will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Nov. 28,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Henry Buchanan will
lead the discussion on the book, King Lear by William Shakespeare.
All persons who have read the book are invited to take part in the
discussion.

Wallhanging shown
Kimberly Kaye Moore and
Joseph August Baust Jr. to many

Moore-Baust wedding
vows to be said Dec. 31
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Moore of Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.,
announce the engagement of their daughter, Kimberly Kaye Moore, to
Joseph August Baust--Jr.;---som -of Dr. and- Mrs. Joseph A. Baust -Of
Murray.
Miss Moore is the granddaughter of Clovis and Edna Dugger of
Nashville, Tcnn., and of Frank and Rances Moore of Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
Mr. Baust Jr. is the grandson of Mrs. Winnie Morgan of Old Hickory, Tenn., and the late Roger Morgan, and of the late August and
Mary. Baust of Philadelphia,. Pa.
The bride-elect will be a December 1964 graduate of Murray State
University. She will graduate with a Bachelor of -Science degree in
Elementary Education.
The groom-elect is a May 1994 graduate of Centre College, Danville. He graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology and is
Currently pursuing a Master's in Biology at Murray State University.
. The wedding planned for Saturday. Dec. 31, at First United
Methodist Church, Murray.

Lois Ruiz had one of her%Wallhangings for the Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society Challenge.
Each year die KHQS has a
challenge for all members who
wish to enter. This year's challenge was called "Cowards
Unite."
Three stipulations were as
follows:
Twenty-five percent of the
quilt had to be pure yellow with
no golds or any other shades of
yellow to be counted as part of
the 25 percenter; no individual
--piece could be over -500 square
inches; each piece had to have a
top, batting and a backing and
could be hand or machine quilted.
Ruiz's quilt was called "Hugs
and Kisses." It consists of 72
individual pieces joined together
to form a rainbow of color with
yellow being 'the predominate
color through the center. Each
piece started out as a circle forming the "hugs" and then was
joined together to make the X for
the "kisses."
These quilts are on display
around the state for one year and

will be returned to their owners
next June at the annual "Getaway" in Bowling Green.
The wallhanging was on display at the Murray Quilt Lovers
annual Quilt Show and Bazaar'
Oct. 21 and 22 at Calloway
County Public Library.

Holiday House opens Thanksgiving
Beginning
CAIRO, Ill.
Thanksgiving day at 1 p.m., historic Cairo, Ill., will welcomc
guests to visit Magnolia Manor
for its 42nd Holiday House.
The Cairo Library and Customl House will join the event
for the third time, open in conjunction with Magnolia Manor.
The three buildings are listed
on the National Register of Historic Places for architecture and
history.
Magnolia Manor, four stories
of white wrought iron and italianate design, will celebrate with the
theme of "A Christmas To
Remember." Tickets will be
available at the door.
Cairo's Queen Anne Library
and Romamesque Customs
House, also museums, will be
decorated and open during all

Holiday House hours, except
Thanksgiving Day. Although no
admission will be charged at
these two locations, donations
will be greatly appreciated.
Ihliday House will begin
Thanksgiving afternoon, Nov. 24,
and continue on Nov. 25, 26 and

27. It will reopen the following
weekend, Dec. 3 and 4. Hours for
all six days arc from 1 to 5 p.m.
Group tours during the week
may be arranged by calling
1-618-734-0201 for the Manor
and 1-618-734-1840 for the
Library and Customs House.

We are pleased
to announce that
Veronica Dunn,
recent bride of
Ray French, has
made her domestic
and household
selections through
our bridal registry.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

SERVICE NOTES
MARINE PFC. DAVID A.
LAY, son of Jack W. and Lana
M. Lay of 302 South 16th St.,
Murray, recently completed
recruit training _at Marine Corps
Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
During the training cycle, Lay
was taught the basics of battlefield survival, introduced to typical military daily routine, and
personal and professional
standards.
Lay participated in an active
physical conditioning program
and gained proficiency in a variety of military skills including first
aid, rifle marksmanship and
close-order drill. Teamwork and
self-discipline were emphasized
throughout the cycle.
Pfc. Lay is a 1994 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
•

•

•
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Sills receives honor

The Green Door

Ferry M. Sills, Director of
Missions for Blood River Baptist

Christmas Gifts and
TAQQ1(Pt S.- Antiques,

--Am:et:taws, was -.honored at the
_annual meeting of the Kentucky
'Directors- of Missions Fellowship

Old Books, Collectibles
Everything on sale through Dec. 31st
From

NOVEMBER 23 1994

/
010.fte...

•

Murray

in Frankfort.
'He was chosen as Director of
Missions of the Year prior to the
Kentucky Baptist Cohvention.
.Sills serves -the association
which serves 52 Southern Baptist
Churches in Calloway and Marshall Counties.

Murray. 94 E to Duncan s Store, turn right
on 732 for 2 7- milt,

436-2929 • Closed Sundays

TODAY

Pam Cobb. chairman of the
Recognitions Committee, pre-

Terry NI. Sills

Poit'ing gift
SEOSYHOR9S
2 DAYS ONLY
Friday & Saturday

HOSPITAL REPORTS

STOREWIDE

25%
1/2

OFF
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OFF Selected Groups
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FORREST GUMP
The Soundtrack
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$128
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KARYN WHITE
Make Him Do Right

Var,oJs Artists
.0

1 TAPE • 2 CDs

$1318,.. $211,

Iv:,lin

WARREN G

VARIOUS ARTISTS

Regulate

G Funk Era

land and baby boy. Rt.

Reality Bites Mr'lion
Picture Soundtrack

LOSE WEIGHT
UP TO 10 LBS
IN 3 DAYS!
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sented the plaque to Sills win, h
MEMBERS OF BROWNIE TROOP 1231 held an overnight campout at the
reads as follows:
Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street, Murray. Pictured, from left, back
"Presented to Terry M. Sills,
row, Brittany Covert, Samantha Stanley, Robin Fox, front row, Allison
1994 Director of Missions of the
Kipphut and Brandy Huynh. Leaders are Lori Kipphut and Christina
Year, Kentucky Baptist FellowBeeler. Girl Scouts is a United Way agency.
ship of Directeors of Missions."
In presenting the award, Mrs.
Cobb stated "that the committee
acted on the request of the other
Directors of Missions in honoring
Rev. Sills because of his leaderTwo newborn admissions, disMrs. Teresa Boyd and baby girl, Rt.
ship and involvement in all
1, Box 332, Sedalia; Mrs. Candice
missals anal two expirations at
phases of mission work in the
Bogard and baby girl, 1005 Southwood
Murray-Calloway County HospiBlood River Association and the
Dr., $6, Murray;
tal for Friday, Nov. 18, have been
Mrs. Monica L. Steele, P.O. Box
Kentucky_ Baptist Conveation."
;
released as follows:
311, Calvert City; Miss kristi'Head and
- Sills has served the Blood RivNewborn admissicns
Aby
girl, 402 North Fifth St., Murray;
er Association since February
Head baby girl, mother. Kristi, 402
Kevin D. Wiggins, Rt. 2, Box 231,
1980. During his tenure he has 'North Fifth St., Murray;
Wingo; Harry D. Ciittendon, 6861 Old
Myatt baby boy, parents, Tammy
led the association in purchasing
Olive Rd., Hardin; Mrs. Della Mai York,
and
Michael,
1548
Spring
Creek
Dr.,
d296
US Hwy. 68 East, Benton;
land and constructing the first
Murray.
Mrs. Iva C. Alford, Rt. 5, Box 884,
office building at Hardin, and in
Dismissals
Murray; Mrs. Cloodia Simmons, RI..3,
raisin,; funds to help buy a buildRichard P.'Booth, Rt. 1, Box 103,
Box 233, Murray; Hobert Brandon, 523
ing for Mission Del Surs in Idaho
Water Valley; Ms. Maria E. Garza, Rt.
South 11th St., Murray;
6, Box 196B, Murray; Ms. Lillian D.
Falls, Idaho:
Mrs. Odell M. Kemp, Rt. 7, Box 136,
Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 28, Dexter;
Mayfield; Mrs. Annie Lee Lassiter,
The association has assisted
Mrs. Lois N. Elkins, Rt. 3, Box 192A,
1101 B Circarama, Murray; Robert W.
with mission work in Scioto ValMurray; Gary W. Blakeley, 7118 JackCohoon, 5633 Blue Springs Rd.,
ley Baptist Association in Ohio
son School Rd., Benton; Austin J.
Cadiz;
for six years, built a church
Caldwell, 506 North Fifth St., Apt. B,
James L. Templeton, Rt. 5, Box
Murray
building in Brazil Snd provided
565, Murray; Mrs. Ila Nell Zaremba,
Mrs ;Lisa Gafford and baby boy, 503
West View Nursing Home, Murray;
funds to build three church buildScotts Chapel Rd., Cumberland,
Mrs. Lonnie Rayburn, Fern Terrace
ings in Kenya, Africa.
Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Vandiver and baby
Lodge, Murray.
A Christian Counseling Minigirl, 14894 Hwy. 68 East, Hardin;
,
• • • •
stry was started by the 52 associMrs. Betty Greenfield, Rt. 3, Box
One newborn admission and
273, Murray; Mrs. Shirley K. White, Rt.
ational churches who are also
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
7, Box 195, Murray; Miss Chelsea M.
presen:ly supporting 10 Russian
County Hospital for Sunday,
Holt, Rt. 3, Box 19A, Murray;
Baptist home missiOnaries. These
Nov. 20, have been released as.
Mrs. Kathy Hargrove and baby girl,
646 Bondurant, Benton; Ms. Carrie Elichurches have also.participated in
follows:
zabeth Beale, 1628 West Main, Oak
the Brazil mission work by sendNewborn admission
Manor, Murray;
Devine baby ,boy, parents, Mary
ing pastors to help in the conMrs. Lillian Eileen Gierhart, 1305
.Beth
and
Harvey, 5145 Wadesboro
struction and preaching ministry.
Poplar St., Murray; Adolphus SheriRd., Benton.
The Baptist Builders, a group
dan, Rt. 1, Box 41, Hazel; James W.
Dismissals
Wisehart, Rt. 1, Box 186, Hazel;
of about 50 men, has been organMrs. Victoria D. JaCkson, 627 Broad
Ms. Jessie Shoemaker, 1513 Henry,
ized and has built several church
Ext., Murray; James R. Wells, P.O.
Murray; Ms. Eva Mae Jackson, West
Box 211, Hazel; Mrs. Nettie Reeder,
buildings over the area.
„
View Nursing Home, Murray; Brent
Fern Terrace Lodge, Mayfield;
The association has developed
Manning, 2002 Coldwater Rd., Murray;
Miss Susan Barnett and baby girl,
a strong ,Disaster Relief te,am
Mrs. Theora Jane Weaks, 211
907 Vine St., Murray; Miss Savannah
South 15th S, Murray; Miss Jessica
that has served in Florida, IlliD. Phelps and Marcus D. Phelps, P.O.
Lyndsey Crotno, Rt. 8, Box 561',
nois, Eastern Kentucky and now
Box 253, Hardin;
Murray.
Mrs. Tammy Myatt and baby boy,
in Haiti. It has had a ministry to
Expirations
1548 Spring Creek Dr., Murray; Mrs.
the Mexican Farm workers in
Ms. Marie Betts, 624 Broad St.,
Odella M. McKinney, Rt. 4, Box 484.
Calloway County for several
Murray;,Ms. Gertie J. Alexander, 101
Murray; Mrs. Louise E Peery, Rt 1.
years and supports an ongoing
Center St., Apt. 6, Hazel.
Box 120, Murray.
•
•
•
•
ministry to International students
• • • •
One newborn admission and
One newborn admission and
attending Murray State
dismissals
at
Murray-Calloway
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
University.
County Hospital for Saturday,
County Hospital for Monday,
Rev. Sills served as president
Nov.
19,
have
been
released as
Nov. 21, have been released as
of the Kentucky Baptist Fellowfollows:
follows:
shill) of Directors of Missions durNewborn admission
Newborn admission
ing 1992-93.
Montgomery baby girl, mother,
Ordmandy baby boy, parents, Craig'
Prior to his ministry for the
Susan Barnett, 907 Vine St., Murray.
Blood River Association, he pasand Lisa, 393 Countrywood Dr., Paris,
Dismissals
Tenn.
tored West End Baptist Church at
Mrs. Mary N. Elkins, Lakeland
Dismissals
Wesley Village, Apt. 9, Benton; James
Paducah, Sinking Spring and
Gream Curtis, At. 1, Box 94, Dexter;
Kirkscy Baptist Churches in CalC. Knight, Rt. 4, Box 90, Murray; Mrs.
Joshua E. Forsythe, 1357 Little Bear
Cindy Travis, Rt. 1, Box 222, Dexter;
loway County, First Baptist
Hwy., Gilbertsville; Davin L. Edwards,
Murray;acob N . Doughty, CR 75 Box 13F,
Rt. 1, Box 275, Murray;
Church at Fredonia, and Hardin
Katherine R. HolConcord;
Mrs.
New
Raymond C. Elam, 506 South
Baptist Church at Hardin.
5, Box 1306,

$8,88 $1381

sir $.138c,D

BARBARA STREISAND

SADE

$773
.
$138:
D

Using Tri-SilaD"
The Naturally Formulated Dietary
Food Supplement
& Weight Loss Program.
Available Wthout Prescription At:

The Concert

Tie Best Of Sade

TOM PETTY
Wildflowers

1,
4.
••1111/

$177„8,f $268,g

$13T.

$8%. $13T.

TIM McGRAW
NctA Moment To.:) Soon

$.$148g,

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
753-0113
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

$1128g,

58,
8Z. $121,

The Medicine Shoppe
200-A N. 12th Street

Ijc(Bid sinouto tnissh vou
a illappp Chankzgibing

Seventh St., Murray; Mrs. Sheila F.
Smith, Rt. 2, Box 164, Murray; Charles
E. Guge, Rt. 1, Box 167B, Murray;
Mrs. Ouida M. Burk, Rt. 1, Box 254,
Sedalia; Mrs. Mary Scott, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Arnold Bell,
1615 Magnolia, Murray;
Mrs. Willie Lee Foster, Murray Manor G1, Murray; Mrs. Otella Huckaby,
J2 Murray Manor, Murray; Willard J.
Duncan, Rt. 1, Box 554, Dexter:.
Ovie T. Lee, Rt. 1, Box 305, Almo;
Mrs. Johnnie Marie Cole, Rt. 1, Box
137, Murray; Mrs. Isabel! Hopkins,
1107 Larkspur Dr., Murray;
Ms. Tammy McLeod, 827 Newburn
Rd., Grand Rivers; Michael N. Wells,
9124 Acorn Ridge Circle Elk Grove,
Cadiz.
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CALENDAR
Thursdey, Nov. 24
Wednesday, Nov. 23
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 pm
All Post Offices closed for Thanksgivp.m./for
Hazel Center,open 10 a.m.-2
ing holiday with no city or county
senior citizens' activities
delivery.
Weeks Centeropen 8 a m -1 pm /for
Calloway County Public Library will
senior citizbns' activities
be closed today for Thanksgiving.
for
service
Thanksgiving
Community
All schools in Calloway County and
Aurora Area Ministerial Alliance/7
Murray City „School Systems closed
p m ;Palestine United Methodist
today tor Thanksgiving.
Church
Special Thanksgiving service/10
a.m./Immanuel Lutheran Church
Community Thanksgiving service/
Special Community Thanksgiving
Kirksey Baptist Church,7 p m
Lynn Grove and Coldwater chargeservice/10 30 am /Christian Science
wide Thanksgiving bean supper5 p m.
Society, 1634 Main St. Murray
and service/6 p.m./at Lynn Grove
Hazel Center closed today for senior
United Methodist Church.
citizens' activities
University Church of Christ events
Weeks Center closed today for senior
include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
citizens' activities
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Christian Singles Group/7 p.nr/at -;annual Thanksgiving service/7 p.m: at
800 North 20th St , Murray Into/Joan,
Weaks Community Center
769-1345 or Richard, 759-9994.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
Study/7 p m
pm
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30
Narcotics Anonymous'7•30 p m /St.
Pm
John Episcopal Church Into.
Grace Baptist Church events include
753-0781
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study
Singles Friendship of Paris,
CollegeiiCareer Bible Study, Adult
Tenn./7.30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
m
p
7
Study
Bible
Paris. InfoiKennith Broach. 753-3580.
Westside Baptis: Church events
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/13
cancelled because of Thanksgiving..
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Memorial Baptist Church events
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m/across
include RAs, GAs, Prayer Service/7
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metrop.m.; Choir rehearsal/8 p.m.
polis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
Land Between the Lakes Golden
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Pond Visitor -Center- closed today
Elm Grove Baptist Church exents
through Nov. 30. Info/1-800.455-5897.
include Mid-Week Bible Study/rp.m.
-New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayFriday, Nov. .15
er service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
Calloway County Public Library
service/7 p.m. ,
.closed today for Thanksgiving. .;
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
All schools in Calloway dourly and
praise/7 p.m.
Murray City. School Systems closed
Oak Grove Baptist Church/juayer
meeting, RAs and GA5/6:30 p.m.
Murray High School Tigers play stater
First Baptist Church evening activifootball champion game at Harrodsties cancelled.
burg High School/6'30 p m., Murray
First Christian Church events include
time.
Chancel Choir/7:30- p.m.
Hazel Center closed today for senior
Emmanuel Baptist. Church Bible
citiens; activities.
S,udy/7 p.m.
Weeks Center closed today fcr senior
Christian and Missionary Alliance
citizens' actOties.
Bible - Study/7 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to-Murray High School events include
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Academic Decathlon and Assembly for
Building, South Sixth and Maple, MurSenior Superlatives and Miss Murray
ray. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
High.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Murray State University offices and
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
residence halls closed today through
753-TEEN.
Sunday. Classes cancelled for
Mery Griffin Theater/7:39 p.m./across
.Thanksg'xing.
from Players Riverboat Casino, MetroStudent Drawing Exhibit opens toaa-y - polis, Ill. info/1-800-935-7700.
•
i'trough Dec. 15/Curris''enter Gallery, Country Dance/7:30 p.m ./Hardin
Center
Community
Murray State.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
National Scouting Museum/open 9
p.m./National Guard Armory.
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3:1.133.
p.m./across
Cancelled this • week because of
Mini Griffin Theater/3:45
Thanksgiving.
from Players Riverboat Casino, MetroBingo Play for Jonathon-Aurora
polis, Ill. Info/1-80935-7700.
Action Group/7 p.m./Wishing Well.
A.A. meeting open to disabled and
Accessifor
p.m./Center
Public invitik.
nondisabled/6
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
ble Living. Info/753-7676.
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Thursday, Nov. 24
Ltnd Between the Lakes Golden
The Murray Ledger & Times will vor
Pond Visitor Center closed until Nov.
publish,.a newspaper today in obser30. Info/1-800-455-5897.
vance of Thanksgiving.
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Class adopts theme

5s'i0-1? '77vt.
During the Middle Ages, many towns had public ovens because
large numbers of people did not have an oven at home

204

1011 1111110MS

1)110'1

BRIDAL

BAIDAL
PagISTA7
The Fifth Grade Class of Glendale Road Church of Christ has adopted
the theme of "Service.' for the year. Members will be participating in
many projects throughout the year. Pictured are some of the students
who helped with two very special projects. In the top photo are Students serving the elderly by donating several items to Fern Terrace
Lodge for Bingo prizes. Pictured, from left, are Justin Gibbs, Brittany
Bogard, Louis Ernstberger, Meagan Rogers and Tara Evans. In the bottom photo are students serving the young by bringing clothing to be
sent to needy children in Russia. Pictured, from left, are Jessica Hutchens, Justin Gibbs. Meagan Rogers, Brittany Bogard and Ashley Tripp.

IUG!STU tifig,

Pier _ 1 Imports is
pleased to have Angle
Ladd-McCord. recent
Jeremy
of
bride
McCord.join our bridal
registry by choosing decorative accessories.

Pier 1 Imports is
eased to have Tracey
Wilkerson. bride-elect
of John Cline, join our
by
registry
bridal
choosing pottery and
decorative accessories.

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-18C1

ct1 10

)t.
-kcitixtrk3
Thanksgiving Day, Buffet
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

$7.95 Inc

links Dcs,erl & Drink

Turkey & Dressing Mashed Potatoes
& Gravy
Roast Beef
Candied Yams
w/Au Jut
Whole Kernel Corn
Baked Ham
Baked Apples

Desserts
Pumpkin Pie
Pumpkin Crunch
Sheet Cakes
Cobblers
0

Hwy. 641 South • Murray, KY • 753-5986
.
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Lions sure can be lazy—they spend about 20 hours a day sleeping
or resting.

SERVICE NOTES
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ERIC L. DUNCAN has completed a U.S. Air Force ROTC
field training encampment at
Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas.
The summer curriculum consisted of orientation on jet aircraft, career opportunities, human
relations education, and equal
opportunity training. Physical fitness and survival training were
also emphasized.
The field training is normally
attended by cadets between their
second and third year of college.
Duncan, son of Steven L. Duncan of Rt. 6, Murray, is a student
at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University, Daytona Beach, Fla.
•• • •
NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
ERIC L. PAYNE recently completed U.S. Navy basic training at
Recruit Training Command,
Great Lakes, Ill.
During the eight-week program, Payne completed a variety.
cf training which included classroom study, practical hands-on
instruction, and an emphasis on
physical fitness.
In: particular, Payne learned
naval customs, first aid, fire

2-7V'
We are pleased to
announce that Angela
McCord, recent bride
ofJeremy McCord, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.,
Angela and Jeremy
were married November 12, 1994.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

fighting, water safety and survival, and a vdriety of safety skills
required for working around
ships and aircraft.
Payne also received instruction
on the Navy's core values —
honor, courage and commitment;
and what the words mean in
guiding personal and professional

All Coats

1/4 to 1/3 Off

Long and Short Leather, Stadium,
Long and Short Wool and Car Coats

conduct.
Payne is a. 1994 graduate of
Marshall County High School.
• • • •

lsotoner Gloves

20% Off

FUN & FASHION
by DX. Kelley

Fall

Sweaters & Vests

1/4 Off
Whether you are going to a casual holiday
lunch or an elegant dinner party, you
probably worry about what you are going to
wear. Will I be under-dressed or over.
dressed?
•
At D.K. Kelley, we have wonderful
selections of party dresses, tuxedo suits,
Christmas and holiday sweaters. There are
many possibilities to make you feel glamorous and self confident, knowing whatever
you an westing is perfect, regardless of the
occasion.
Accessories can take•business suit and
make it look very festive. A touch of gold or
silver can change an ordinary blouse and
skin to the perfect party outfit.
This holiday season, D.K. Kelley presents countless possibilities, whether it is for
yourself or•gift for someone special. We
will wrap and deliver it to your doorstep or
theirs. We have wish lists for you to fill out
so you can get exactly what you want. We
believe the perfect gift pleases two people.
the recipient as well as the one who selects
it. "When you care effough...iis D.K.
Kelley."
Friday and Saturday - free watch with
purchase of 5100 or more, free Manes hose
with $75 purchase. Isis keep our shopping
dollars at home where you get the quality
and service you deserve from people who
can about you and your frailties.
Ilappy Thanksgiving. In case you
eat too much,come in and get Body Shapers
by !lanes. They make you look as if you had
dropped 5-10 pounds.
.
The hottest accessories of this season are
Isioris Ark and Sun & Moon & Star jewelry.
We have•fantastic selection of both. Stay
tuned for next week's fun and fashion report.
flours: IC-5 Moos...So,

ICICtLITT
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t
Re
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-744
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1/4 Off
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20 to 30% Off
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Keller wins office at Youth Assembly

IP
Animal Shelter technicians, Donna Hayes, left, and Dada Speed, are
pictured In front. of the shelter.

Animal shelter director•
expresses appreciation
dry, unlike blankets or rugs. Also
dy MARILYN J. ARCOLI
be careful to place the house so
Shelter Director
It's Thanksgiving weekend and the opening faces the south and
the animals, the staff and the vol- nail a rug or very heavy cloth
over .the opening so the wind
unteers of the Humane Society/
An,imal Shelter have so much to. does not enter the dog house. Just
be sure it isn't so.stiff that the
he thankful for! .
Out facility has been greatly dog has troulkle getting in and
improved due to the generosity of Out. ,
the community. of Murray.
Another important rev-tinder is
We have a shelter that we are the water bowls. Make sure the
preue.nf, a pleasant place to water is 4101...fr.07ch and it is fresh
work and a staff who are happy each day. Our animals Kaye
to have the opportunity to make
become domesticlted. In a pen or
--hfc-4. little- beater -he many on a lead they are not able fa.
animals who are here whiting for— -search out food and shelter, so
a permanent home.
it's very important that we care
Thank you all for the donations for these needs.
of time, materials, financial assisThe shelter will not be open to
tance and the positive support the public this weekend so our
.
.- ou have given everyone here at staff may enjoy the holiday. We
the shelter. We are grateful beywill open again on Monday, Nov.
ond belief!
28, at 1 p.m. We open that many
We wish to remind all the pet
of you will come down to visit
owners, now that it has become
. very cold (to a Californian, very, and possibly fall in love with one
of our four legged companions!
•very cold!) that it is of the utmost'
Hippy Thanksgiving and bLe_ssmmoitauce to placehay in- your
ings to all !
dog houses. If it gets wet it will

SOS plans special events
- for Thursday and Saturday.
Singles Organizational . Society
will have activities on
Nov. 24, ard Saturday,
•

On Thanksgiving -day, singles
ac in \ ited for Thanksgiving dinft . r and (pen h9use at Pamela's
house from 2 Co 4 p.m.
• Pamela is invited the SOS and
any interested singles to cat dinnet and visit with area singles.
Each one is encouraged to bring a
di. to share if possible.
For more information and
directions to the house call Pame-

la at. 753-8863.
On Saturday, the SOS will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Chamber of
Commerce Centre to carpool/
Laravan to Casey Jones Village at
Jackson, Tenn. The group will be
brunching and shopping. with the
Union City and Jackson Singles.
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether
always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more
information call Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Crafts show scheduled
The Paris Landing Christmas
Craft Show will be Saturday and
Sunday, Nov. 26 and 27, inside
the hotel at Paris Landing State
Park, located on Highway 79 and
20 miles southeast of Murray on
Highways 121 and 119.
Hours will be 10 a.m. to 6:30
p.m. on Saturday and 10 a.m. to 5
in Sunda

Original arts and crafts including Christmas decoratrions and
that special gift will be featured
by over 50 crafts people frOm six
states.
There will be shuttle service
from the 'parking area to the inn,
according to June Simmons, craft
show official.

3 BEDROOMS, LIVING
ROOM & HALL.

Twenty-fivewdelegates represented the Calloway County Ifigh
School Co-ed Y Club at the 50th
annual Kentucky Youth Assemb:
ly held Nov. 13-15 at Hurstbournc Hostel and Convention Center,
Louisville.
The KYA' is a three-day
student-run model of .the Kentucky General Assembly. KYA
challenges students to become
aware of the Kentucky legislative
process by debating self-authored
bills in committees,:the House,
Assembly.------This year 1415 delegates
attended Senior KYA representing 59 high schools across the
state of Kentucky.
From the Calloway County
High delegation, Kenny Ernstber,1111 AIM

ger arid Kelly Travis presented a 'delegation was Nathan Ketter's
bill entitled "A Bill To Limit the
win in his run fpr the office of
Appeals of a Death Row Convict
1995 KYA Secretary of Suite.
- to One" which successfully
passed the House and Senate, but
was vetoed by the Governor due
to a technicality.
Andther aspeci of the KYA ,is
the Kentucky, Model Supreme
Court which gives 'delegates an
opportunioty to experience Kentucky's court system. Youth
advocates present cases to justices (elected high school dele- Supreme
Chambers. Laurie Witte and
Whitney Price represented Calloway High in presenting their case
of "Whoope Adult Theaters vs.
Thomas Clayton."
The highlight of the conference
for the Calloway County High

Calloway's (*feta(KM Win by their club soonNor, Ruth Ann Futrell.

acC!mpanied

glow

111011101
Former Kentucky Youth Governor Mike Arnett, right, congratulates newly elected Secretary of State Nathan Keller at the Kentucky Youth
Assembly at Louisville. They are from Calloway County High School.
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Shop Lad & Lassie
Friday & Saturday • November 25 & 26

For"After Thanksgiving
Special!

Discount
20% Winter
& Holiday

t.

..„

Fall,

Fashions
Ron Baker, right, chairman of the 1994 Knights of Columbus Tootsie
Roll Drive, recently presented a check for $1,200 to WATCH. Jamie
Williams, left, accepted the check on behalf of WATCH. Officials of
Knights of Columbus expressed thanks to Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternities, Bank of Murray, K-Mart, Kroger, Peoples Bank,
Piggly Wiggly, Storey's Food Giant and Wal-Mart for their assistance in
this year's Tootsie Roll Drive.

Independence Methodist
Women meet at the church
"Why Celebrate Thanksgiving"
was the theme of the. program
presented by Patricia Lassiter at a
meeting of Independence' United
Methodist Church Women held
Sunday, Nov. 13, at 6-/P.m. at the
church.
The meeting was opened with
the group singing "Help Somebody Today." Mrs. Lassiter sang
"Thank Your Lord" while accompanying herself on the piano.
A tape entitled "Surely The
Lord Is In This Place" was play-

ed. Mrs. Lassiter read the story of
"The First Thanksgiving" and
shared when .Thanksgiving. was
declared a legal holiday.
" Mary Spann shia some of
the many things to- be thankful /
for at this time of year. The meeting -was closed with the song,
"Thank Y-iXi."
The UMW will meet Sunday;
Dee: 11, at 6 p.m. at the church
with Edna Cunningham to be in
charge of the .prograM.

Ministerial Association to
sponsor service dn Sunday
First United Methodist Church
v, ill be the place of Community
Advent Worship on Sunday, Nov.
27, beginning with phase music
at 6:45 p.m.
The service is being offered by
the' Murray-Calloway . County
Ministerial Association. The.
public is invited to attend.
Besides a "Sing-A-Long" of
the "Hallelujah Chorus," the service will include the. lighting of

the Advent wreath, readings from
the book of Jeremiah, the Epistle
to the Philippians and the Gospel
according to Luke, a homily,
prayer, and a special offering for
the work of the Ministerial Association with transients.
Those Who would like to sing
the "Hallelujah ,Chorus" are
asked to bring a score of the music to the special worship service.

Infant Basics Excluded

•
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iir.,;:,,,Christmas Layaways
Welcome.

Sorry, no cipprom s.

LAD & LASSIE
- Southelde Shopping Center
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By Way Of The Grapevine
New Christmas Items
Arriving Daily!
Primitives • Afghans • Pewter • Wreaths
Christmas Arrangements • Santa Shades
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.•Sun. 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
miles out of Murray on 121 S to Old Salem Rd.
1.3/2

"Celebrate The Spirit"

WHOLE HOUSE
SALE!
Date: Now thru December 3, 1994

Do It All With Monsanto Wear Dated Stain Resistance Carpet Made With Nylon 6, 6, An
Extra Durable Fiber. Get The Style & Durability You Want, At An Affordable Price,

TrustMark

Style: Height Of Fashion. A Textured Carpet With Monsanto Nylon And Stain Resistance
"Selection Made Simple". Price Includes 1/2 x 4 LD Pad With Mesh.

Carpet Selection Sr.terri

s769.00

12
10

Bedroom
3x10 Hall

PAD INCLUDED
L.R.

Bedroom

12

Bedroom 0

12

12

12

Subject to present stock.
We have what we advertise.
Sales tax and installation is not included.
No coupons or other promotions accepted.

TRUSTMARK & MONSANTO — AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION

A

Area Rugs
Stock
In
Present
Great

WAWA

Area Rugs
In
Stock
A
Great
Present

Keep your shopping dollars in Murray. your
hometown, where you get the service and friendliness you deserve because we care about you!
Specials throughout
the store Friday &
Saturday:

FREE WATCH
with every
$100 purchase

FREE HOSE
with_ every
$75 purchase

•

Lots of wonderful gifts under
$20 - sterling silver picture
frames. BeautiControl cosmetics,
Treasure candles
Pant Sets - $22.00 and up

IT'S ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW.

Hwy. 641
8 mi. N. of Paris
1 mi. S. of Hazel
1-901-498-8161

Clarksville, TN
127 Terminal Rd. across from
Governor's Mall, Behind Wendy's
615-552-8787

305 South 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-7441

a
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•

•
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Sports News

WTI

Friday's Sports ,

San Francisco Grants opthetder Barry Bonds has been sued for paternity
by Jennifer Peace. a 23-year-old porn
actress, who was linked several
months ago to Al Cowlings. the best
friend of 0 J Simpson

s I/011 -
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PORTS

• FOOTBALL: Murray at Harrodsburg - State semifinals
30 pm ES 630 Central

Fisher:'They've got the full package'
H-Burg coach
wary of Tigers'

s newYouth
lchool

By MARK YOUNG
Sr" W,,•er
Muria) High's hopes of getting
a substate win over Harrodsburg
Friday hinge on a few numbers.
Consider these: 6-6, 277; 6-5,
315; 6-5. 235; and 6-8, 380. No,
• those -aw...n't road nutabezs the
Tigers will have to jake to get to
Harrodsburg - they're the sizes
of --some- of-the •-lineittert M-urray
will have to line up. against.
Murray (11-2) will make the
four-hour-plus trip to Harrods• a.

6

fourth quarter shows how explotimes.
burg to take on the 12-1 Pioneers
they are - they can more
sive
"And we prayed a lot," he said.
send
will
that
Friday in a game
from anywhere on the field," "In the fourth quarter we scored
one team to the state championFisher said. "They've got all the
on a pass play, then we got a
• TO HARRODSBURG: Western Kentucky Parkway east to Elizabethship game and the other home for
tools to be the best team in the, 40-yard touchdown, then recovtown. Take WKP Exit 93 onto Bluegrass Parkway to Lexington. From Bluethe year. Kickoff is set for 7:30
'Danville-Frankfon.•
reads
rass Parkway (65 miles), exit on Hwy 127, which
state, and they've got to be a
ered an onside kick and scored
p m Eastern time, 6:30 p.m.
great -team -or-theywith 1.20 left to witi Mt game
Central.
MI Go to third traffic light (Old Fort Harrod Park on right) and turn left. Harwhere they arc."
For Murray, running back
rodsburg High School football stadium 1.5 miles from traffic light.
"Harrodsburg has some athThe Pioneers aren't just an
Chris Cheancy has picked up 919
letes that you only sec at the col,offensive juggernaut though.
yards on the ground this season,
lege level," Murray coach Rick
"They've got a lot of players
but it's the defense that has been
"We've got to stop their quar- package."
Fisher said. "Besides their size,
who play both ways (offense and
Despite their run-oriented
the mainstay. The Tigers have
they have some kids who run like terback," Fisher said. "He's probthey pursue well- given up just 115 points through
deer, and they've got the best ably one of the purest athletes offense, the Pioneers average defense), but
they're
their
They
and
quickness,
with
game.
per.
their 13 games, an average of just
running,quarterback I've ever I've ever seen; he's got two or almOst •42 points
defeated Bardstown 36-35 last _hard to move because they're so
8.8 per outing.
three different gears.,
seen."
week, a game in which they trail- big," Fisher 'said.
"They've got great size on
Harrodsburg quarterback Craig • "Harrodsburg doesn't comVaie
the fourth
Harrodsburg coach .Alvis Johntheir defensive line, and their
Yeast has rushed for nearly 1,700 ao,any te.am._we'lre...playcii. this ed 35-14 heading into
son said the- eOriieback agarnst Whble. defense has done art- Mityards this season while tailback ' season; no one we've seen has quarter.
. ,
"The fact that they were able Bardstown was simply4i matter
Jay Parks has gained around had their size and speed," he
added. "They've got the full to comeback from 21 down in the of making the plays at the right • See Page 2B
1,500.

The Road to Harrodsburg'

k

Second half heat
by Racers leads
to 107-74 victory

156

Rainey nets 18;
Cumm gets 26
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
The first half of Tuesday
night's game. between Murray
State and Puntamika-Zadar
looked.,like the exhibition game it
was. But in the second half the
Racers turned the contest into an
Exhibition!
Murray •Ste, which led only43-38 at halftime, shifted into
overdrive in the second half and
outscored Puntartaika-Zadar
64-36.
The winless and windlesi Croatians, were left reeling for oxygen after Murray State turned up
the tempo on the way to a 107-74
win in Racer Arena.
Vincent Rainey led five other
Racers in doable figures with 18
points. 'Hr.: 6-4 sophomore said
S,:ou Edgar's
'it halftime.
firSt half.
..eryone was
ail we played
poorly," said Rainey, who was
6-of-12 from the field. "At halftime, Coacji Lid ii he wanted 70
points lie wanted more of an up,

MTN places'
3 on all-state
soccer listing
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High junior Sarah
Snyder led the Lady Tigers
contingent on the All-State
girls' soccer tem
Snyder. a fori.,:arti, was a
first-team all-state selection
and earning first-team allregion and all-district honors.
She led the team in scoring
assist,
with 27 goals and
naetkid the team's covahiabt
and was
- player.
most
Junior Allison Cantrell, a
sweeper, was named second
team all-state. Cantrell scored
four goals and had six assists
thii season, and was named
first team all-region, alldistrict and was co-most valuable player ,for the Lady
Tigers.
Emma Shaw, a junior goalkeeper, earned, honorable mention all-state, and was an honorable mention all-region pick,
as well as. all-district. Shaw,
allowing only -1.15 goals
against per game,, was tlie
team's co-most valuable-player
and 110 percent award winner.
Murray posted a 15-4-1
4
!
r•

ut
ier
re
'ties,

MURRAY ST. 107, PUNTAMIKA ZADAR 74
•
PUNTAMIKA ZADAR 74 •
Zuza 7.16 2.2 21. Strobe 5-7 0.0 10, Bilic 0-4
2-I 0, Gumm 9-12 5-7 26, Blazevice 2.5 1-25.
Goluza 6.10 0-0 12. Totals 29-55 8.12 74.
MURRAY ST.
Barry 0.1 0-0 0, Brown 4-1066 14, Taylor 1.3
1.1 3. Marlin 1.2 3-4 5. Anderson 8.11 0-0 13,
Rainey 6-12 4-5 18. Walker 7-9 1-2 17, Johnson
3-9 5-8 12. Hams DI 2-42. MOOre 6-7 0-0 IS.
Levin. 1.2 1-24. Davis 0-2 2-2 2, Echols 1.40-0
2 Totals 36-73 25-34 107
Halftime- Murray St. 43, Puntarnika Zadar 35.
3-point poalsv-Puntarnika Ude( 8-22 (Zuz•
5.12. Bibc 0.3, Gumm 3.5, Slalom* 0.1. Goluza
0.1), Murray Si. 10.22 (Brown 0.2, Taylor 0.1,
Manin 0-1, Anderson 1-3. Rainey 2.3. Walker
2.3. Johnson 1.5. Moore 3-3, Levine 1-1). Fouled
oul-Blaz•vice. Rebounds-Puntarrika Zed* 35
(Gtorm 8) Murray St. 37 (Davis II). AssistsPuntamika Zadar 10(Mac Si, Murray Si. 15(Rainey. Walker, Moore Si. Total louls-Puntarrika
Zed* 24. Murray SI. IS. TriChniCahl-Anderson.
Zaclar bench (2). 8-2.159.
•
tempo game 'because the game
boring."
was
Besides a' Greg Anderson
reverse dunk off of a William
Moore lob, Murray State
struggled in the first half. Other
than Moore's 12 points on 5-of-6
shooting, Murray State was a
cold 35 percent from the field.
Puntamika, on the other hand,
shot 58 percent.
"I told the guys at halftime that
we didn't play well and still got
43 points," said Edgar, entering
his fourth season. "Let's pick up
the defense and get some easy
baskets.
"We went to a zone and they
missed three easy shots and we

MARY YOUNGledger S Tmes "to

during Tuesday
State senior William Moore (34) keeps a close watch on former Racer Cedric Gumm, now a member of Puntamika Zadar,
15 for Murray State.
night's exhibition game at Racer Arena, The Racers won 107-74. Gumm led his team with 26 points while Moore scored
Murray

• See Page 2B

-

MAUI INVITATIONAL

Maryland finds title game
after dropping Utah 90-78
Arizona State
tops Michigan
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Sports Writer
LAHAINA, Hawaii (AP) Maryland was supposed to have a
rough road of ranked opponents
if it was to win the Maui Invitational. Those surveying the field
for the eight-team tournament
had the seventh-ranked Terrapins
facing No. 11 Indiana in the
semifinals and No. 13 Michigan
in the championship game.
Forget that.
Maryland reached the title
game all right, but it came with a
90-78 semifinal win over Utah on
Tuesday night. And tonight's title
game opponent will be Arizona
State, which'beat Michigan 79-62
in the other semifinal.
"You can't pick who you want
to play," Maryland coach Gary
Williams said. "I thought Utah
was good, so that was no surprise

41•4•1111

•

Arizona State, but I do know
they're really good."
Maryland advanced behind
sophomore center Joe Smith and
junior guard Duane Simpkins,
who each matched their, carcehigh against Utah. Smith had 33
points, Most down low where he
dominated, and Simpkins had 20,
including a 10-for-11 performance at the free_ throw line.
"Joe was good inside and he
changed a lot -of shots- on
defense," Williams said of
Smith, who had 10 rebounds and
four blocked shots. "Duane gave
us good support and did what a
real point guard does, runs the
offense."
Utah, which beat Indiana in the
opening round, couldn't overcome foul tfouble, especially
when it limited leading scorer,
Keith Van Horn, who had 28
points in 22 minutes before fouling out with 4:20 to play.
""We could have won this
game, but we committed a lot of
fouls, some foolish foils,''Utah
Coach Rick Majerus said. "The
sad thing about Keith is he has to

he doesn't defend anybody."
Three Utah players fouled out,
and Maryland finished with a
44-21 advantage in free throws
attempted.
"It's hard when you only keep
players on the floor for a few
minutes because of foul trouble,
but I don't think the refs were a
deciding factor in any stretch of
the imagination," Majerus said.
Now Maryland gets Arizona
State, which gave coach Bill
Frieder a victory the first time he
faced his old employer and
looked impressive doing it.
"I watched the first half of the
Arizona State-Michigan game
and I wished I didn't watch the
second," Williams said, referring
to Arizona State's break from a
38-38 halftime tie. "Our bench
has come through so far, but at
this time of year you don't know
what's going to happen."
In the consolation bracket on
Tuesday, Indiana beat Chaminade
92-79 and Tulanc held off Texas
C-14 76-74.

Rookie Walker
leads Kentucky
`Plays.'
. -Kentucky was never
threatened.
Vydirunas Ilgauskas, a 7-footer, led the Lithuanians- with 26
points and 19 rebounds.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Tony Delk finished with 19
Antoine Walker lived up to
points and Walter McCarty
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino's
scored 18 points and pulled
expectations.
down a team-high 10 rebounds.
Walker, a 6-foot-8 freshman
Rodrick Rhodes chipped 'in
from Chicago, cathe off the
16 points, and Anthony Epps
bench to score 22 _points and
led the team with 14 assists in a
sparkNo. 4 Kentucky's 114-81
reserve role.
exhibition victory over the
The . Wildcats' full-court
Lithuanian National Team on
press and man-to-man defense
Tuesday night.
helped them break away from
After thc game, Pitino
the Lithuanian team, which findefended criticisms of Walker
ished with 34 turnovers to Ken_a
by the media and scouting sertucky's 14.
vices based on his prep career.
Kentucky led 56-42 at the
"Nobody had anything good
half after a 10-0 run %midway
to say about his attitude," Pitithrough the half.
no said. "I think it was wrong.
Leading 19-16 with 12:41
HC's wonderful to coach."
remaining, Kentucky forced
eight
Walker grabbed
four straight turnovers -and conrebounds and four assists in the
verted each time 'to complete
first half.
the spurt.
"Antoine Walker is a very
• Delk -started things by hitting
special freshman," Pitino said. a 3-pointer after a Lithuanian
"I thought he was the best traveling violation. Rhodes folbasketball player in the country
lowed by stealing an inbounds
last year as a senior in high
school. I love the way he III See Page 28

Wildcats press
to win 114-81
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II Racers...
FROM PAGE 1B
convened."
puited-to
Punramitar
within 47-45 oir a Samir Zuza
three-pointer, but the Racers went
on a 13.2 run to -push the lead
back up to 13, 60
:47. Rainey's
layup with
play put the
Racers up 81-62 and setihe Racers off on a 15-2 run that Put the
game-out of reach. Rainey's two
free throws with 4:35 to play
made it 96-64.
-Everybody's been ready for
the hard practices to get over and
to take it out- on an opponent,"
said Rainey, who started at
_ forward.
Former Racer Cedric Gumm,
back in Racer Arena with- Pumamika, led all scorers with 26
points. His 21 first-half points
kept his Croat teammates in the
ballgame.
"It was tun,--More said ofguarding his former teammate. "I
respect him and I like him a lot.
I'm happy for him to get to keep

objective is to score off the
playing basketball.
"But he moves a lot," -Moore defense."
-sattrwith- a hitirrit'aWgr.-Trept. - Moore added 15 on a perfect
telling him, Quit moving."
• 3,for-3 shooting performance
Tuesday's game marked the front"th ree -point. Anderson -added
debut of seven Racer newcomers, .13 and junior guard Larry Johnand many lived up, to their son added 12.
advanced billing, but pone more •
•---"Everyone did good things,
_thaa_Frvi Walker.
• The 6-5 junior transfer from -even the guys that didn't get a lot
Chipola Junior College scored 17 of minutes like Stacey Barry and
Matt Harris," Edgar said. "And
points on 7-of-9 shooting, and
added six rebounds Known as a (6-8 junior) Dwayne Davis got a
defensive stopper, -Waliter-tectIhe quiet 11 rebounds in the just 16
minutes."
team with seven steals. •
Marcus Brown, last year's top
"I thought Walker was outstanding," Edgar said of the silky scorer and the Ohio Valley Conference's preseason player.
. of the
$rtioNf1-:„Orfir.•11.cA„,,
"People can see why I brought -yek, stored Ty-points in the
him here. Had he not picked up
two fouls in the first half 1 would
have left him in and it could've
been a much bigger lead."
"I got tired too quick," Walker
FROM -PAGE tB
said of his pertormani.e. 1 think
pass for a dunk. Another mi.
the freedom of the offense allows
everyone to get their chance.
foyer off a pass deflected out
of bounds led to a Walker free
And, with our press the main
throw, and Jeff Sheppard then
stole a pass and went in for a
Golf
layup to give the Wildcats a
9 Holes
$3.00
29-16 lead with 11:15 left.
18 Holes
$5.00
Par 3 Gott
Mark -Pope,---a 6-10,junior
transfer from WaningtOn, made-Weekends & Holidays
& Sports Center
his first appearance in Rupp
9 Holes
$4.00
Alva and scored his first buck18 Holes
$7.00
et on a 3-pointer with -13:39 left
• Golf Lessons Available •
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
in the half.
Practice Range
Pope fouled .out with 4:50
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
left in the game and finished.
Miniature Golf
$1.75 Batting Range
50c
wi
sc‘cn points and a
753-1152
N. 16th St., Murray
rebound.

•Wildcats...
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•All Adidas Jackets
•All Nylon Separates

20-40% OFF
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OPEN Monday - Satuday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
*Now Open On Sundays 1-5 P.M. Until Christmas*
1203 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky

3
3
4
4
4
5

625 625 600 A
556
',.
556
l'A
444
3

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I Pet. Gs
Houston
9 1 900 Denver
5 3 625 3
Dallas
4 3 .571
3A
Utah
5 5 500 4
San Antonio
4 4 500 4
sAnnesola
1 9 100
Pacific Division
Golden Stets
7 2 778
Phoenix
1
6 3 667
Portland
5 3 625 l'A
Sacramento
4 3 571
2
Seattle
5 4 $56 74
L A takers
4 5 444 3
L A Clippers
0 10 030

a

# 1 CD Changer Rated By Car Audio
6 Disc

DENNISON HUNT
SPORT
ING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

5
5
6
5
5
4

Don't Fuss, Shop With Us.
Home Stereos & Speakers Plus Surround Sound

0
1,

N‘e

indana
Milwaukee
Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
C narbtte
Atlanta

Pm. GB
750 A
667
500 2
444 2.
34
.364
.300 4
125 5

Tuesday'. Games
lAlviaukee 116. Boston 94
Adanta 102, PNIadelphia 99
Cleveland 112, !Armond& 79
Charlotte 102, Golden State 98
Portland 102. Houston 94
Seattle 104. New Jersey 97
Chicago 105, LA. Cippens 93
Wednesday'. Come
Charlotte at Boston, 630 pm
Houston at Orlando. 630 pm
Cleveland at Maw 630 pm
IANaukee at Detroit. 630 pot
Atlanta at Minnesota, 7 pm
Portland at San Antonio, 7 30 p01
COicago at Denver, 8 p in
Seattle at Utah. 8 om.
LA Moors at Phoenis 8 p m
Dallas at LA Lake's. 930 pm
New Jersey at Sacramento. 930 pm
Thunsdey's Gem*
Golden Slaw at Indiana. 7 pm
Fridey's Gomm
Na. Jersey at LA Clippers. 5 pm
Orlando at Boston, 6.30 pm
Cleveland vs. Washington at Baltimore, 630 pm
LA Latices at Atlanta, 6 30 p m
I/Waukee at Indiana. 630 pm
Mani at Detroit 7 pm
PNIadelptsa at lAnnesota, 7 pm
Portland at Dallas, 730 pm
Seattle at San Antonio. 710 pm
Chicago at Utah. B p.m
Denver at Sacramento. 930 pm

IS MONEY TIGHT?

Yt?
')s,••

,•
•r
•,e

All Time. CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
Orlando
6 2
New York
6 3
Washington
4 4
Boston
4 5
New Jersey
4 7
Philadelphia
3 7
Marn
1
7

Control Division

,

REEBOK WOMEN'S
FREESTYLE
LOW WHITE $
3
n
99
#289

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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game.
"I'm happy we won this big
-•
and Marcus Brown didn't itare-to-,- BASEBALL .
carry a brand new team," Edgar
said.
Owners likely to Imposesalary cap
"I think we're more athletic
and little bigger and quicker than
NEW YORK (AP) - Union head Donald Fehr expects
last year with the addition of Larowners to impose a salary cap when they meet Dec. 5 in
ry, and Vincent stepping up,"
Chicago, further complicating settlement prospects and making
said Brown.
- it unlikely spring training will start with major leaguers.
"We're still lacking on the
Owners want to rid themselves of salary arbitration before
inside, but that's coming," said
Dec. 7, the last day teams have to offer arbitration to their
Moore. "Coach is working with
former players who became free agents. Under federal law,
-management may declare .Ivirgaining has reached impasse and
them a lot and some of the guys
don't know the offense yet."
implement its offer. •
Murray State's next exhibition
Bagwell signs $27 million contract
game will be Monday, Nov. 28
when they, host: Vasda USA in
HOUSTON (AP) - National League MVP Jeff Bagwell
Racer.AMni.
agreed to a $27.5 million, four-year contract with the Houston Astros. The deal, the fifth-highest in the majors by average annual value, has options through 2001.
Bagwell, 26, who hit .368 and set team records with 39
homers, 116 RBIs and 73 extra-base hits, would have been
eligible to become a restricted free agent in two weeks if
Andre Riddick, recoveriiig
owners implement their salary cap proposal and grant service
from a knee injury suffered in
time from the strike. He also won a Gold Glove at first
the Nov. 9 exhibition victory
base.
over Athletes in Action, played
sparingly and finished with
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
seven points and two rebounds.
He was noticeably favoring the
Frazier denied extra playing year
right knee Tuesday:
LINCOLN, Neb. (Al') - Nebraska junior quarterback TomForward Scott Padgett, who
mie- Frazier, sidelined because of-incurring blood Cats-, was
-retUrned to the team after-564
denied an extra year of eligibility by the NCAA administrasuspended for academic reative review, panel.
sons, debuted late in the first
half but did not score. '
The Lithuanian team dropped
to 1-3 on its U.S. tour.
Kentucky opens its scason
Nov. 26 against-TennesseeMartin in R
Aren
e a,
a.
FROM PAGE 1B
• munity;
the people here have
standing job this year," Johnson- waited-a long
•1.343,
time to have some-r-Ovi
said. -"Their linebacking corps
body they could get behind, and
and defensive secondary are both
we,'ve gotten nothing but support
solid. They've got good team
frdm them," Fisher added. "This.
speed, size and quickness, and
is a great accomplishment, and
they're juscan overall solid
we hope we can continue on from
team,"
here."
Besides the obvious - physical . With the uncertainties the
challenge awaiting the Tigers, Tigers had at the beginning of the
Fisher said his team must over- season, Fisher said he's glad to
come the many distractions they be playing in the substatc
game.
have faced this week to stay
"We've overcome a lot of
focused on the 'game.'
things this year," he said. "ICS
"It's amazing how many dis- been a great experience, and the
tractions we have now," he said. memories will last these kids a
"We haven't been to this game in lifetime."
20 years, and now we can't hardJohnson said his team will/treat
ly find time to stay focused. We this week like any other.
can't let the distractions interfere
"We'll have to be focused and
with how we play. Anytime you have our heads on straight, but
have to travel, it's a distraction. you never-know with players this
"We want to thank the com- age," he said.
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CAR
WON'T RUN?

CALL #1
cClard's
753-9132
•ft A.

Compliments of

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

"DON'T DRINK
8 DRIVE!"
C441.
FORD

M (4'41

*TIGER*
FOOTBALL
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All Day Friday 3-9 p.m.
CATFISH DINNERS
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.
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3-1k. $6.95

$8.95
oz. Ribeyes,$7.95

All You Can Eat
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If',Ala.'s Dany
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RUDY'S
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What Is the Orphan's
Care Benefit?
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TIGERS!
.40% Murray
oN. 41%•\
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Totally orphaned children
of qualified Woodmen
members receive monthly
cash payments.

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-4377

AIL

Woodmen

V-"" of the World
Vile Insurance Society
Omaha. Nebra•Ma

MERCURY

vs.

LINCOLN
Proudly
supporting

/

TIGERS!

Harrodsburg

our Tigers
for the
,4

past 66

Friday, Nov. 25, 7:30 EST

years.

753.5273

.-Over 45 Years

701 Main Street

East Main 753-3540

State semifinals

Good Luck
Tigers!

Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix

(630 Central)

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Tackle A Pizza
At Gatti's.

at Harrodsburg

bvlore
Stop
or after the
rarrie for our
All-You -Can-Eat
Prize . & Pa,ta
Buffet!

Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

GO TIGERS!
Free Estimates

Tiger statistics
MURRAY

OPPONENTS

130.

FIRST DOWNS.

2,037

RUSHING YARDAGE.

419.

Rushing Attempts

4.9

Avg. Per Rush.

753-0487

Paul Nyta

Sammy Tidwell

2.9

Avg. Per Game.

1,003

PASSING YARDAGE.

60-130-6

105
643

Comp./Att./Int

77

TOTAL OFFENSE.

2,010

231.5

Avg. Per Game

154.6

POINTS

115

Points Per Game

8.8

29/16

44;

1;11 South It!, Street NIurray,

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Passing
Aft Corn Yds Avg TD Int
75
35
491 37.7 4
2
36 16
396 30.4 2 0

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

Att
136
69
48
52

Chris Cheaney.
Jeremie Olive
Salim Sanchez.
Robert Weatherly

Yds
919
367
235
216

Avg
6.7
5.3
4.8
4.1

TD
12
3
3
4

No Yds Avg
21 411
31.6
19 300
23
9
116
8.9

TD
4
2
3

Receiving
Jeremiah Rayburn.
James Foster.
Ted Booth.

Shell

753-5842

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service
on your home when we can offer you a quarterly
service for $2500 every three months fully guaranteed??

WE ALSO OFFER:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Autometic Temp.-Vents Installed '

622 South 4th

a
CITGO

CALL TODAY AND SAVE,
'

SERVALL
TERMITE B PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager - John Flutching
Phone 753-6433 • Murray, KY
-Serving You Since 1963*
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r
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753-0632
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Fumbles/Lost
Turnover Margin
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GO
TIGERS
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Ageal.

Ir.) D. MeKmney

Allen Thompson.
Preston Weatherly.

Mk&

Annuities

49

3,040

+19

WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

FAIN INSURANCE,
AGENCY

10

Avg. Per Game

303

753-6656

Cht.tnut St.

64-161-18

Avg. Per Catch.

23

753-9382

471

156.6

16.7

M&T Painting
Contractors

131
1,367

•Self Service •Full Service
•MAjor Brand Oils
Crtgo Card, lAator Credit Cards & American Express Accepted
'Quality Service at Competitive Prices'
South 12th • Murray • Monk Staiions, Mgr. • 753-1615
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clips small plane
Jurors clear former beauty Jettakeoff,
two killed
on
queen of felony charges
LEWISBURG, W.Va. (AP) —
Jurors 'cleared a former beauty
• queen of felony charges because
rthY ...did not bigieve she was
intent on murde'r when she tried
to attack a romantic rival, a juror
and a prosecutor said.
Tracy Lip_pard drove 250 miles
'armed with a iiiStolTATrife and
hammer to the home of Rodney
and Carlynn Weikle and their
daughter Melissa. who was pregnarl( with the childOf I-Annan-torn:ler boyfriend.
Prosecutors said Lippard, 23,
wanted to kill the whole family.
She ended up whacking Weikle
on the head with the hammer
before being subdued by the for:
!her Secret Service agent, according to testimony.
After two days of deliberations, the jury convicted Lippard
Tuesday of tw9 counts of seconddegree attempted murder and five
other misdemeanors.
Juror Jane Metheney said the
jury. believed, the hammer attack
was "a- heat of the moment
thing."
Prosecutor Richard -torensen
stud the jury believed the acts
look place but they, were "more
impulsive than deliberate,"
which is how West Virginia law
defines .second-degree attempted
murder,--Both Lippard and Melissa
Welkle-datectTodd Scott. Lippard
s.rid she went to the Weikle home
on Feb. 27 to confront Scott, and
became enraged after, Rodney
Weikle told her Scott and his
daughter planned to marry.. They
did so in August.

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.
11 inh'Inhn 1011 .'n

u,

n 1-800-777-1960

Lippard &riled pulling the pistol on, Mrs. Weikle or using the
hammer to hit Weikle, who said
he put her- ift-a headlock-and disarmed her. '
Lipord,"of Newport News,
Va., faces a maximum 6'A years
She
in jail-4.1/-hea-seateocail
remained free on S42,000 bond.
Her attorney, Paul Detch, said
he doubted she would get prison
time. .He ..c&Ileti_ thy.rdiçL
compromise and said he planned
no appeal.
The jury returned guilty verdicts on misdemeanors including
carrying concealed weapons, batKry and brandishing a pistol.
It found Lippard innocent of a
felony charge that she brought a
stolen gun into. West Virginia,
-although testimony established
the gun was stolen. The jury also
was apparently unswayzd by testimony from Lippard's former
cellmatc that Lippard had vowed
to slit open her pregnant rival and
ntflhCF -baby
"I think she was more apt to
kill me than my parents," Mrs.
Scott said. •:I'm always going to
have to look over my ,shoulder.
Always. I'm sure I'll still have a
few nigh.tmares."
Lippard's. family wept as the
verdicts were read, but Lippard
showed no emotion. Later,
appearing on the verge of tears
when she faced reporters, she
apologized to the Weikles and
said, "I really don't feel like this
is a total victory for me.''
With television satellite trucks
virtually surrounding the courthouse in this hamlet of 2,400
people, there was speculation that
the 6-foot blonde finalist in seven
beauty pageants wanted to cash
•
in on,. her notoriety..
Detch said his client, who
relinquished her crown as Miss
Williamsburg the day before the
attack'had many media offers for
her story but "expressed no
interest in trying to profit from
tins."

There will be no

BINGO
(National Guard Armory)

this Friday because of the
holiday. Bingo play will

ST. LOUIS (AP) — A TV/A_ jet 1,500 feet into its takeoff roll
collided with a twin-engine plane that had strayed onto the runway,
shearing the roof off the smaller craft and killing both people
aboard.
Eight of the 142 passengers on the Denver-bound jet suffered
minor injuries in the collision about 10;15 p.11)- Tuesday at Lambert
Airport, said Federal Aviation Administration spokeswoman Sandra
Campbell.
"There was an impact and the plane veered," said passenger
Pete Hockeu of Madison, Wis., who was headed to Denver for a
ski vacation with his family. "It was scary. It was scarier when we
stopped and they said fuel was leaking."
The jet was evacuated and most passengers took a later flight to
Denver, airport spokeswoman Sandy Singer said.
Airport director Leonard Griggs said the pilot of the MD-80 jet
tried to avoid the plane when he spotted it on the runway.
"The pilot did an absolutely superb job in avoiding what could
have been a catastrophe, because rather than going straight into it
he managed to lift it and clip it with the right wing," Griggs said.
No information about the victims was available. Campbell said
their private plane, which could carry up to eight people, had been
headed to Iron Mountain, Mich.
The jet had traveled about 1,500 feet on its takeoff roll when it
hit the Cessna twin-engine turboprop, which lacked clearance for
the runway, Griggs said.
"How it got to where it was, I do not know," he said.
The entire airport was closed for about seven minutes after the
accident and the runway was shut down for the night. The wreck.
age was left on the runway until investigators from the National
Transportation and Safety Board could arrive.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Nicole Brown Simpson's sister
accused 0.1. S mpsOn for the first
time of beint. a murderer, and
said Ms. Simi son had feared he
would kill her.
"Nicole had always said,
'0.1.'s going to kill me one day
and he's going to get away with
it ... because he's 0.J. Simpson
and 0.1. Simpson never has to
pay for anything,'' Denise
Brown said in today's Orange
County Register.
Her. statements were the first
time any of Simpson's in-laws
had publicly expressed an opinion on his guilt or innocence.
When detectives called the
family to break the news of Ms.
Simpson's murder, Brown said
she yanked the receiver from her
mother and told the investigator:
"Oh my God, he killed her, he
murdered her."
"Who?" the detective asked.
"I said, '01 He always said
he was going to kill her."
Brown said she told Simpson
the same thing When he called.
"I said, 'You murderer! You
killed my sister! You always said
you were going to do it!" she
said. "He said, 'Met That's all
he thinks about, 'Me, me, me."
Simpson has pleaded "abso-Ttitely 100 percent not guilty" in
the June 12 knife killings of his
"When you're saying things ex-wife and her friend Ronald
that you may have heard your Goldman. .
Brown said she thinks Simpson
partner say when you were beating her, that kind of thing sinks truly believes he is innocent. "He
in," said Peggy Payne, another believes his own lies," she said.
Meanwhile, in a preview of
organizer who is executive director of the Purchase Area Spouse what will be a bluer fight over
genetic evidence, Simpson's proAbuse Center.
Whether the therapy works secutors unleashed their newest
depends on the person taking weapon — a staunch defender of
counseling, they said. People DNA evidence who tried to
convicted of domestic violence snatch away Simpson's own
can be sentenced up to 12 months expert witness.
But Deputy District Attorney
in jail, a penalty the judge said he
has no qualms about.
Rockpe HarmorC,lost his first
"In a sense we're saying to court outing as a member of the
these folks, 'If you want to
Simpson prosecution team, and
change, here's your opportunity. the defense gained its first subIf you don't want to. change, stantial victory.
Taking over for prosecutor
here's the jail," Winslow said.
Clymer said he often has -Lisa Kahn, who is going on
required that defendants undergo maternity leave, Harmon argued
counseling, though sometimes as Tuesday that the prosecution
informally as a conversation with should be allowed to subpoena a
defense-hired scientist to testify
a clergyman.
Under the latest proposal, at a DNA admissibility hearing.
Harmon said Dr. Edward Blake
someone ordered to accept
counseling can choose from a is one of the nation's foremost
number of agencies. For some supporters of a form of DNA
offenders, counseling may be the
sole requirement for sentencing.
For others, it will be added to a
fine or jail. •

Area judge offers domestic
abuse counseling program
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
judge trying to cut domestic
abuse will offer court-ordered
counseling to men who beat their
wives, but he'll retain tougher
punishment, too.
"I'll have jail time hanging
over their heads," McCraken
District Judge Craig Clymer said.
On the judge's recommendation, a program called the Duluth
Model of Domestic Abuse
Intervention will offer defendants
26 weeks of counseling that
includes group therapy and role
playing.
"They get to experience what
it's like to be on the other side,"
said Lance Winslow, director of
CROSS Ministries Inc., one of
the program's organizers.
Abusers also are helped to
understand what motivates them
to beat their spouses, Winslow
said.
"Most of the guys who beat up
their wives 4don't want to be
doing this," he said. "They just
don't know how to stop
themselves."
In role playing, abusers read
lines like an actor in scenes from
abuse situations.

resume on Friday, Dec. 2.

Happy Thanksgiving From
All The Shriners

Our 16th Annual
Thanksgiving Sale!
2 Big Days — Nov. 25th & Nov. 26th
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'Shams
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60%
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Quilts
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Chair $1099
'Prints •Florals

We Now Have
Bed In A Bag!

'Blue 'Hunter

Man gets seven-year prison
term for manslaughter charge
NEWPORT, Ky. (APj — A
judge on Tuesday gave a sevenyear prison sentence to a Cincinnati man who pleaded guilty to a
manslaughter charge stemming
from a car crash along Interstate
471 last February.
Campbell Circuit Judge Leonard Kopowski gave Richard H.
Docter, 41, the sentence that prosecutors had recommended as
part of a plea agreement.

----

from 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Thanksgiving Buffet Includes:
Turkey & Dressing
Carved Baked Ham
Roast Beef
BBQ Ribs
Fried Chicken
Cream Style Corn
Green Beans

99 ea
I
•Shams
$18
Many Styles To Choose,
Layaways
Welcome

Since 1978
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An
unprecedented recount of the 3rd
Congressional District race
should be completed bsifore
Christmas, an official sa
A judge on Tuesday approved
candidate Susan Stokes' petition
for a recount. Stokes, a Republican, was 425 votes behind Democrat Mike Ward in the most
recent count.
Stokes noted several irregularities in her recount petition. For
example, she said in one precinct,
there were 19 more votes than
signatures in the voter book. In
another, there were 139 more signatures than votes.
"I don't get the impression
that nobody wants the recount. So
let's get the recount conducted in
a way that when it's finished
everyone is comfortable with the
results," Jefferson Circuit Judge
Daniel Schneider said.
The judge then ordered Stokes
and Ward to meet with Jefferson
County Clerk Rebecca Jackson to
agree on how the recount would
be conducted and who would be
permitted to observe. The district

Visa
MC
Discover

Simpson's attorneys are trying
to discredit Fuhrman, who found
a bloody glove at Simpson's
estate that matched a glove found
at the crime scene. Defense
lawyers say Fuhrman is a racist
who may have planted the glove.
Her comments conflicted with
last week's statement by Fuhrman's lawyer, Robert Tourtclot,
who said York and Fuhrman had
some disagreements. •

is made up of most of Jefferson
County.
Jackson said each vote will be
recounted by hand. She said she
hopes the recount can be completed before Christmas. The
winner is scheduled to take office
in Washington in January.
There is no precedent for such
a massive recount in recent Kentucky election history.
Jackson said sheriff's deputies
have been guarding the ballot
boxes around the clock since the
Nov. 8 election.
:A recount could cost anywhere
from $35,000 to $60,000, Jackson
said. Stokes must pay for the
recount if it fails to overturn the
election results.
But Stokes questioned whether
she should have to pay because
of the numerous irregularities
uncovered. Schneider declined to
release her from that obligation.
Unofficial results left Ward
with 67,663 votes to 67,238 for
Stokes and 17,591 for third-party
candidate Richard Lewis. There
were 189 write-in votes.

Traditional solid brass post
light will dress up your
lawn. Matching wall mount
also available. Polished
brass, white and brass, and
weathered brass finish.

$795
All You

link Simpson to the killings.
In another development. Ito's
wife, .police Capt. Peggy York,
said in court papers that she never clashed with a key detective in
the case when the two of them
worked in the same police
station.
York said she had no disagreements with Detective Mark Fuhrman and never investigated his
alleged involvement in a group
called Men Against Women within the Los Angeles Police
Department.

Lighting Special
Of The Week

Can Eat

Book Your Christmas
Parties Now!

'
'299

Fox & Hounds

Reeves Drapery Outlet
204 N. Brewer St.
Paris, TN
901-642-9019 or 1-800-748-9342

Honey Glaze Carrots
Blackeye Peas
Mashed Potatoes
Gravy
Sweet Potatoes
Whole Baked Apples

testing called PCR, which has
been used to analyze blood samples collected in the Simpson
case.
"He's told them (defense
attorneys) the bad news: That he
thinks the technology is fundamentally valid," Harmon said.
Defense attorney Gerald Uelmen called the subpoena harassment and an attempt to rob Simpson of his right to competent
representation.
—The. prosecution is clOsing
ranks and sending a message to
the scientific community that
you'd better choose up sides,"
Uelmen said. "This is part of an
overall strategy, a strategy of
intimidation."
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
denied the subpoena. His written
ruling said prosecutors failed to
show they could not obtain
Blake's expert opinions from
transcripts of his testimony in
other cases.
Ito also rejected a defense bid
for sanctions and a reprimand.
-saying he found neither- harassment nor bad faith by
prosecutors.
The prosecution's case4-gely
rests on scientific evidelice,
including DNA analysis of blood
found at the crime scene, Simpson's mansion and in his Ford
Bronco. Prosecutors hope to use
genetic testing of the blood to

Judge makes history
by approving recount
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Only
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Prosecutors said several prescription and non-prescription
drugs — including muscle relaxants — were found in Docter's
system following the crash that
killed Daniel J. Connor, a northern Kentucky physician.
Connor died Feb. 26, after the
car Docter was driving south in
the northbound lanes of 1-471
slammed into Connor's car headon near a Newport exit.
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Nicole Brown Simpson's
sister says O.J. is killer
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Dear Editor
I write to thank you and your staff for the excellent-coverage your
newspaper provided for the historical marker at Kirksey recognizing
Calloway Normal College.
The original story by Allison Millikan, followed by a story by Mark
Young covering the erection of the marker on Oct. 5,and finally, the story
by Amy Wilson covering the dedication services on Nov. 12 - all were
excellent stories. Jo Burkeen's mention of the dedication ceremony in "Jo's
Datebook" certainly helped to inform the public of that event.
This historical marker will provide a permanent record of a significant
event in the early education history of Calloway County. The publicity the
Ledger & Times provided was very valuable in informing the public about
the marker and the message it conveys.
Joe Pat James
Box 388, Murray, KY 42071
P.S. Congratulations to you for the color photos we're seeing on the front
page of the Ledger & Times. This is an excellent addition to your paper.

Memories of Shrout
torment math teacher

State government will
stay open,despite snow

5B

1994

ATTENTION
West Ky. Rural Electric Customers

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Brereton Jones has decreed
that neither snow nor ice — let alone'rain and gloom Of night —
will close state govemment this winter.
"From today forward, all state offices will remain open regardless of the weather," Jones said in a statement.
State employees fearful of-driving -should not venture out, Jones
said. But they must use vacation or compensation days to make up
the time, or they will not get paid.
State employees got a bonus holiday last January, when record
snow and ice closed state government for six days. Closure orders
applied to state' offices across Kentucky, regardless of-Whether local streets were cleared.
The Kentucky Personnel Board later ruled that employees who
were on vacation when state government was closed could not be
charged for it:
.
. —
The president of the Kentucky Association of State Employees
said it was unfair to make government employees choose between
vacation time and "endangering themselves to get to work."
"I've got a big problem with that," Lee Jackson said. "I don't
believe a policy can be used to override regulations. We've got a
leave regulation. If he wants to change that, he can go through the
regulation process."
•
Jackson said the state regulation — the basis of the Personnel
Board's ruling — says state employees cannot be charged for vacation on days they would not otherwise be working.
"If the governor declares an emergency, and I can't work, why
should I have to use annual leave?"-Jackson said.
Reminded that private-sector employees, as a rule, do not get
paid if they miss work, Jackson said: "I have no problem with that.
The only problem I have is that we have a regulation. If employees
• in-The private'sector watit-to
togeOlef with trek'erriplir lb&
establish a policy, they should do that:"

first that morning.
Kanabroski nervously scrawled
her name' on Monhollen's grade
UNION, Ky. (AP) — Carol
verification form. She mouthed
Kanabroski still teaches math in
the words, "He has a gun" to the
Room 203 at Larry A. Ryle High
teen.
School.
She often secs the students • Monhollen noticed that Shrout
whom Clay Shrout took hostage • - WAS-sifting at the teacher s desk.
But what drove the point home
May 26, only hours after he
was tbe bizarre look on Kanabrokilled his parents and sisters. with
five shots of his father's .380-ca- ski's face and the teacher's shaking hands.
liber pistol.
Monhollen headed three doors
She recalls the calm she summoned that day, the demeanor down • the hall to the office of
that friends and colleagues say vice principal Stephen Sorrell.
When Monhollen told Sorrell
likely saved the lives of those 23
:
what she had seen in Kanabro
teens.
Today, the memories keep her ski's class, it didn't sink in. Sorin an unfamiliar role: a victim, rell had to ask the confused teen
tormented by images of the hor- to repeat what she said.
Reaching for the telephone,
ror that could have been.
BALI, Indonesia (AP) —
"I can't do what I wanted to Sorrell called Room 203.
Kanabroski, after seeking perBy deciding not to raise oil
do, and that was put it behind
production for another year,
me," said Kanabroski, 44, who mission from Shrout to answer
OPEC is seeking higher prices
recently decided to speak public- the telephone, gave one-syllable
rather than a greater share of
ly for the first, time about her responses to Sorrell. She stood
the world market, a key minisordeal. "I thought I would be in facing . Shrout, standing under a
ter said today.
better shape 54 months after it small kmerican flag that hung
The 12-month rollbver of
from the ceiling.
was over.
the 24.5 .million barrel-a-day
"I wasn't taking my eyes off
"Those feelings I experienced
ceiling was a sign that the
were so profound and so deep, him," she recalled.
Organization of Petroleum
Sorrell put the district's crisis
they're still a part of me," she
Exporting Countries was
plan into action. He thought it
said.
beginning to think in strategic
important that Kanabroski open
But Room 203 shows no signs
terms, said Erwin Arrieta,
the door to her classroom. He
of Shrout's actions. His desk, the
Venezuela's minister of energy
asked her to do just that, under
last seat in the third row from the
and- mines.
left, is routinely filled by a stu- the guise of sending a student-to-He said OPEC had suffered
his office.
dent, unaware of its significance.
from taking a short-term outIn the few seconds she had to
But Kanabroski notices. And
look in the past.
decide, she chose junior Randy
she remembers.
Some of the group's 12
Klein because she could depend
At 8:35 a.m. May 26, Kanabromembers had wanted to boost
ski, a 13-year teaching veteran, on the teen not to question her
production next year with the
request.
was working with students on a
hope of earning more.
Kanabroski asked Shrout's perreview sheet for their final trigoThe cartel had been
mission to send Klein out of the
nometry exam.
room. Wanting to ,shield Klein
expected to keep its current
Shrout was five minutes late
from Shrout as he walked away,
output ceiling of 24.5 million
when he walked through the
Kanabroski followed him as he
barrels a day. But most officlassroom door. His prom date,
cials talked in terms of a
headed for the door.
Danielle Butsch, was in tow.
three- or six-month extension
"I escorted Randy in front of
Void of emotion, Shrout told
until Saudi Arabia, the OPEC
me. My back was to Clay, and I
Kanabroski he was holding the
heavyweight, opted for a full
held my breath the whole time,"
class hostage. In one smooth
year.
motion, he produced a handgun she said.
Saudi Oil Minister Hisham
Sorrell would later enter Room
from his waistband, emphasizing
Nazer said the move would
203 and talk Shrout into giving
his statement.
bring about higher prices in
up. The entire episode, from ShrLock the door, Shrout told
late 1995.
Kanabroski. He deposited himself out's arrival to the point when
Still, Arrieta said OPEC
police took him away, would last
in the teacher's blue swivel chair
could review the rollover
at her desk, holding the pistol in about 20 minutes.
agreement at its next meeting
"Carol's an amazing person,"
his right hand.
at Vienna in June if conditions
Students who knew Shrout said Judy Hart, a fellow teacher.
warrant.
well asked him why he was hold- "If it happened in any other
teacher's classroom, I'm not sure
Kuwait's oil minister, Abdul
ing the class hostage.
Mohsen al-Madaj, also said a
"I have had a really bad day," that others could have handled- it June review was needed. Howhe responded in an offhanded as well as she did."
ever, the OPEC Secretariat
Ryle's principal, Randall
way. "I've just killed my
said the next Meeting was to
Cooper, agreed. Kanabroski and
family."
be administrative and not an
Sorrell, he said, "are truly heroes
Shrout told Kanabroski to
interim review of output
in the highest sense.
teach. She tried.
policy.
"People need to hear that."
The students pretended to be
working on math problems. Some
even asked her questions about
the review material.
"What are we going to do?"
one student asked her.
•"What happens now?" another
wanted to know.
She could see the fear in their
faces.
a.m. til 10 p.m.
"Everything will be all right,"
she told them.
Buffet Served 11 a.m. til 7 p.m.
Kanabroski knew what she had
to do. Somehow, she had to get
* Turkey & Dressing word to the school's office that
Giblet Gravy
her class was being held at
gunpoint.
* Baked Virginia Ham
Perrin Monhollen became her
messenger.
* Ky. Country Ham
The senior, who had been
absent the day before, was visitThanksgiving Veggies
—Traditional
ing all her teachers to get grade
—Salad Bar * Homemade Rolls & Cornbread
verification for the school's
—Cherry Cobbler * Homemade Pumpkin Pic and
academic awards night. KanabroBanana Pudding
ski was Monhollen's fourth.
period teacher. For some reason,
Kids under 6
the teen went to her math class
Only $3•95
$2.25
•
By KARLA SCOON
The Kentucky Enquirer
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Cyrus said
OPEC
he will sing
eschews
market share until he dies
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Billy Ray Cyrus plans to sing for
for prices
the rest of his life.
"For as long as I live, I'll
always need to go out and play
music somewhere," the Kentucky native told the NovemberDecember issue of the Country
Music Association's Close Up
magazine. •
- "Hopefully we're building a
good enough foundation. And
I'm hoping that that foundation
will be the one I have 10 years
from now, and these places we go
to ... hopefully they'll still let the
old 'Achy Breaky' man come and
sing .a,few songs.J'll need to do
That 'ill the day 1—die."

TVA Financing Available
On Installation Of
Central Heat & Air
Heat Pumps • Dual Fuel or Ge,pthermal
No Money Down • 8% Simple Interest
FREE ESTIMATES

Murray Calloway County
Heating 9 Cooling
Olympic Plaza

759-4459

1994
"DOUBLEWIDE CLOSEOUT"
By

FLEETWOOD
28 x 68

$37,195

"SAVE THOUSANDS $.5.5"
PRICE INCLUDES:
-1 Ion Central AC
'
Delivery & Set-up
'
Footers
•19 Cu. it Retrigerr
'Upgrade Insulation
-Two Ceiling Fans
'Upgrade Carpet
'Shingle Root
'
Vinyl Siding
•Garden Soaker Tub
'
Extra Large Den
OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES.

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.

•

Op.n
4901)644-0012 Hwy. 41 2.
8
,y;ar
lihs:TN
VI
1-800-533-3568

UJ We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

1995
DODGE
INTREPID
$16,995xx
Stock #95060

Open Thanksgiving DayN41
6

Support

MIME LAIL!
SIX)1)
14E111;
OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500

Regular Breakfast Special & Country Ham Breakfast
Special Served Till 11 a.m.

Power windows & locks, tilt/cruise, AM/FM cassette,
power heated side mirrors, automatic transmission
w/overdrive, and much more. 4 to choose from.
Legal Mumbo Jumbo: All prices are plus tax, title & license.

Breakfast, of course, is served all day!
1)1

v - LOG CABIN -,L,1
Restaurant
r
i , itp 12th & Sycamore • Murray • 753-8080
_

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

._PEPPER
7

2400 E. Wood St., Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

01

OcilreTrurhs

(ititistin
Plymouth'

••

68
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Kraemer returns from
educational mission

SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESS
IT'S LIKE NEIGHBORS
HELPING NEIGHBORS

Dr.

BIG 3 00 CHRISTMAS SALE!
Friday-Saturday-Sunday
Nov. 25, 26, 27
Two Piece Men's First Quality Suits
Only $99 reg. $124 50-$129750(All Other First Quality Suits$119.00 reg $134 50-$14950)

PictUred from left to fight are:Ronald Diehl,Scott Herndon,Michael Tucker,
Jackie Jones of Jones Iron A Metal, Dustin Parks, Curtis James and Craig
Tabers. Not pictured Is Joe Ferguson.

Arnold Palmer Make-A-Suits
Only

Vo-tech students receive
certificates from business

$99.00 reg $110 00

15% Off All First Quality
Wool and Wool Blend Sportcoats

$59.00 reg. $69.50 to
$80.25 reg. $94.50

Speoal Expanclad
Store How.
Fn Nor 25 9-5
Sal Nor 269-6
Se Noy 27 1,5
Dosed ThanAgnang Day

70
IL

15% Off All First Quality
Dress Slacks

$25.25 reg. $29 75

Come in Friday and Saturday morning from 9 11 and receive an extra
10% oft these sale items in the storel
See our accessories and shirts, ties, belts, top tzars and raincoats

Wholesale Stores Inc.

117_ S. 7th St.

Mayfield NY

(.61LIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIK

Recently, industrial processes
students from KY Tech-Murray
Vocational Center received $25 gift
certificates from Jones Iron &
Metal, Inc. of Murray for receiving
an A for the nine weeks grading
period.
;atm
• agreement with The school to pro-vide the gift certificate from his
' husiness for studchts who maintain
an A average in the program. •
- Students enrolled in industrial pro-

Paducah * Fleming Furniture

Benton

Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture

1996
ALL PAYMENTS
NIXE'D TIL 1998

HURRY ENDS SOON!
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UNTIL 1996
• Recliners
•Sectionals
•Chairs
• Dining Rooms
• Bedding
• Living Rooms
•Appliances
•Sleeper Sofas
& more

UNTIL 1996

*NV
DOWN
PAYMENT

• Broyhill
•Thomasville
• Cochrane
• Lane
• Sealy
•Chromecraft
• G.E.
• American Sleep
•Zenith
• La-Z-Boy

SUBSTANTIAL FACTORY INCENTIVES
Allow Us to Offer You Storewide Savings of 20% to 50%
And Make This Incredible Offer...
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Walk-ins Welcome
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mcnt, in which she details how
she was distraught and planned to
kill herielf along with the boys,
had been widely reported.
Mrs. Smith, who was divorcing
the boys' father, David, said She
felt she could not be a good
mother, "but I didn't want my
children to grow up without a
mom. I felt I had to end our lives
to protect us all from any grief or
harm."
"I was in love with someone
very much, but he didn't love me
and never would. ... I had hurt
him very much and I could see
why he could never love me.''
The statement does not mention the man's name. A coworker, Tom Findlay, has acknowledged he broke off a relationship with her a week before
the boys died, Among other
things, Findlay said, he was not
ready to be a father.
"When I was at John D. Long
Lake, I had never felt so scared
and unsure as I did then," she
wrote. "I wanted to end my life
so bad and was in my car ready
to go down that ramp into the
water, and I did go part way, but
I stopped. I went again and
stopped. I then got out of the car
and stood by the car a nervous
wreck."
After she allowed the car to
roll down a boat ramp into the
water, "I took off running and
screaming "Oh God! Oh God,
no!" ... I wanted. to turn around
so bad and go back, but I knew it
was too late. I was an absolute
mental case! I couldn't believe
what I had done."
"
- I am sorry - (underlined) for
what has happened and •I know
that I need some help," she
wrote.
Circuit Judge John Hayes
released the confession a day
after The Charlotte Observer
requested it. Mrs. Smith's lawyer,
David Bruck, did not Object.
Hayes is deliberating a prosecutor's request for a psychiatric
examination of Mrs. Smith.
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COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP). —
Even as she ,gave tearful television interviews pleading for the
return of her two sons, Susan
Smith knew her tale of a carjack'er driving off with the boys eventually would unravel.
"I knew from day one, the
'truth would prevail, but I was so
soared•I didn't know what to do.
It was very tough emotirinally to
sit and watch my family hurt like
they did," she wrote in her police
confession.
•
The Nov. 3 confession led
authorities to her car submerged
in John D. Long Lake, with
3-year-old Michael and
14-month-old Alex still strapped
in their- safety seats.
"It was time to bring a peace
of mind to everyone, including
myself," she wrote, according to
transcripts of the confession released by a judge,. Tuesday.
When she finally (old The sher.iff the truth, it "felt like the
• world was lifted off my
shoulders."
Mrs. Smith wrote that she was
suicidal and distrztught over unrequited love when she let her car
roll into the lake. She wrote that
she didn't want her sons growing
up without a mother.
"My children, Michael and
Alex, are with our Heavenly
Father now, and I know that they
will never be hurt again. As a
mom, that means more than
words could ever say," she
wrote.
For nine days after the children's Oct. 25 disappearance, Mrs.
Smith and herestranged husband
. pleaded for their return.
Some of Mrs. Smith's. state-
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Confession reveals Smith's
motives in murdering boys

Support local industry

4-0

111111

cesses receive training in four major
areas: electricity, welding, machining and hydraulics/pneumatics
power.
The industrial processes program, as all KY Tech programs,
evaluates students on various
criteriasur h as cati-a y work jng
tic-es, attendance, work attitude'and
how the student works with othcrs.
Steve Simmons is the instructor or
the industrial processes program.

David Kraemer, chairman cif cOurses in their country." Three
the department of occupational Murray State students are studying
safety and health at Murray State in Costa Rica this semester through
University,returned Oct. 10 follow- a cooperative exchange agreement.
As academic specialist, some of
ing a two-week visit to Costa Rica
where he participated in the first Kraemer's extensions included constage Of a program that will estab- sultancy over curricular design and
lish a Master Program in Occupa- execution of teaching methodolotional Safety and Health in their gies in the area of occupational
safety and health,training activities,
•
country.
Kraemer was notified in June by demonstrations and practical applithe U.S. Information Agency of cations related to the execution of
Washington, D.C., that he had been academic programs, consultanship
—invited by the. Technological lawn-- related to _designing and assembling
tute of Costa Rica (ITCR) to take laboratory layout and equipment,
in technical meet-part in the Acadeinic Specialist and
Program, which provides grants for ings, seminars, workshops or
American experts to consult with lectures.
Kraemer studied at Southern Illiforeign'institutions about a specific
educational topic or to conduct nois University at Carbondale, reworkshops and seminars for fa- ceiving a B.S. degree in 1970, M.S.
culty/professional level audiences. in 1972 and Ph.D. in 1992. He has
been an assistant professor in the
Kilieflief'S Visit centered around occupational health and safety prog- department of occupational safety
rams and industrial safety and and health at Murray State since
1986, where he also serves as
development.
"There is an existing exchange coordinator of the OSH profesprogram between 1TCR and Murray sional internship and cooperative
State," says Kraemer."My role dealt education programs and the departwith the first stage of the whole ment's Finnish Student and Intern
process, which will be a continuous Exchange agreement with Tampere
"tiiWtsity of-Finland: In 1989, he
Imtractztv W'Itere s,ome of
come here in the future was honored by the MSU Boald of
to work on a master's degree and Regents as a recipient of the Award
some of our professors will teach for Teaching Excellence.
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Benton * Fleming Furniture * Paducah * Benton * Fleming Furniture * Paducah

Medical Arts Building
Suite 205E
300 S. 8th St. • Murray
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$800 million will honors
hundreds of ordinary people
will receive $5,000 a year for
life.
"It's nice what he did but I'd
rather for him to be here," she
said.
The will divides the beneficiaries into groups, each of which
will be paid from the income of a
particular trust. So in some
groups, the beneficiaries get an
odd amount.
Condolucci, a widower, said
he'll use his money to help his
brothers, nieces and nephews.
And he'll replace his couch,
which was ruined in a flood.
"He always took care of me,"
Condolucci said. "I had polio.
He paid for my two pairs of
shoes. They were $500 apiece."
Ruth Dran, of Bayonne, NJ.,
was a Petrie supervisor for 23
years.
After years of helping her boss
make discreet financial arrangements for needy employees, che
is getting $20,000 a year for the
rest of her life. The money will
help her move to Israel to be near
her daughter and grandchildren.
She recalled the time when she
told Petrie that she missed her
daughter, and Petrie told her to
get Kollek, then the mayor of Jerusalem, on the phone.
Kollek, who gets a $100,000
lump sum from the will, promptly
invited Mrs. Dran's daughter to
his office for an official welcome
to her adopted country.
"Milton Petrie was a good
friend," Kollek said. "I guess it
shows that he thought of me,
too."

By KILEY ARMSTRONG
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — It has
been AO-odd years since Gregory
Condolucci, an elevator operator,
laid eyes on Milton Petrie. It
turns out that neither man forgot.
Petrie left the 85-year-old Condolucci S9,999.96 a year for life.
Petrie, known in life — and
now, in death — for his geneiosity, remembered hundreds of people, a few famous, most
unknown, in his $800 million
will.
"He got a big kick out of
me," recalls the 85-year-old
Condolu^:i, who operated the
elevator at a New York City tennis club frequented by Petrie
decades ago. "I always kidded
him."
Petrie, 92, the down-to-earth
son of a Russian immigrant
pawnshop owner, died on Nov. 6.
He built his fortune with a chain
of women's clothing stores.
Petrie's will names 451 bene-ficiaries; including strangers he'd
been helping since he read about
them in the newspapers, and loyal
employees whortr'lied promised
a more comfortable retirement.
He also provided generously
for his own family members and
for
-celebrities such as former Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek, writer Elie Wiesel and Marla
Hanson, the model whose face
was slashed on the street.
The value of his estate fluctuates with the stock market, but
one of his lawyers, Jerome A.
Manning, believes it's around
$800 million.
"He said he never forgot
where he came from," said Cordelia Fuller, whose son, transit
policeman Robert Venable, was
killed five years ago by a car
thief.

Great Catfish Dinners
Friday & Saturday

Fabulous Seafood Buffet

'9.95

We Welcome Your Christmas Parties.

'

tutu flfl

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

Steve Story, chief executive officer of the Liberty Bank and Trust In Mayfield,
was recently honored by Murray State University with the Distinguished
Achievement Award from the college of business and public affairs. Story is
a 1969 graduate of Murray State University and was honored for his
significant contributions to both his profession and to Murray State. Story
also serves on the board of directors for both Liberty Bank and Trust and
Peoples First Corporation of Paducah and Is a member of the MSU
Foundation board of trustees. He is Region I vice chairman of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce and serves on the boards for Mayfield Tourism, Four
Rivers Boy Scouts and Mayfield Industrial Development

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never ow

Lake Region Propane Gac

Services set for Suleski

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Henderson native who is superintendent of schools for the Arizona Schools for the Blind has been
chosen to head the Kentucky
School for the Blind.
Ralph E. Bartley will begin his
duties at the Louisville school on
Jan. 4. He replaces Wil D. Evans,
who is retiring.
Bartley holds a bachelor's
degree from St. Louis University
and a doctorate from the University of Missouri-Kansas City.

RADCLIFF, Ky. (AP) — A
memorial service is planned
Saturday for Alex Suleski, whose
father and stepmother were -con—
victed this year of her 1989
murder.
The group Friends of Alex,
which formed to search for the
5-year-ol4 girl when her parents
initially reported her missing
from the family's Radcliff trailer
home, organized the service to be
held at North Hardin Memorial
Gardens. A donated headstone
will be dedicated.
Saturday would have been
Alex Suleski's 11th birthday.
Tom and Roxanne Suleski
were sentenced last month to life
in prison without possibility of
parole for 25 years for the torture
and murder of Alex.
During the trial, prosecutors
said Roxanne Suleski put Alex in
a plastic bag as punishment.
causing her to suffocate. Prosecutors said Tom Suleski disposed of
the body, which has never been
found. The couple was arrested in
California last year after Roxanne
Suleski's teen-age daughter con-

Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin,-Kentucky
Call 753-8011

tacted the FBI- and Made a secret
• recording on which Tom Suleski
discussed disposing of Alex's
_zernains.

SEE WHAT HISTORIC
A 0PADUCAH HAS IN STORE FOR Bziy.
YOU THIS CHRISTMAS
Call for our free
Holiday Calendar ofEvents
Pliducall-Mc('racken
mills( al11(1 (:011VC1111011

I 1ox !)()
417 S. 4th Street.
Paducah. Kentucky
42002-0090
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IICV Christmas Is Just Around The Corner SALE
Pine Mountain
Value &KIP.

(Pine Mountain

899

199

159

Porcelain Figurines with assEd
holiday themes are fun 10 collect'
talL 260% T 224 052 F48

5-Lb. Flu-slog for superior
burning. 00509 V 703 256 F9
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2-Pk. Flood Lamps in your
choice of 75 or 150W
052501-U 6865 519/501 F8

Mager Mechilic'
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Porcelain Buildings look lealistici Fun to give or collectl
26094 T 224 066 F8
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6./2" Cheyenne
Fir Tree
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'
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Tiva bowitdul ina• has a VC
natural look that WI Imbrium&
vivo.* fin a 57' be" darn
65.586.583 T 390 065 1

1499

$7.99 Sale Price
$2 Mall-In Rebate

Holiday Musical Scones
with light and volume con
trol Mold themes
12183 204 704 6

R99
V Your Final Cost
196-LightString.A.Long SC *slur. a bonus 35-119t4 sal 17806
UXL2•10035A T 671 632 10

99*

c=11M1

4-Plc. White Night-Lights show
you the way down dark halls
Candelabra base E 394 585 F10

Vow cholco
Assorted PeW•f Tools are exactly what you need, Choose
a36' cordless drill/driver with 2 speeds, reverse & a 3.6V recharger:
Of get a 2-speedagsaw with 3-amp, 4-HP motor 8. locking trigger
for continuous Cutting, Or pick up a 3.6V high-speed cordless
screwdriver with recharger MIA65301-02/41/73 J 845412273477317757 1

r

2
49
Outdoor Lampholder has a 6'
cord, mounting plate and stake
A2380-006-Gv E 192 969 12

N

iiiiilFs

1399
1299

True Valuee Thick Bank s
a 1025 replica with con slot
with lock and key. 1/38th
SC818 6424E0 T 377 363 12

ale
,
.
.
,
Toy
.
.
.
,
15
0
F
a
c
t
o
r
y
,. ., .
1499
i
BANK
CO*1.._,;
1 7
....-771.11.

-1,

Dr. Barbi,* Doll cornea
.._„_____
,
with baby. Pealing sietho- `7: :•
scope, accessories
i•/-3—
11160 1360003 12
4 .1

Chevy Van Bank is a 1937
replica in 1/25th scale. Complete with lock and key to
protect your savings'
15026 T 378 037 F12

,

12"

is a
Mons
rnobanzed bank that auto
stacks,
and
Matically sons,
counts cons Batts not ind
36601.4 T 110 962 6

JiabaJabber". Doll has
brightly coired hair, a Seribie
1301y and gives off hySlerica
co,Ad% 44454P
199 951
irr3=

ay&
VW'

A
l
'
i

3695

Soft Pony is the trend you can
ride, Cloth mane crinkles.
squeaks & rattles
1534 T 226 693 i

Fisher Price'

99

39

Greet Adventures Castle
with working drawbridge
kitchen, round table 10-fig
ure army 7110 T 400 454 3

12"

Lincoln Logs House Set
has 59 wooden interlocking
pLay
pieCeS 965 r 110 574 6

logs.„„, 70 oast.

OATT11-43

1 199

BabysItter SkIpperS Doll
with 3 babies to
babysiteach with a diaper
bag and babysitting acces
soles 12071 T 378 117 12

•- k\
pt.—

ovse.
,

'

•

1999

Pogo Stick supports 75 to
150 lbs. Bright neon colors
1321 T 396 112

OPEN SUNDAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

MURRAY HOME B A.,1_170
Chestnut Street
•
•
ttItOr

L.'

Every Night

New leader hired for
School for the Blind

A dozen times, Petrie asked
Mrs. Fuller to bring Venable's
daughter, Januari, now 15, to his
office.
"He would give her teddy
bears and a check," Mrs. Fuller
recalled. "He wanted to know
about her progress in school. She
was very crazy about him."
Under the will, Mrs. Fuller, a
nursing supervisor in Brooklyn,

23. 1994

753-2571
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Cut
Pork
Chops

Your Hometown

Center

pig*
wiggly

99th

Prices good thru November 29.
Prices good only in Murray.

VALUE PRICED GROCERIES

QUALITY MEATS
Fischer Festival VVhole

ss 11-11 airs

ESc

Open Till 6 p.m.
Thanksgiving Day
Re-Open 7 a.m. Friday

Green Giant —16 oz. Can Yellow Cream Style or

Campbell's — 10.5 oz. Cream of Mushroom or

Whole Kernel Corn

Cream of Chicken Soup

5900

LI.79
•%•%0

Eckrich -1 Lb. Package

Kraft -8 oz. Box Philadelphia

Cielta Pride

Sliced-Bologna UV' Catfish Steaks-2.0V
2 39
Boneless Ham .2.39
•
Pickles
n
Smoked Sausage Lbl.89
Country Ham Slices
Claussen - Whoie. Shave Spears

Field Kentuckian or Emge EZ Carve Whole or Hall

Y na:res 243: 3:

Eckrich - Smoked or Polish

Harper - Economy Pack

Lo

Farmland — 1 Lb. Package

Sliced Bacon

AiNk9

Lunch Makers
Eckrich

1 Lb. Package

Jumbo Franks

129

Biscuits
Pet

Evaporated Milk

FOR

Pork Sausage

Orange Juice

1.49
10 Lb_ 1E3 ucket

A

Pork Chitterlings CU
„,
Pork Steak 1.1V
-Try !Fried"

1
1

1.19

Pet-Ritz -2 Pack Deep Dish

Pie Crusts

1.19

Dole

20 oz. Can

Pineapple in Juice
Piggly Wiggly -9 oz.

79'
99'

Cranberry Sauce UV' Cinnamon Rolls
Buttermilk UU'' Paper Towels DU'
0

Brawny - Regular Roll

139

\ 490

Ala)

With One Filled Thrifty Sayer Card

Lb.

3 Lb Bag — Medium Yellow

th1.29 Onions
'L:2?: Pee,ec ana Reacy to Eat

Sweet Potatoes 5: 39g Carrots

Jif —18 oz. Jar

Lipton —24 ct. Family Size

89'
1129

99'

Field

American Favorite

Buffet Ham

Roast Beef

WIN CASH!

Kraft — 1 Lb. Quarters

These are our latest Win Cash Winners

Parkay

Janice Lee
Eddyville, KY

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

Be sure to have your card punched
at our store weekly
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

German

Chocolate Cake

lip

La
gr

to
nai

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Caffeine Free Pepsi,
Caffeine Free Diet Pepsi or Mt. Dew

1.79 Lb2199
Cranberry•Apple Sauce

Lc
of
at

De

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

DELI FAVORITES

Kitchen Fresh

ell
By

Go
be
de

Shortening Peanut Butter Tea Bags

Akroplls

ik A

Sc

Ocean Spray -16 oz. Can

Crisco — 3 Lb.

#fl

br

Jc:

Washington State — Extra Fancy Red or Gold

Grapes

El

THRIFTY SAVERS

FRESH PRODUCE

Red Seedless

0

a.]

Prairie Farms- 1/2 Gallon

Chuck Roast 1 OU Spare Ribs L:1 IOU/

Ic

Eagle Brand - 14 oz.

12 oz. Can

Piggly Wiggly — 64 oz.

'
Try Ela Iced

ji

Boneless

Piggly Wiggly -8 oz -4 Pack

anquet -902. Salisbury Turkey. or Chicken

Partin's — 1 Lb. Roll

1.39
Eckrich - All Varieties

Cream Cheese-

89 Meat Dinner 89
'i6 ato;is 6e)ziirpa 89'
79
n $
L i Milk
1.89

a

Fresh

1.49 Coleslaw 119
each 5.99 Cooked Turkey 2.79
Lb 1

Cuddy Farms — Smoked or

Lb

---

La

far

•
4

4

•
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Investments Since

DEATHS
Frederick S. Brewer

POSSUM TROT, Ky. (AP) —
of 1812. He keeps his dark brown
James BaUCUM is a college stuhair long, but added, "Indians,
dent with an identity crisis.
Frederick S. Brewer, 72, Rt. 2,"Hazel, died Tuesday, Nov. 22, 1994,
contrary to what people believe.
,at 7:29 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
"Just on weekends," he said
didn't always wear their hair long
with a grin. "Sometimes, I'm an
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
or, for that matter, wear feathered
English trader; other times I'm
bifrial arrangements.
headdresses and lots of
Scots-lrish-or French. I've been a
bucksfin."
British soldier, a French ioldier
He said some Eastern Indians
and a Shawnee Indian, too."
favored European-style haircuts,.
When he's . not hitting the
Mrs. Minnie-Xostock, 94, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., died Monday.
wore cloth turbans and preferred
books at Paducah Community
Nov. 21, 1994, at 5:12 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
wool and cotton dusts to
College, Baucum, 20, steps back
She was married Feb. 8, 1933, to Paul P. Kostock who died in
buckskin.
1966. She was a former operator for Illinois Bell Telephone Company. in_history, dons-realistic costumes ----"A Shawnee probably -would
and bloodlessly re-enacts the
Born Aug. 12, 1900, in Chicago, Ill., she was the daughter of the
have traded his buckskin to the
French and Indian War and the
late William Kanriberg and Minnie Rubicn Kannbcrg.
whites for European . clothing,
Survivors include one'daughter. Mrs: Dons Taylor and husband. • War of 1812. - •
•powder, lead and musketi,'Bau"I really like history, love to
Robert, Buchanan; one son, Paul Kostock and wife, Patricia, Rt. 2,
cum said.
camp and enjoy traveling around
Buchanan; four grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
Like a lot of latter-day Amen the country," said Baucum, from
Services will be Friday at 10 a.m, in the chapel of Irving Park Cemcans, the Shawnee came under
tiny Possum Trot in Marshall
tery, 7777 Irving Park Rd., Chicago, IL 60634. Pastor David Abrathe spell of French fashion.
County. "So this is a natural for
hamson will officiate.
"They really liked brightly
MU...
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home had charge of local arrangements,
coloredshins=-rects and polka
The western Kentuckian's
but no visitation will be scheduled.
dots — things like that."
make-believe even landed him a
But the Native Americans, he
movie role as an extra in "Last added, drew the line at trousers.
of -the Mohicans."
"They considered them feminine. A Shawnee would have
Paul Gordon Notes, 70, of US Hwy 68 East, Benton, Aurora corn"As far as anybody being able
worn a loincloth and maybe
munity, died Tuesday, Nov. 22, 1994, at 3:41 a.m. at Marshall County
to sec me in the. movie, that's
buckskin or wool legaiiigs in the
Hospital': Benton.
another story," he said with a
He was a member of Fergusbn Springs Missionary Baptist Church
winter, but never pants," he said.
chuckle. "I didn't know until 4
at Aurora.
Baucum draws the line at
&Clock each morning whether I'd
Mr. Notes was the son of the late Ed Notes and Delcie Gordon
another Shawnee standby:
be a.13ritish soldier or a French
Notes. One sister and three brothers also preceded him in death. soldier fin that day's shooting." genuine tattoos.
Survivors include riNvife, Mrs. Estelle Tyree Noles; two dalighT"It must have been extremely
-What's ;worse, according to
crs, Mrs. June Hudson and Mrs. Gwen Duncan, and three sisters, Mrs.
painful cutting open your skin
bachelor Baucum, he missed a
Novice Jones, Mrs. Bobby Darnall and Mrs. Shirley Smith, all of Benand putting inside some sort of
chance to court a movie star.
ton; four grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
"We were shooting a night stain like gunpowder," he said.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and•Cann
just use a Sharpie or some pen
battle scene and I was relaxing on
Funeral Home. The Rev. Omar Jenkins is officiating. Burial will fola log when this attractive young Jike that.:'
low in BrienSburg Cemetery.
Baucum has been known to
woman came up, sat down next
dodge discomfort elsewhere.
-to-inc and started talking. I
"When it's real cold, I might
thought she was from the catering
slip a pair of Cortex booties
crew.
Services for Joseph David Phillips will be tonight (Wednesday) at 7
under the leggies," he confessed.
"I didn't realize who she was
pm. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Paul
He also admits that sometimes
Bogard will officiate. Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 until the movie came out, I would
even the aftermath of bogus batp.m. today.
have at least tried to get her
tles can be a tad too realistic for
phone number."
The body will be taken at 10 a.m. Thursday to the Reorganized
spectators. Take the time a bacsAs it turned out, Baucum had
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints Church at Joppa, Ill.,
woods "doctor" made a house
shared his backwoods bench with
where services will be at 3 p.m. Burial will follow in International
call after the musket smoke
Jodhi
May,
Order of Odd Feliows Cemetery there.
who
co-starred
as
.
• cleared.
Mr. Phillips, 71, Rt. 1, Almo, died Tuesday, Nov. 22, 1994, at 4:15
Alice Monroe, a young British
Onlookers crowded close as
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
woman who committed suicide
Baucum -was "treated" for a badBorn Nov. 18, 1920, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
rather than be killed by her
ly wounded arm. Stuffed inside
Elvis Phillips and Hattie Duncan Phillips. Also preceding him in death
Indian captors.
his shirt and posing -for proud
were two sisters, Mrs. Dora Houser and Mrs. Fairy Prtichett, and three
One of Baucum's favorite
flesh was a raw chicken breast
brothers, Louis, Ruby and Clarence E. Phillips.
characters is a Shawnee Indian
injected with fake blood and
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Diane Lewis, and one
allied with the British in the War
mayonnaise.
son, Danny Phillips, Joppa, Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. Novella Carroll,
'Metropolis, Ill., Mrs. Mary Ward, Cobden, Ill., and Mrs. Pansy Pritchett, Almo; two brothers, Franklin D. Phillips, Three Rivers, Mich., and
Bob Phillips, Metropolis; four grandchildren.
Allison Qirman, Emily Cleaver, Misty
Calloway County Middle School
Coles, Jesse Crass, Bobbit Dolchan, Jamie
released the following honor roll for
Dowdy, Alicia Eaves, Janna Furches, Kelli
the first nine weeks:
Griffin, Brittany Guess, Kristen Haggard,
6th Grade
Stacey Hale, Renee Henson, Tracey Hicks,
Funeral rites for Mrs. Susie Kenney were Tuesday at 11 a.m. in
All 'A's
Deedra Hughes, Ruth Ilutchens, Amanda C.
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Randy Stephens
Jones, Amanda R. Jones, Matt Keel, Stacey
Jessica Bybee, Amber Cain, Ashley Cook,
officiated. Burial was in International Order of Odd Fellows Cemetery
Keel, Jenny Lewis, Tammy Linn, Scott
Natalie. Cooper, Wesley Coursey, Alison
Lowe, James Marshall, Daniel Mattieny,
at Metropolis, Ill.
Fotsch, Racheal Grogan, Brady Harris, Erin
Jonathan McClure, Colleen McDonald, JesHeltsley, Justin Holland, Sarah Johnson,
Mrs. Kenney, 75, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn., died Friday, Nov, 18, 1994', at
Matthew Leet, Jessica Lemons,Zach Loveu,
sica McKendree, Jessica Mitchell, Bryce
Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
Annie Lynn, Bobbie Marren, Bethiny MarMiller, Micah Morris, Willie Morris, Clint
Her husband, Arthur (Art) Kenney, died Sept. 12, 1988. One son,
Myatt, Adam Nance, Angela Owens, Sutin, Joey McDaniel, Racgan Morton,
Gary Conger, two sisters, Mrs. Roxie Smith and Mrs. Leffie CampBethany Pate, Jennifer Perlow, April Ramsanna Paterson, Lacey Piuman, Alecia
bell, and two brothers, John Harris and Pete Harris, preceded her in
sey, Melissa Richardson, Ryan Rogers, KaRobertson, Miriam Roger.. Connie Shelton,
Elisabeth Shouse, Wes Spencer, Matt Stone,
Whitni
cey
Stark,
Steele,
Webb,
Austin
death.
Amanda
Amber
Williams
Young.
and
Kristen Sutter, Tashi Thompson, Steven
Born Dec. 12, 1918, at Hardin, she was the daughter of the late
Thom, Glenn Timmons, Matt Todd, Kyle
6th Grade
Jesse Harris and Angela Bennett Harris.
Tracy, Amy Travis, Amber Walker, Michael
A's_& 13/s
Survivors include two sons, Aaron Conger, Ecorse, Mich., and PhilD. Williams, April Wolford,Samantha WooLindsay Adcock,Brenda Ahart, Lisa Arnold,
lip Conger, Alpena, Mich.; one stepson, Michael Kenny and wife,
dall and Keith Wright.
Daniel Ball, Misty Bogard, Justin Boggess,
Kathy, Redford, Mich.; one brother, Bud Harris; special friend, Bill
Jeremy Bolls, Linnie Brown, Chelsea Bul8th Grade
Lamb, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; 12 grandchildren; nine greatlard, Amanda Carter, Dusty Clark, Brent
All A's
grandchildren.
Cooper, Ben Cossey, Aaron Cowan, Brandi
Elizabeth Allen, Megan Fleetwood, Alan

1854.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones lot
..A•DJIA Previous Close.......3677.99
44 • i/2
Mr Products
49'4 •
.4
T TNell South
521/s • 14
Nrigg & Stratton
lea unc
liristul Myers 'Squibb 3714 '- 'Is
CBI Corp. Ky,*
.228 22014A
4$1/1
Chrysler

Mrs. Minnie Kostock

Prices' As Of 9 -fit.M.
K-Mart..
-les • 1/a
K U Energy__........ 259. • 1/4
Kroger
241n.
• 1/4
L G & E .............
Mattel
.. 27 use
.
McDonald.

263/4 •

11/4

Merck
.36 • 1/.
J.('.Penney
45'4 • sis
Peoples First'
19i/4 apiiA
Quaker Oats
613
/
4 • Ills
API. • II. Schering•Plough
72116 3614 • Vs Sears
4611. • 3/4
421/2 • 1/.
.....
3211. • 34 Time Warner
33,/1 695/r • 1/1 Lgir
27,4 • Vs
3114 +
Wal-Mart
2.3'/1 - '/4
27I/. • I/.
60 • if
2f1/s • I/a

Dean Foods
sad Motor
ze9 General Electric

General Motors
Goodrich
• Goodyear
1 8 11
Ingersoll Rand

100119 is a mantel make( In ISIS SIOCk
UNC vice unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
I 10 Idhard, WI I rm, ,ror • Men*, N,
S( and SIP(

Paul Gordon Noles

A

Good Reason To Shop Downtown...
Thanksgiving napkins, plates, candles, doormats; Christmas house flags and doormats:
collectible Santas and ornaments:holly candleholders; Christmas shadow-Casters; large
selection of Christmas rugs and afghans.

Special Gifts At Affordable Prices

Holland Cards & Gifts
109 S. 4th St.

CHIROPRACTIC

Joseph David Phillips

CCMS honor roll listed

Susie Kenney

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity and Alpha Omicron Pi Stwority would like
to thank the community of Murray for their participation in our recent
national food drive.
With your help, we were able to raise 7,680 pounds of food. Nationally,
Lambda Chi Alpha has raised almost 400,000 pounds of food this year.
Thank you for helping make this holiday season better for many local
families.
Members of
Lambda Chi Alpha
15(15 W. Main, Murray, Ky. 42071

HOG MARKET
Federml Slate Market Sews Service Nov. 23, 1994
Kentucky Purcbase Area Hog Markel Report Inrludes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 179 1.0 0 Barrows
Cis .31/ Mew Soles steady $1.00 lower
US 1-2 230-250 lbs.I:S 1.2 210-714 lbs._
52130.24.00
IS 2.3 230.260 lbs..
524.00.24.50
to 20E270 Ibt .
523.00.24.011

SowS
LS 1-2 170 395 lbs
_
LS 1.3 390.490
S 1.3 400.525
I•S 1.3 323 and up lb...
IS 2.3 300 500 lba
Boars $14.60.150

$130014.00
S14.00-15.041
$14.00.15.00
MCNEISH
S12.00.13.00

sithp "ar dime

Dcdmon, Dustin Dillon, Kari Downs,Duane
Dycus, Michael Eldridge, Micah Fleetwood,
Kandis Garland, Kimberly Gay,Jayme Gordon, Patrick Greer, Brad Ilendricks, Linda
Higgins, Jessica Iluscusson, Craig Jacobs,
Angela Johnson, Sabrina Johnson, Abigail
Jonas, Chris Joyce, Clint Rear,Kassa Kelso,
Stephanie Lowe, Derek McCallum, Chadwick McLaren, Nathan McPhail, Jamie
Miller, Daniel Oswald,Brian Overbey, Meagan Overby, Rebecca Pennington, Chase
Redden, Marion Rogers, Tiffany Roger..
Tony Ryan, Joshua Schecter, Lora Sexton,
Tiffany Shemwell, Joshua Smith, Adriane
Southard, Clinton Stewart, James Stubblefield, Jena Thomas, Matt Thom, Amy Todd,
Eury Tyncs, Terra Vance, James Wallace,
Anne Watkins, Richard Wesley and Kristi
Williams.

7th Grade
All A's
. Kiki Cunningham, Nathan Fonener, Brooke
Lencki, Ashley Lowe, Maggie Melson,Thomas Moore, Jennifer Myers, Bethany ORourke, Jenni Pigg, Courtney Potter, login
Rogers and Matt Yezerski.

7th Grade
All A's & B's
Tabitha Armstrong,Elizabeth Balmer, Emily
Barnett, Danielle Barrett, Josh Flurchett,

FOR BETTER HEALTH
DR. MARY BRORRINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR

CHILDREN AND WHIPLASH
You don't need a violent automobile can propel the neck violently forward and
accident to cause an injury to a child. About then backward. Your neck vertebrae can
15% of serious traffic injunes to children easily fall out of alignment from such a
occur WITI!OUT a crash. Often,the child rapid force. Such a tremendous impact, 11
simply crawls out the window of a moving left untreated, can result in MORE than
car. In other cases, the car sinklenly stops, whiplash.
swerves, accelerates, or tums sharply.
We in chiropractic have a long history isI
Nearly half of non-crash injuries come success in dealing with whiplash injury.and
about as a result of the child's being thrown its long-term nimificauons.
out of the car. The rest result from a
collision against something inside the car.
Children need to be protected by a
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
restraint system, especially if under four.
-ChiropractorJlowever,since scatbelts can't do the whole
4
miles East on Hwy-94
job, whiplash can result. This much force

753-2962

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS

Chrkstmaa Tree
Shaped Pasta

Clarion 654
AM/FM CD Player
532900

lock(odfosqab.
Audiophile & Punch
Woofers

EtOy 1 Get 1 Free

Check Out Our Mark-down Items

STRICKILY AUDIO

1 pkg. Flanfonds Holiday Shaped pasta, cooked & drained
pkg. Antoine's FU.stlll TO-Colon. pasta. cooked & dratned
2 pkgs. Good Season's Italian Salad Dressing, prepared arronitng
to directions
1 pkg. chopped tswetables-bruccolt, caulylower. carrots
1.*eta Cheese

Mtsfirstfour ingredients together. 71,ass with Feta Cheese. Chill &
serve:

See Us For Unique Holiday csfi Ideas
•Gift Baskets•Popcorn Tins
•Chocolates•Sugar Free Candies
We Ship UPS
10th & Arcadia • Murray • 753-0921
Holiday Hours: Sun. 1-4. M-F 8-6 Az Sat. 9-5

isigiriii_Xistar Amos.

Great Performances by Martin.

Available in LP or Natural Gas

.Xurt>rst, K1' -

502-174-2773

You're In

t
k•-

301 W. Wood St. • Paris, TN
901-642-8010

4

Shawn. Alpha Gas Logs MS40

vent-free.oh. logo by Marto, Goo Product.. are great pertorinero. %key
hove all the feature,. .yori love about a wood fire, without the work am)e.yenoe.
Become they're tbermootatically iwntrolled, you ow oeled the tentreratior you
want them to niithitain. Alpha'11.oh, Isiii,i feature dual burner., for broirltfill,
wiling flaw,. They're aloo
deogn certified ao vent-free oh, beater.,,
they're rated an amazing 99.9% efficient! U"ben.yon wan/
you want ,1Ipba I/ga..!no,by

.-1///hti //

AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES
- ."For the Best In Car and Home Audio"
• Free Gift Wrapping
• Gift Certificates Available
Holiday Shopping Hours: Mon..Sat, 9:30-5:30
siscnttI FII)N1 -

!I

'/a

8th Grade
All A's & B's
Christina . Adams, Marsha Adams, Barbara
Abort, Crystal Bankes, Dustin Beard, Jesse
Bennett, Susan Blalock, Jason Bogard, Eric
Braddock, Donovan Brelsford, Tanise Bullard, Laramie Carson, Rebecca Carson,
Spencer Chambers, Mitch Chapman, John
Clayton, Kenneue Cleaver, Russ Cleaver,
Alicia Covington, Lee Ann Crider, Ton
Dunn, Derek Edwards, Sabrina Emerson,
Kristen Fanner, TJ. Eike, Deanna Futrell,
Trent Garland, Adam Godar,Kathryn Godar,
Kaci Greer, Courtney Hamby, Joshua Harcourt, Kenny Hathcock, Ashely Henderson,
Aimee Henson, Brad Jones, Chris Jones,
John C. Jones, Whitney Joseph, Jennifer
Lamb, Deanna Lampkins, William Lee,
Jennifer I.iddle, Michelle McClure, Lacey
McCuan, Bryan Meurer, Rachel Murrell,
Jessica Norswonhy, Andrea Paschall,Payton
Patterson, Michelle Phillips, Ashley Rose,
Amanda Rudolph,Shawna Rushing, heather
Saxon,Johnna Stockdale, Stephanie Sutton,
James Todd, Rebekah Undethill, Bethany
Vandermolen, Brad Walker, Tiffany White,
Matt Wyatt and Tiffany Young.

Holiday
Pasta Salad

Pore-finisintas Sale
..14•4•••mtimprp444,c...

All merchandise20-50%off
this weekerld!

Forrester, Jennifer Fotsch, Tara Harrison,
Hilde Ileiss, Jonathan King, Ashley McKendree, Kevin &liter and Ann Taylor.

•
**./

9B
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KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig.
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$35995

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

-774411447
".

753-2571
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Kerrey says he won't seek 1996 nomination

Humanely Speaking

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — U.S. gine ,that could lead me to chalSe_n, Bob Kerrey said Tuesday he lenge _Bill Clinton."
ICCricY —siiitiht tile presidential
Calloway Co. Humane Society
has no interest in challenging
nomination in 1992. He won only
President Clinton for the 1996
the South Dakota primary before
II, when the weatherman foreAlthough most animals have
Democratic nomination.
dropping out of the race, citing a
been endowed with fur coats, this casts a cold snap, snow or freezitg
The 51-year-old Kerrey, redoes not' mean they do not have: rain,remember your animal's needs. - elected to a second term Nov. 8. lack of money.
-Eight months after Clinton
' Winter can be a pleasant time for' said he has had a number of-calls.
special needs during winter.
- The obligation for theft owners to them too,and they will be healthier -askiftg abouta possible presiden- ..wL.athcc,.Ka=rclucanUy
voted for the president's lax and
provide for these needs is recog- and happier companions all year
'
tial bid.
deficit-reduction plan even
nized by Kentucky state law. But long.
"I told them, 'No," he said in
The Humane Society of Callonearly every winter, on some
an interview with the Omaha Though he had criticized it as cutsnowy,frigid morning, the Humane way County is a United Way
World-Herald. ','.There aren't ting spending too little. Kerrey's
-Society will receive a call from a Agency.
many circumstances I can ima- vote set up the 50-50 Senate tic
concerned neighbor stating that the
dog next door is being kept outside
without adequate shelter. In some
:eases;the -HumaneSociety hasfiled
charges in court and obtained convictions against the owners of these
animals, but how much beher it
would be if the animals did not first
have to go through such suffering!
What then is adequate shelter?
Outdoor dogs and cats need tightly
constructed,dry houses, that are not
too small or too large and with
warm, dry bedding. Straw is better
than blankets or old clothing because it will dry faster. Metal barrels
with one end open and houses with
dirt floors are unsatisfactory shelters. The fact that an animal has
survived previous wir
—iTeri- may
simply mean that le has been
miserable and as he gets older, his
suffering will increase.
Animals must have time to adapt
their coats to winter weigher. Indoor
animals should not, be suddenly
made outdoor animals. Owners_whTHE BRANDS...
ose pets are habitually kept indoors
must be very careful not to let the
pet out "for a -few 'minutes" and
forget to let it back .inside.
Animals need about a quarter
more food during winter to provide
extra body heat. Sometimes a better
quality food should be provided.
Animals need plenty of fresh,
clean water. The owner should
check morning and night to see that
the water dish is not frozen.
Pads of dogs paws should be
examined frequently forsnow or ice
that may cause sores. If exposed to
salty streets or sidewalks, the paws
Chaps' Ralph Lauren
Ruff Hewn®
Tommy HilfigerE
should be washed in warm water to
Huge Group
Embroidered Sweatshirts
Some Items
prevent burns.
* Reg. $49.50
Remember to rap the hood of a
Off
Off
car on cold mornings to scare away
cats which may have crawled into
•
the motor for warmth.
Never drain antifreeze where a
THE PRICE...
pet or small child might find and
taste it. This can be fatal.
by the

•

20%

25'

that Vice President Al Gore
broke for the administration.
The vote 'hatifited hint during
his re-election bid this year as
Republicans sought to paint Kerrey as a "Clinton'clone."
But the Nebraska senator „ha§
openly said he doesn't support
Clinton on every issue. After this
month's election, he said the
results indicated a "severe, sharp
and obvious repudiation of the
president. We are on the wrong
side of many important issues."

But Kerrey told the WorldHerald that the comment has
'
been blown oat of proportion."Congress was repudiated,"
he said. "It was not only that
Clinton was unpopular."
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New members
vote to repeal
school policy
•

TAVARES, Fla. (AP) — A
proposal to teach schoolchildren
that American culture is superior
to all others was quashed 3-2 by
three new school board members.
The "Aperica First" policy
adopted.3-2 last May never made
it into classrooms because of the
furor it roused.
The three Lake County School
Board members voting to repeal
the policy had campaigned
against it in the Nov. 8 elections.
The two nothers had voted for the
policy earlier this year and were
not up for re-election.
The one-paragraph policy had
required teachers to instill an
appreciation of "our republican
form of government, capitalism, a
free enterprise system, patriotism,
strong family values, freedom of
religion and other basic values
that are superior to other foreign
or historic cultures."
The teachers union had sued to
throw out the policy, contending
it violated a state law requiring
the teaching of respect and appreciation for other cultures.
A final vote still must be taken
after Jan. 10 by the same five
board members.

Rugby Tops

Shirts For Jeans

Sweatshirts

The Big Plaid Shirt

Scenic Ties

Color Blocks. .Great
Now
Only

Looks Great With Denim
Now
Only $1995

Solids, Mixe & Banded Bottoms
Now
Only

Huge Item This Year

Golf-Tennis-Ducks-Geese-Fish
Starting
at

'2,4"

'245°

'20"

SI

Open
Friday

Open
Friday

ONE BIG SALE 'TIL CHRISTMAS!

Saturday
8 til 8

Saturday
8 til 8

THE OUTDOORSMAN...
Ducks Unlimited
Sportswear
Some Items
25% Off

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs
contact:
-

Waterproof
Shoes & Boots

Golf, Moanfain Looks, Sharp
Starting
qoo
at
...I ea.

Starting $6500
at

Dresses

Off

30%

Off

(Excluding Holiday Dresses)

One Group Sportswear

30%

Outerwear
Fantastic Selection

All Junior & Missy

Ladies Jeans

20%

Great Sweaters
& Vests

Off

Onecroup I.B. Diffusion
Skirts, Pants, Stirrups

30%
Esprit 20% to 50%
Off

One Group Sweaters

1/2
, Howard D Hughes
Woodmen Bldg
Murray. KY 42071
Phone 753-4339

jjk Woodmen
of the World
Life Insurance Society
Home MSc,

...
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OPEN 'TIL 8 NIGHTLY, SUNDAYS 1-5
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Section C
Journalism,
ad profs speak
at convention
Dr. Ann L. Landini and F. Gilland Welsch of the Murray State
University department of journalism and radio-television spoke before the joint convention of the
College. Media Advisers and the
Associated Collegiate Press in New
Orleans Nov. 3-6.
The professors jointly presented
two sessions that covered what
editors and advertising managers
look for in hiring employees.
The presentations, "What Employers Look for in Hiring Reporters" and "What Employers Want in
Ad Sales, Production People" were
based on research Landini and
Welsch conducted in the summer of
1994, which surveyed managing
editors and advertising managers at
Kentucky newspapers.
West View Nursing Home In Murray received the Statewide Community
The findings of the two studies 'Involvement Award at the Kentucky Association of Health Cwe Facilities
used in future research on the (KAHCF) Annual Awards Banquet on Nov. 17, at the Galt HousiTast Hotel In
same topic. They plan to conduct a
Louisville: KAHCF, which Is the trade association that represents 262
similar nation-wide survey.
nursing homes throughout the Commonwealth, presented a total of 60
Landini is head of the print
awards at the. banquet. Five District Community Involvement Awards were
journalism major and adviser to
presented to facilities that have demonstrated a noteworthy level of
Murray State University's student
participation In their local communities. West View Nursing Home also won
newspaper, the Murray State News. the Western District competition.
She holds a bachelor's degree from
Murray State and the doctor of
- philosophy from the University of
"Murray's Friendly
Tennessee-Knoxville.
Home
Stereo Dealer"
Welsch is head of the advertising
is now open Monday thru Friday,8 to 6
major at MSU:He holds a bachelor's
and Saturday 8-1 til Christmas.
and master's degree from the University of Southern Mississippi. He
Irma
Pioneer • ilitiztit • Carver • Unreel • rash ba IADSS
is currently in doctoral studies in the
School of Journalism at Southern
C.:r1
Illinois University.

r7c,

AUDIO,VIDEO
808 Cott:water Rd. * Financing Available * 759-1335

Students
honored
at meeting
Dianna Robinson and Kathleen
- -Tucker, undergraduate students in
Murray State University's anthropology program, were honored for
outstanding research papers at the
annual meeting of the Kentucky
Academy of Science Nov. 3-5 in
Paducah.
Robinson's paper,"The Origin of
the Australian Aborigines" took
first place in the anthropology division, while Tucker's paper, "Excavations at a Federal Civil War Gun
Emplacement
in "Livingston
County, Ky." took • Second. Both
Robinson and Tucker received cash
awards for winning their division.
Participants competing in the
program included students from
Northern Kentucky University,
Kentucky University,
Eastern
Transylvania University and Murray State.
April Hancline, also of Murray
State, presented her recent research
on George Rogcit Clark's Fort Jefferson. While both Robinson and
Tucker have previously presented
papers, this was Hanclinc's first
research paper competition.
Dr. Ken Carstens, professor of
anthropology at Murray State, was
invited to present a paper for the
Kentucky Academic of Science. His
paper was titled "Archeological
Highlights of Western Kentucky:
The Murray State University Archeological Program."
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Coke, Diet Coke

Charmin

s-wiamisse.
"-.)

Bathroom Tissue
4 roll pkg.

limit 3

$
24 pk
12 oz can

hind 4
please

2 liter bottle

Turner

.•••••••

Wesson
Re9ular

Now Offers

2% Milk

Cooking Oil

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
—Ship Weekly & Save Money

UPS

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For }our Convenience

4 nt
S
-1‘Et a OR COMEElk2, <
ARIP'Elr

1.94
75
your cost si,19
48 oz
bottle

•

on pkg
coupon

$199
g.)

limit 3 bottles /

MEAT' LIEPAR.r1F1V1114.:INTr_r

Come...See Our New Store
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD by Bruce. TILE & VINYL
Over 25 Yoars Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

Sales 8. Installation

753-7728
'

r

•
Whole Country Hams
Country Cured Ham Slices
Country Cured Bacon

tkleit

erwww...A6,4y.'
Country Hams

Itsis

Cured onon the farm and
naturally aged one ye,ir.
Whole Fully Cooked
Country Ham

Boston Butt

Knigni•

Hwy 641 • 1.6 Miles Soa' of Mu-ray 10'

:NO

69

Pork Roast
limit 2

lb

"Sampler Pack"
To Order Call:
753-8964
or after 4 p.m.
763-2574
or purchase at
CDM Construction Co.
across from Dairy.Queen
or Tooter's Antique Store in Hazel

Pork

Steak

lb

Have A Seafood Day!

1.,

FEED 4 FOR UNDER

Pork
Cutlets

$8.00

lb

FISH & FRIES $1.99

FISH & FRIES $1.99

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies

•

9

Captain D's

Offer Exptres 11.30-94CaPtain DS. Offer 1.apires I I 30 u4
Not good with any nthel
Not good with any odic,
special or discotan otter at
special or discount offer at
parucipaung Captain Da
participating Cerium D's

Seafood

1 Seafood

I White Potatoes
$1

37
10 lb. bag

FISH & FRIES $1.99

FISH & FRIES $1.99

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies
Offer Expires I 1-30-94Capwin
Nell good with any relict
special or discount offer at
participating Captain D's.

D•

Seafood

1.04Capt11n
offsa Ears..
Not good with any othr.
special or discount offer at
parucipaung Captain 0,

D

Seafood

Carrots

(-Slice Slab
'
\
Bacon
., '1

I

88C
,

lb

Yellow Onions

57
3

3 lb

bag

Bananas

28!
r
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r
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1994

Save On Everything Storewide!
Choose A

La-Z-Boy® Recliner
For Only
Not Exactly
As Pictured

50%

Save Up To
On Sofas, Loveseats, Tables,
Lamps & More!

ParkPlace
Lady Di
Twin
Full
Queen
King

ParkPlace
Countess

Reg. $795
Reg. $995
Reg. $1195
Reg. $1595

Now
Now
Now
Now

$495
$595
$695
$995

Twin
Full
Queen
King

Reg. $495 Now
Reg. $595 Now
Reg. $795 Now
Reg. $995 Now

$249.95
$349.95
$449.95
$599.95

SOLD IN SETS ONLY!

Great Savings On Baldwin Pianos
1 Console Piano, Cherry Finish
Reg. $3,795.00
1 Baldwin Baby Grand Piano. High

NOW

1 Walnut Spinet Piano,
Traditional Style
Reg. $3,595.00

$2,595

1 Acrosonic Piano, Mahogany Finish, Now
Traditional Style
Reg. $4,995.00

$3,495

1 Oak Spinet, Traditional Style
Reg. $3,495.00

NO PAYMENT • NO INTEREST UNTIL MAY 1995
Special Christmas Hours: Open Sundays 1-5 p.m. Until Christmas

hurman urniture
208 E. Main St.

753-4834
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ARTS
Local students
to compete in
art exhibition
"Teen Spirit," a nine county competitive art exhibit, opens at the
Yeiser Art Center Nov. 20. and
continues through Dec. 30.
Students in 16 schools in the
Kentucky counties including Calloway County High School and Murray High School were invited to
participate in the competition.
Three hundred and fotincen
works were entered for consideration by the juror of-the competition,
Dan Carver, Executive Director of
the Yeiser Art Center. The juror
selected 65 works by 44 artists from
the entries submitted for the exhibition.
"The works submiued indicate
that there are strong visual art
. programs in the area schools which
are due to the dedicated instructors
and the support of the programs by
the school systems and the communities. The works also indicate
that the instructors are teaching the
students not only techniques and the
use of materials but also the ability
to communicate in an original manner," said Carver.
"After," a pen and ink drawing by
Nicholas Helton of Calloway
County High School received the
$125 award.
Honorable Mention for 'Teen

Spirit" included Adam McKenzie
and Holly Barnes,Calloway County
High School.
Also exhibiting are Amy Chase
and Adam Wells of Murray High
School, and Andrea Dolchan, Josh
Wilson, Alex Jarvis and Lance
Cherry of Calloway County High
School.
All entries had to be original and
produced without the assistance of
parents or teachers. Each student
could submit more than one work to
the competition.
This is the third year for the
exhibit. Over 900 works have been
submitted for consideration since
the program began. The exhibit is
one component of the Yeiser Art
Center's Art Education Program.
A reception to recognize the
participants, the award winners and
the art programs of the region's
schools will be Sunday, Nov. 20
from 2 to 4 p.m. The public is
invited.
The Yeiscr Art Center located in
the historic Market House at 200
Broadway in Paducah is accessible
to individuals with disabilities.
Center hours are 10 am. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday and 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday. For
information call (502) 442-2453.

Boldy going
and going...
Seventh 'Star Trek' outdraws all others

Violinists Jennie Jones and Jennifer Steinteldt practice for "A Children's
Christmas Carol" to be presented at Playhouse in the Park December 2-4 and

Playhouse rings
in the holidays
"A Childrcns Christmas Carol,"
the classic Dickens' talc of Ebeneczer Scrooge, comes to life Dec.
2-4 and 9-11 at Murray's Playhouse
in the Park.
Playhouse Executive Director,
Lana Bell, directs the cast of 54
children ages 6 to 16 in this Christmas favorite.
"We have a tradition here at the
Playhouse of casting everyone who
auditions for the Christmas show.
We want to give every child the
opportunity to experience the fun
and hard work of theater," Bell said.
The coordination of 54 actors is a
big organizational job according to
Bell.
"But, I have a wonderful volunteer staff with Brett Mills as stage
manager,-John—Whittaker as assistant directorZ Tipdy Papuchis as
costume coordinator and Frank
Stokes as technical coordinator/

lighting designer," Bell said.
According to Bell, one of the
reasons she chose this particular
version of"A Christmas Carol" was
because it centered on the warm
family relationship of the Cratchits,
as well as on the miserly life of
Scrooge.
"I think people will really enjoy
-the show, We -have-some very
talented young actors," she said.
Tickets are $6 for adults, $5 for
seniors and S4 for students. Group
rates for 10 or more people are
available.
All events at the Playhouse arc
provided for everyone regardless of
age,sex,race, religion or disability.
Playhouse programming is funded
in part by grants from thc Kentucky
Arts Council', a state agency of the
Education, Arts and Humanities
Cabinet.
For reservations or information
call 502-759-1752.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — "Star
Trek Generations," which featured the long-awaited pairing of
William Shatner and Patrick
Stewart, proved the most popular
film . yet in the screen adventures
of the starship Enterprise, grossing $23.1 million in its debut
weekend for the No. 1 box office
spot.
In the battle. of the €hristmas
movies, John Hughes' remake of
the venerable "Miracle 'on'34th
Street" got off to a weak start,
while "The Santa Clause" continued to perform strongly in its
second. week.
. "Interview With the Vampire.'' last week's leader,
dropped to second place with
517.4 million in receipts. Last
week's No. 2 "The Santa
Clause" slipped to third with
S17.1 million.
"Star Trek Generations,"
which features Enterprise crews
of past, present and future, takes
viewers into the 24th century.
The sequel outperformed "Star
Trek VI: The Undiscovered
Country,"- which took in $181
million at its
,
.1991 debut. ,

WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!

'At a time when sequels
haven't been performing to the
level of their predecessors, the
seventh 'Star Trek' film proved
just how remarkable a phenomenon this series has become," said
Barry London; vice chairman of
Paramount's Motion- Picture
Group.
"The Lion King" cartoon feature came in fourth With $5.5
million after Buena Vista
reissued it for 1,456 screens. The
children's story has grossed
5272.9 4nillion, topped only by
No. 1.5 "Forrest Gump" ($292.3
million) among movies now
showing.

We can provide information and coverage for your

HOME
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR. FARM.
BUSINESS
. coverages too
Harold "Jack" Romaine
licensed In KY II TN
759-1033 et 753-0673
401 S. 12111 St - Murray

- AWNINGS PLUS
Designed to fit your business
or residential needs.
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
104 S. 13th St Murray, KY
Affiliated with Bill's Upholstry

stitiltSt
114111
a
Well always be there for you.
51-tolte, Insursnce Co. Horne OM. Columbia MO

Kelly Hestlr's "Venus and the Last Wasp" Is among the pieces on display at MSU's Eagle Gallery as part of the Fifth International Shoebox
Sculpture Exhibition.

A 'little' taste
of the art world
now on display
The Fifth International Shocbox
Sculpture Exhibition, organized by
the University of Hawaii Art Gallery,is on display through Dec. 16 at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University.
The exhibiiton features 73 sculptures,each small enough to fit into a
shoebox. Truly an international
show, the exhibition features the
work of sculptors from 11 nations,
including Japan, the Republic of
China,the United Kingdom and the
United States.
Sculpture on such a small scale
offers several distinct advantages.
It invites more careful, intimate
observation and allows itself to
sculptural purity while eliminating
financial, technical and structural

concerns. Artists are free to use
virtually any material with practicality.
"From the exhibitor's point of
view the small scale of the works
allows us to show an astonishing
number of outstanding contemporary works without breaking our
backs or the budget," Albert Sperath, director of the Eagle Gallery,
said.
The exhibition is free and open to
the public. The Eagle Gallery is
located in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at the corner of 15th and
Olive Streets on the MSU campus.
Hours are 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday,
Wednesday and Friday; 8 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday;
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday.

Paburall*pitpllunu Orrilcstrn &(.1-prus
GALA CHRISTMAS CONCERTS

Saturday, Dec. 10, 8:15 p.m.
and

CELLULAR
COVERAGE
IS HERE!

Roma,

!LOP
WRIT
MERIT'

Sunday. Dec. 11, 3:00 p.m.

Authorized Agent

Hear your favorite Christmas carols and seasonal songs, including
"Let It Snow." "Sleighride." "Jesu Joy of Man's Desiring,"
selections from "Messiah," plus a 'sing-along* & much moreo

CONTEL CELLULAR
Providing Nationwide MobiLink Services

Make Reservations Now!
Call 444-0065 or 800-738-3727
Adults $9.50 - Student/Chili:1'0.50

2,--00 West Park Drive
tantulear

Turn Likes 011ice Products .51b Matti Street
1/4 mile post Kentutkv.(1,‘Irs Mall) 444-9498
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Mangold certified
for internal medicine

SOrS

302 North Main - Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY
Zara

VISA

1 1 Time Ever
Bestway Will Offer You Two Ways To Finance...

TOTALLY FREE!!!

OPTION #1
II:::;:izyment

I

\
7S
:
:
,

l'a men t

For 1 Full Year
\hill mum Put chase

OPTION *2

3 YEARS FREE
FINANCING

No Downpayment
NO Interest

For

3Full Years
\limn it

i I )tit

We at Bestway Furniture want to thank al) w111 have shopped with us these past 3 years. To our loyal
customers who realize true value in our way of doing business, which is offering quality furniture at true
low... low.., discount prices. We have kept•our overhead ker\ low plus volume buying to create the best
1liièto shop-TO-r -all your furniture needs.

Celebrate With Us During November And Be A Part Of Tremendous Furniture Values.
Buy All The Furniture You Want.... Buy All The Furniture
You Need! Then Take Your Choice Of These
2 Outstanding Financing Plans.
HURRY... This Offer Will Be LIMITED!!!

All Merchandise Sold As Is And Where Is For
Quick Removal.
NAME BRAND QUALITY AT GREAT PRICES
Stratolounger
England
American Drew
Bench Craft

Vaughn
Vaughn/Bassett
- Ashley
Ilood

Universal
Simmons
Serta
Singer

les!

Lea
River Oaks
Athens
Armstrong

We Carry A Large Selection Of Quality...
• living Room Suites • Bedroom Suites• Dining Room Suites • Dinettes
• All Styles Of Coffee & End Tables • \Nall Units • Entertainment Units• Curio Cabinets
• Mattress & Box Springs • Reclinew Glider Rockers • Lamps
• Wood Rockers•China Cabinets

PLUS A WHOI ,E LOT MORE!!!
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MELISSA MANGOLD, M.D.
medical degree in 1991 from the
University of Louisville and completed her internal medicine residency,also at the University of
Lbuis-ville. She also has a total of
six years experience as a medical
technologist, working 'at Memphis'
St. Francis Hospital and in Murray's
Allergy and Asthma Clinic.
Her office is located in Suite
305-East of the Medical Arts Building on South 8th Street., Murray.
Her office phone is(502)753-4505.
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Dr. Malinauskas
presents program
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director
of the Murray State . University
Honors Program,recently presented
an educational session at the National Collegiate Honors -Connell"
Conference in San Antonio. The
presentation was titled "Process to
Product: Introducing First-Year
Honor Students to Active Learning."
According to Malinauskas, the
session was designed to- explore
procesSlearning in an introductory
fine arts seminar.
"The report encourages first year
students to take risks and involve
themselves in a type of active
learning," Malinauskas said. "This
form of learning requires suspension of judgment, and being able to •
become more comfortable with the
absence of a single, unambiguous,
right answer."
The Journal of the Association

for • Communications Administration recently accepted and published an article submitted by Malinauskas, titled "To Be Young,
Gifted and Out of Work." The
article deals with the difficulties
liberal arts graduates encounter as
they enter into the job market. The
article concentrates on keys to putting a liberal arts degree to work
through a combination of broad
educational knowledge and course
developed kills. .
Malinauskas, the former chair of
the University and College Theatre
Division of the South East Theatre
Conference, has taught in the MSU
theater department for 16 years. He
is originally from Wilkes-Barre,
Penn.
In the future, Malinauskas wants
to pursue semiotics in the directing
process, through the science of
signs and culturally bound symbols.
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ass
41 Faction
42 Chinese
philosophy
43 Novelist —
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45 Away
46 Spanish
article
47 Leprechaun'sland
49 Symbol for
cerium
50 Terms
52 Baseball fan
.54 .Eteginning
55 Starchy
plants

ACROSS
- 1 Mr. Kovacs
6 Expunge
11 Soil
12 Oscar winner
Hawn
14 French article
15 Actor Dirk —
17 Miami's St.
.18 Yoko —
20 Baseball
teams
21 Birds — —
feather
22 Malt'infusion
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25 Dillseed
26 Moist
28 Colonize
30 — rummy
31 Guido's high
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THIS IS AN ENTIRE STOCK SALE!
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1 Before this
time
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5 Skittishly
6 Exit
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This Is A Wall To Wall Sell Out Of All
Merchandise Now In Stock At
Bestway Furniture - Main Location
Plus Our 2 Huge Warehouses!
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Melissa Mangold, M.D., of the
medical staff at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, has.completed
board certification in the specialty
of internal medicine. The American
Board of Internal Medicine(A BI M)
administers the certification process
for physicians specializing in internal medicine.
Being certified as a Diplomate in
Internal Medicine recognizes Mangold for excellence in her field of
expertise.- The ABIM venfies appropriate internal medicine training
and administers a two-day comprehensive written examination after physicians complete specialty
training. The AB1M's mission is to
enhance the quality of health care by
continuously maintaining high standards for certifying internists who
possess knowledge, skills and attitudes essential to providing excellent care.
Mangold provides comprehensive, non-surgical medical care to
adults of all ages, from adolescents
to senior Citizens. She is a personal
care physician,giving primary,consult and complex care covering a
wide range of, niedicar problems.
A native of New Tazewell,Tenn.,
Mangold,carned her undergraduate
degree from the University of Tennessee-Memphis in Medical Technology in 1981. She received her

53

blackbird
19 Pizza herb
21 Canadian
province
23 Pollute
25 Map book
27 Explosive
(abbr.)
29 Wide shoe
size
32 Openings in
fence
33 Theater
district
34 Most painful
35 Child's stroller
(hyph wd.)
36 Elicits
37 Hinder
40 Sesame
43 Art deco
illustrator
44 Ox of
Celebes
47 Those
holding
office
48 Click beetle
51 At home
53 Aiming at
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Every Item In Stock Is Tagged With A Very Special Sale Price!
•••

BES
TWA
Y
FURNITURE MATTRESS
meiv

302 North Main. Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY

402
GRILL
On the campus of Murray State University

VISA

The Place For Steaks.
15th & Olive Blvd.
T-Bone•Porterhouse•Ribeye•Filet Mignon•Prune Rib
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Three profs present papers at conference [— You'll need us one day...
Even if you are away from home all day, you can still enjoy a
WAGON. visit CaH me, and iet's work out a time
As a Welcome Wagon Representative, I call on new U S citizens, bodes-to-be, new parents and movers with a basketful of useful
gifts, coupons for FREE grfts, and information you can use Absolutely
FREE, and no strings attached
I'd like to call on you - and will, when we can set a date and
time that's convenient. It's a friendly visit and you'll learn where to find
what you need.
Please call WELCOME WAGON. A Tradition of New Beginnings*
for over 60 years.
WELCOME

Dr. fenneth Carstens, Dr. Charles Stout and Dr. Kit Wester, professors in Murray State University's
anthropology program, recently
presented papers at the meetings of
the Southeastern Archeological and
the Midwestern Archeological conferences, along with three MSU
students, April Haneline, Sarah
Mills and Kathleen Tucker. The
conferences were held Nov. 10-13
in Lexington.
Carsten's paper, tided "What's for
Dinner? Late 18th Subsistence
Practices at George Rogers Clark's
..FortJefferscin 1780-1781," detailed
the frontier diet at Use first Anglo
.settlement in western Kentucky.
His Arm Jefferson research has been
supported by university grants since
1984.
The paper jointly prepared by
Stout, Tucker, Mills and Carstens is
titled "An Analysis of Community
Patterning at Fuqua,a Mississippian
Village in the Clark's River Valley,
Calloway County, Kentucky." The
paper examined an archeological
ceramic
assemblage obtained
through a controlled surface collection in 1979 by Carstens and his
MSU Introduction to Archeology
class. Isecording to Carstens, this
project represents the establishment
of a long-term prehistoric site
analysis of the Fuqua site in Calloway County by Stout and his students.
Presented by Haneline and Carstens was a paper titled "The 1994
Excavations in the Fort Jefferson
- Research Area." This paper discussed the results of recent investigations attempting to locate George
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the Defense
South dealer.
East-West vulnerable:
NORTH
•K Q 8
V .1 10 7 3
• K .1 52
•Q 6

air of
leatre
leatre
MSU
s. He
3arre,

WEST
• 10 9 2 .

•A 7 6 4 3

A 64
•986
K 952

V' 8'
• 10 7 3
4A 873

EAST

SOUTH
415
V K .952Q
•A Q 4
•J 104
The bidding:
South West
North East
1V
Pass
3V
Pass
4,
Opening lead — ten of spades.

wants
cting
•,e of
ibols.

When declarer discards on one of
dummy's winners, it is natural to
assume that he is weak in the suit
from, which he discarded. For this
reason, it is normal for the defenders to play that suit, if practical, as
soon as they regain the lead.
Declarer took advantage of this
standard operating procedure on the
accompanying deal and succeeded
in bringing home a contract that
seemed impossible to make.
East won the opening spade lead
with the ace and,hoping that West's
ten was a singleton (or a doubleton,
in which case a ruff might later be
negotiated), returned the spade
three. South,looking at four certain
losers, won with dummy'squeen and
decided that his only chance lay in
trying to divert the opponents' attention from the club suit.So at tricic
three he cashed the spade king and
discarded the four of diamonds!
Declarer next led a trump to his
king, losing to the ace, whereupon
West shifted to the nine ofdiamonds.
South won with the ace, cashed the
(1-.1 of trumps, then led a low diamond to the queen,followed by slow
trump to the ten. Two clubs were
then discarded on the K-J of diamonds, and declarer finished with.
exactly ten tricks.
Although South is entitled to full
credit for his ingenuity,Westshould
not have fallen victim to the ruse.
First of all, if declarer had any diamond losers remaining they could
not possibly get away. Second, and
even more important, East's return
of the spade three at trick two, in a
situation where West might have
been able to ruff, was a suit-preference signal directing West to return
a club if he did ruff.
Finally,if West had simply ducked
the first trump lead. East would
have been able to signal for a club
shift by discarding the eight on the
second round of trumps.
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Rogers Clark's 1780-1781 Fun lel ferson. Hancline's portion of the
paper included an analysis of an
assemblage of artifacts dating to
1830. Hanelinc said the artifacts
may possibly represent one of the
older habitation sites in Ballard
County, Ky., which is believed to
have been built near the remains of
Clark's Fort Jefferson.
Tucker and Carsten's paper,."A
Preliminary Analysis of Nail Pat-

terns at Feature 1, 15Lv'207,a-Civil.
War Gun Emplacement in Smithland, Kentucky," detailed work by

I ucker, Carstens, Andy Kettle and
Debbie Bell at a historically significant Civil War site in Livingston
County, Ky.. The paper highlighted
the successful KERA application of
archeology,, to the Livingston
County High School- curricula.
.Wesler's paper. "Wrapping Up
Wickliffe: Sun Circle and Possum
Pot," detailed the 1993 MSU field
excavations at the Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center archeological site. Wester delaila- the
significance of accomplishments
made since 1983 at the site and

focused on the most recent signiti,
ant finding: a prehistoric Mississippian period sun circle painted on the
floor of one of the structures excavated in 1994.,
Monetary support for the students and faculty came from the
department of sociology, anthropology and social work, college or
humanistic studies,and the office of
the provost at MSU.‘ More than 900
conference participants presented
resew% papers.
.

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

IN I

"A I

INT

TO REPORT LOCAL NEWS...CALL 753-1916

Your Local Sears in Murray opens

a.m.!

10% OFF
EVERY
REGULAR PRICE

• WASHER AND DRYER
• REFRIGERATOR
• FREEZER
• DISHWASHER
• GAS AND ELECTRIC RANGE
• BUILT-IN COOKING
APPLIANCE
• COUNTERTOP
MICROWAVE OVEN
• DEHUMIDIFIER

EVERY
• CAMCORDER

.—all4111/11
CRAFTSMR:1
411.*
1
1
/
oir

SAVE s10-$60

15% OFF
EVERY

• TELEVISION
(except ProScan & RCA DSS)

-

REGUt AR PRICE

• UPRIGHT & CANISTER VACUUM
• OVER-THE-RANGE
MICROWAVE OVEN
• KENMORE TRASH
COMPACTOR
• COMPACT REFRIGERATOR
• ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

SAVE 90—$200
• 4-HEAD VCR
SAVE 90-40

1111.,
elf
41127

Special purchase
19.99 While quantities last

Craftsman 19-pc. screwdriver set
pocket screwdriver, scratch awl
5 Phillips, 5 slotted, 3 Tore, 2 offset. 2 micro screwdrivers and tool box. Guaranteed forever',
Includes 4-way

• TVNCR COMBO
SAVE 95-30

:
,a0 000""
#AFTSMAW

• RACK AND TABLETOP
STEREO SYSTEM
(except Bese speakers)

SAVE $5-$75
All savings listed above are oft regular prices

45275

20% OFF
EVERY

29.99

Special purchase
While quantities last

Craftsman 5-pc. pliers set
Includes 7-in, wide jaw al .,:_)111, 8 • iuckbill,
8-in, long nose, 8-in, slip joInt and 9 ,n arc joint
pliers. Made in the USA. Guaranteed forever!'

REGULAR PRICE

• RANGE HOOD
'No billing no payments, no finance charge until May 1995 on qualified
purchases of $200 or more with Sears Delayed Billing Option on SearsCharge
and SearsCharge PLUS Be sure to ask for this option Our Sales Associates
have all the details See important credit terms below A $400 minimum
purchase of qualified Merchandise is requited to open a SearsCharge PLUS
account Offer good for qualified purchases through November 26

‘‘'°

17475

59.99

Special purchase
While quantities lost

Craftsman 11
/
2-HP router with case
Exclusive MicroDepth adjustment system provides
simple, accurate depth adjustments from 0.1/-in
25,000 RPM no-load speed, 2-position depth stops

19062

69.99
esit

WELCOME WAGON*

Special purchase
While quantities lost

Craftsman 6-in, bench grinder
1/3-HP motor with 3450 RPM no-load speed
Ball bearings for smooth operation and long
life. Includes lights and quench tray

4
Your locally owned and operated Sears authorised retail Dealer store
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Opel Hart
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Operated

Hours:
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Sim. 1-5 p.m.
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PRIVATE BANKING • TRUST & ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES • COMMERCIAL BANKING SERVICES • INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS • ADVANTAGE CARD

• •

•

•

.%

•

A NEW DAY IN
BANKING...
0

-‘)
0

0
Cf)
•
7:1

0
Ir—
0

•
/
0

In Calloway County.
linking in Western Kentucky has entered a hold new
era! Bank ol Murray — along with four of the region's
other most trusted banks — have joined together under
One name...Peoples First.
The result is convenience. finJulcialiroductg and •
resources. — combined with our traditional hometown
service to provide banking service that's
second to none. /.
AlMough you've known- us since 1889 as
Bank of Murray you'll find our new name —
Peoples First of Calloway County — says it
all. A bank totally dedicated to our customers,
our community and our region.

•

CONVENIENCE...17 BANKING
OFFICES. Not\ instead of having three banking offices, tou

•

can choose front locations across the Purchase area. You'll enjoy
using peoples First 24-Hour Teller machines throughout the
region .. . and Cirrus machines around the world.tith
•
Access24. (•11 can use any touch tone phone for up-to-the-minute
account ink winatiiin day or night.We also issue Visa and
MasterCard ocall‘ ...\%hich waits-faster and better service for you!

•

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
SERVICES.\\c have the most
complete lineup of financial products amwhere. In
addition to checking and saving.s accounts. select
from innovative services such as-Advantage Card
... the bank card that works like a check. With over
I SOX)current members. Key Club and the
Richer Life provide you with a superior package of
banking services!

LOANS Ile FINANCIAL
RESOURCES.With Money to lend — and a
commitment to quality service — every Peoples First loan officer can
provide an immediate answer to your Pepsonal Loan request. W•hen
you need a Home Loan, we'll help you act) step of the was. With
over S I billion in assets, the hanks of Peoples First Corporation have
the financial strength to make Loans that create jobs and provide
economic growth in Chillowat Counts.
As the dawn brings new promise over the lakes, forests, fields
and neighborhoods of Calloway County ... Peoples First brings a
new day in banking. Bank with us and find out how Peoples First
of Calloway County is leading the Way for you!
"Bank(Of:1mq bas always provided the my lies/for our
customers and our community Now as Peoples First of
Calloway County. we willprovide conveniences,financial
products and loan resources that hate ;mei.Wye been
mailable to our customers. Our employees. officers andbtxml
ofdirectors lookfirwanl to providing you with the same high
standards ofcommitment. loyalty andfriendliness you e Come
to expect()ter the years. By adding new capabilities. products
and resources we are excited to be bringing a new day in
banking to Calloway County"

KEY

Joe Dick (left), Chairman 4.11x,Board — Peoples First of'
Calloway County and Vice Chairman ofthe Boanl — Peoples
first Corporation: Charles Foster President and ChiefErectility
Officer — Peoples First ofCallouay County
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Peoples First
, Equal !Musing Lender
Member FDIC
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BANKING OFFICES IN BALLARD • CALLOWAY • LIVINGSTON • MARSHALL • McCRACKEN COUNTIES
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• CLASSIFIED
TO PLACECALL 753-1916

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
P.131P12Y
$500 Column Inch
10% Discoute 2rod Run,
60% DIscoure 3rd Run.
(.413 Ads Mret&re eV*4 AV Prod)
$1.75 per c°tunas Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
C20
C25

Q3C
254 per word, $5 00 minimum
I st day.Se per word per day for
each ciddMonal consecutive
5CLday. $1.75 extra for Snooper'
(lvec Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $200 extra for
?LI
blind box ods
370

Yard Sale $7.50 Prerkas! 390

A 12.03144 Mil be required to Make
any changes to ad alter deadline

40C
550

Legal

Notice
Notice

Personas
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & SuPPlies
Poultry & SuPPIles
Produce
Feed -& Seed

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chliocore
SASSOROn Wanted
Business OpporlUnllY
Instruction

060
070
090
10E)
I 10

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ES-IAA ktriiAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
ROOMS-FOC Rent

Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

SERVICES
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230
250
290
530

IRANSPORIATION
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520 •

motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cats
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Legal
Wear

The City of Murray, Water, Wastewater, Natural Gas
and Street.Departments, will receive
sealed bids for uniforms. Sealed bids
are to be marked:
"Bid:
Uniforms"
and delivered to
the City Clerk's Office by 1:30 p.m.
CST on Tuesday,
December 6, 1994.
Specifications are
available at the
City Clerk's Office
located at 207 S.
5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky
42071.

SANTA
FOR HIRE
Do you need a Santa
to entertairf your
party. To cheer up a
young child or just for
an office party. Any or
all occasions' FOr reservations call 7591303 after 3:00 p.m.

CALLER IA'. 753-5865.
DRY dean your carpet Get
effective carpet cleaning
results with Host- the easy,
do it yourself dry 7.epreet
cleaning system. Call today
to reserve a machine at
Black's Decorating Center.
753.0839.

9/eu

- ,E•iirtliq' i,

a,, afier hours

Clui.sanas

Shappivig Pan5
:V
and earn 71CLE gift.%
.t..:
:
.4
,The Willows Ir..,6.4d, Gifu,
51.iiq ,,,
'Studio
gift Staskos, Lay asvay

,•.%

_
v_•!:& Gift
toi4,-.
.7
-4•0
,
.."

Hot wax manicure
- $11.00
7 herapeutic Pedicure

- $16.00
Mention this ad and get
free gift with service.

Fringe Benefits
753-1137
Life Is Worth A Few
Fringe Benefits
FOR sale: Homemade
crafts. May see at Corn- .
plete Printing, Chestnut St.
INTERIOR & exterior paint
sale 5 gallon can $20. Get
at Black's Decorating Center, 701 South 4th St,
Murray

2 CARPENTERS 2 car
penter helpers needed
Call 753-1428 after 6pm

SALES ASSOCIATES WANTED °
CABLEVIS1ON has an exciting opportunity available in
our Direct Sales Force. We want ambitious, self
motivated high achievers with sales and/or customer
service experience.
WE OFFER:
'High Earning Potential
•Paid Training
•Paid Vacation
Base Salary +
'Medical & Dental
commission
Insurance
•Specific Territories
Possibly ifi your area .401k
Qualified candidates are requested to send resume or call
for application.
CABLEVISION
218 SOUTH STREET
EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, MO 64024
ATT: HUMAN RESOURCES
1:800-444-4501
E0E/MF/DIS

753-3801
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
• Swedish Massage • Energy lalondnp
• Deep'thuds Men*, • Ralf...a/ow

TAX DEFERRED
- ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES
ASV STUDENT DISCOUNTS
INCRILS OR OUTCRUS

Guaranteed 5 years

MASSAGE
TO YOU
by Dove Estes, LMT

Monthly income
availabiel
100% reinsured'

Shop
'Ma itst 106
Sun 126

121 .5, Nrse Concer4

LOST Boxer near Hwy 12
South Lynnwood Estates
762 0311

Santa says pamper
yourself!
Full set ot acrylic nails
- $25.00

100% investment
grade assets'

Ty •

RELAXATION•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN RELIEF

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

"Reindeer In The Park!,
Nature Crafts
206 E. Poplar
013ird Feeders & Houses
*Butterfly Boxes
'Bat Boxes
'Squirrel Feeders
One Block East of 4th & Poplar

Tooter's Daily Specials
Tooter Burger. Fries, Coke
Veg. Soup or Chili, Grilled Cheese, Drink
Chili Dog, Nachos, Drink.
Pork Tenderloin, White Beans,
Cornbread Cakes, Drink
1/2 Lb. Tooter Burger, Fries, Milkshake
Hot Dog, Fries, Shake
Tooter Dog, Nachos 8 Cheese, Drink

$4.50
$3.60
$4.90

Employers:

Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
•

MEE! nice singles Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000
MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reader & Advisor. A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment

Bluehouse of
Collectibles
Old, new antiques too

$4.50
$5.25
$3.50
$4.00

Tooter's Antique & Snack Shop
Hazel, Ky. • Phone 492-6111
From Murray turn left first street past U-Tote-Em
Hours: Mon -Sal 10 im.-7 p.m.:Sun. 1 p.m.-430 p.m.

cii

McConnell

Hwy. 121 North
61/2 miles from
Murray. Old blue
trailer
behind
Bob's Used Cars.
Open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Lots of Christmasitems!

Let professionals 4:0‘
help you find
qualified
°
wdrkers $0440.

.0
3'04 40
„4

%.e.

Job Seekers:

Let us help...
no fee to applicants

oty

I

Price

carry Bird Specti

112 r,t;
r 9
re4d

,0 Extra Caresit Enveiopes Free

40

$9 99
18 99

60

269'

20 Extra Cents & Enveiopes. Free

39 99

25 Extra Cants & Envelopes Free

20,..
t- -

100

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, saiads.
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.

15 Extra Canis & Envelopes Free

Artcraft Photography
1608 N. 121 • 753-0035

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65V2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be t Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over.30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY.753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

N,

Gifts & Baskets
Bridal, Prom, Pageant Ir
Tuxedos. Dyeable Shoes
10-3 M-F,'10-2 Sat.
Air Center 753-4104
WILLOW Pond Restaurant
of Aurora announcing
winter hours. Thurs,Sat
4-8pm, Sunday 12-8pm.
Closed Thanksgiving Day
WILLOW Pond Restaurant
of Aurora Special! Fri Sun
(11/25-11/27). Buy 1,2 or
3pc fish dinner, receive 2nd
dinner of equal or lesser
value at irS price. Buy 1
chopper steak dinner at
regular price, receive 2nd
dinner for $2 991

Commercial
Waste
will Ds2J pick up
on Thanksgiving.
Thursday customers pick up
will be Friday.
Thank you for
your cooperation.

Have A

Nice
Hoilday.

ALASKA JOBS Earn
$30,000 fishing the 3mo
Salmon season. Also, construction, canneries, oil
heIdi pfLit mere! Call
601 799-1362 ext S-3374
24hrs.
ASSISTANT manager position available. Must be able
to do multiple tasks 6 work
well with customers. Bring
resume to Copy Plus. 1411
Main St,_ Murray.
ATTENTION Over-TheRoad Drivers $300 sign-on
bonus (limited time only)
Expanding our flatbed operation of late model conventionals start at 266 per
mile-All miles with annual
increases. Home most
weekends, Paid vacation &
monthly bonus Health &
Life Insurance, Must be 23
years old with 1 year experience CDL and good driving
record required. Driving
School Graduates are Welcomed. Western American
Transportation, SpringTenn.
field,
1-800-299-2902.

Not Quite Ready For Social Security?

CARPENTERS/ framers
436-5598.

For more information call:
247-7171
554-2097
753-8325
Graves
McCracken
Calloway
1-800-866-4213
Other Counties
Let us help you turn a lifetime of
experience into a career.
The Senior Employment Prograrn is funded under the Job
Training Partnership Act by the West Kentucky Private Industry
Council and the Workforce Development Cabinet This is an
equal opportunity program. Auxiliary ads and services are
available upon request to individuals with disabilities.

Fisher-Price
Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
Got you down?

JOIN OUR TEAM!!
IMAGES

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-B,
Murray, KY 42071.

The Purohase Area Senior Employment
Program May Be For YOU!

489-2905

Photo Greeting Cards

Growing CPA firm
seeks tax- professional, 'preferrably
CPA or CPA candidate. Full-time position during tax tiling
season with periodic work throughout the year. Must
have at least a basic
knowledge of corporate or individual income taxation.
Computer experience is a plus.

AVON. Earn money with
Avon. Call 1-800-847-5338
for your starter kit. Avon
independent sales
representative

Are You 55+ ?
Without A Job?

Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department.
Startrateof pay is $5.43 per hour with an increase to
$5.77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days. You
have the opportunity to advance to $8.33 per hour.
Please apply only ifyou are interested in working for
a progressive company whose"work is child's play."
Apply to:
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Employment Opponunity Erniployer

Fisher-Price'
Fisher-Price has immediate openings on all shifts,
Monday through Friday, for seasonal production
operators If you would prefer to work part-time, the
following shifts are available'
9:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m. Mon. - Frl.
6:00 p.m. - 1000 p.m. Mon. - Frl.
3:30 p.m. - 12 midnight Tues. & Thurs.
3:30 p.m. • 12 midnight Mon., Wed., & Frl.
Pay rate is $5 15tiour plus 20c per he0r when
working the second shirt and 25c per hour when
working the third shift
Please apply if you are interested in working for a
progressive company whose "work is child's play."
Apply to
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal EMI/10MM! Opponumiy Ervoyer
x•Ionsc)

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Advertisers are requested to
check the first Insertion of
their ads tor any error. Murray
ledger & limes MI be responsible for only on Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported Immediately so corrections can be
mode.

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sale or Lease
'-HOMO-Loons
Real Estate
•
Lake Property
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

Public Soie
For Trade,
Pee Column
Wanted

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m
Deadlines are 2 days
In advance!

560

Help
Wanted

Notice

INVITATION
TO BID

160
- 165
170
leo
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sae
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscat
Miscelioneous
T V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

nfin

a2r1

010

,120
,1313
,
!•40
'1 Z?

ADJUSTMENTS

MasterCard

C.E.O./Entrepreneur
wanted by KY, company
withnational growth
agenda Major equity available. $150,000. capital required. Submit resume in
confidence. C.P.A. 960 S
Third Street, Louisville, KY
40203.
CONSTRUCTION/ carpenters assistant. If interested
call 435-4294 & leave
message
DAVID W. Hood, Inc.- Now
hiring dependable drivers
for west coast runs, health
and life insurance, Annual
% increases, fuel bonuses,
late model conventional,
walkins, $30,000* a year.
single or teams welcome
Must Meet D.O.T. Requirements. 800-424-9013
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school . students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is pn
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

DRIVER INEXPERIENCED: Free training at
our Own schools and
GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCED:
Over 1,000 premium conventionals noir arriving
More home time and lots of
dedicated OWNER OPERATORS Expanding divisions. Call and compare
BUILDERS TRANSPORT,
INC, 1.800-762.1819. Ext
D-6

860

Help
Wanted
DRIVER EOE LOOK
WHAT WE DO FOR OUR
_DRIVER; "-Home. Most
Weekends '25 CPM
Loaded/Empty •Filel bonus
up to 4 cpm paid quarterly
'Safety bonus '1 epm paid
annually 'FREE Driver Insurance 'Family plan available *Orientation pay $400
wkly. Maverick Transporia,
lion Inc. a flatbed carrier
company is continuing to
expand. Come grow with
us. We're looking for qualiied'drivers 24 years of age
with 1 year OTR
1-800-289-1100.
DRIVERS, must be 18yrs
old & proof of insurance
Apply in person' Domino's
Pizza, 117 S 12th St.

iurp
1
Warird
I
..... _
_ . .
GROWING dental practice HOUSEKEEPER Must
rTeds, receptionist/dental. have own trapsportatiorr
a
tesrsred
istas
ht,i,nE
d xrpee
sruiemnfc pre- Excellent pay Se, d re
eto
sumo to
Bc• . n
Box, 1040F, Murray
ray, KY 42071

rp

./ ALPINE
AS blockrOld6xclab

darior
:0
11
azE:311111"m1=23=E Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard .1hisic
Dixieland Center

753-0119

Gary's Discount Center
197 Memorial Drive
644-3821
Paris, TN
(Former Warehouse Food Building
in old Wal-Mart Shopping Center)

Open
Thanksgiving
Day
1:00 p.m. til
9:00 p.m.

Big 8
Hour Sale
Drawing for
Free Prizes.
Free Christmas
Ornaments to First
100 People
Thanksgiving.
Sale Continues
4

Drawings Each Day of
Day Sale
Fri. 7:00 a.m.-10:00 pJn., Sat. 7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.

The Most.. Unusual Store
You Have Ever Seen,
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MURRAY LEDGER 6 TIMES

AEI

-1

• LEARN TO
Er,
DR••.i •'. •, THE BEST If
jOorntor a career
as a prJrussionar buck
el,.er but have no experi.
trAning is available
jivers can aver
igeCiOl 5.1)00 monthly
.if 4! year ulas reeeive
xcetent benefits Call
50I1.21)13 HUNT EOE
,..1 •.1 drug screen

•

DRIVER OTR
Singes
37cmi . Teams- 20c each
rm _Late- ,NSOdet. Cl2ftk.
Great Benefits,
Equip
Driving school students
welcome • Great Coastal
express 800 444 4929 ext
6604. ”

Miscollansous
WAITRESSES & waiters
cooks dishwashers day &
Jught shat Apply ul.puts1)n
Ann s Country Kitchen of
Murray
WANTED barmaids wait
tosses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Paris , TN
Cafe
901 642 4297 7pm 2am

and plenty "of year round
work For more informaton
call 800 428 r C24

WILL do house & office
cleaning Call 436 5309
5pm to 7pm only

PART or full time help WILL live-in with elderly or
needed, prefer • MSU stu- housekeeper for people
dent, to work 20to 30 hours who need help withshildren
per/wk General office & domestic work Call
work Send resume to PO 753-4590 ask for Ruby No
'ICED EXTRA INCOME' Box 1040 D Murray, KY answer leave on answering
'7Jirpany with new, excitservice
-ig produck seeking rep- PET- sitting services rieud
part-time help Must be at
---entatives traveling Ken
nan
least 18yrs of age, local
1...cky High. commission
PosMon
resident. honest, responsi
• -Me r1,1.urs Most terra
Wanted
sti:I open PO Box ble & dependable Send
3226, Louisville. KY resume to PO Box 1040C CARPENTERlhelper
Murray, KY 42071
Have tools truck trailer
J. 2 0 5 3 - 0 2 2 6
1800 693-5181, ext 5313 POSTAL JOBS Start 474 8855
Call NOW ,
$11 41,hr, for exam arid
SWING Town Lounge look- application info call (219)
Business
rig for waitresses & bikini 769 8301 ext KY 535
Opportunity
:.trcers $600. per week 8am 8pm , Sun Fri
BUILD your future with
;ywithin. Paris Landing
MATCO TOOLS' As a mo,/
901-6425548
bile MATCO TOOLS Distil
buoy, you have the world
class tools your customers
Nature's Bounty
want and the support you
Luncheon Specials
need to build a solid busiMonday - Baked Potato w/Cup Sip
ness of your own, We can
- Kotatimg--Vesci.hle• w7Gralcd
show you howl For Details
Tuesday - Vegetable Lasagna
call 1-800 368-6651
I reshbaked Bagel w/Cup Soup dt I rw.
MATCO TOOLS 4403 Alednesday - Margarita Chicken
len Road, Stow, Ohio
tked lireadbowl w/Chtli Or SOIlr
44334,(216) 929 4949 (In
/ :g
.
biesh Linguini w/M-irsnal,
vestment Required)
(Franchise Offered by
Lasagn•
.
\lents
Prospectus Only)
• a tirday - Gardenburger ss/ Cup (Ink
STOP PLAYING THE
I ;9411 Chestnut • Dixieland Shopping Cir.
GAME, Get the information
753-0575
you need to become your
own boss For a FREE
information package, call
now 513 772 7846

The Book Rack

Discount Books
& Sell Used Paperbacks
Special Orders
Cards & Gifts
Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-4821

I '.--111q MONUMENT CO.
.orth • Murray, KY 42071
;:• s. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
1... AH.t me By Appointment 1 . . 1
502-759-1333

Service and Quality At ki*,,......
Everyday Low Prices 1 1 ,.
rtitirgyl.41•44:•-••

Business on
a Budget?

Instruction
1NE dance lessons
753 2635

ASHLEY wood stove with
blower and thermostat con
Vol $125 Large grey metal
desk 3 draviers with chair
$100 Heavy duty 5hp com
pressor w 80 gal tank,
$800 Hanging gas heater
wiflu & 250 gal LP tank,
$400 Assortment of paints,
shelves, wheels tires, hub
caps & extra body work and
dean-up equipment Wood
frame sofa & chair wig
wood arms Beige with light
& dark blue stripes Tea
table Good condition,
$125 Filter queen vacuum
cleaner w,att:enSents,
$100 or best oft Brass(3
globe) marble top table
lamp, 30yrs old, $30
753 8780.
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock rip rap 759 1828
CLEAN old hand stitched
wilts., Oak wash stand,
lamps McCoy pieces,
vases, AT&T phones, an
swenng machines home
interior groups & gun racks
Reasonable' 753 6456
COLLECTIBLE show
Cards, comics, toys. Nascar Sat November 26th,
10am 5pm Executive Inn.
Paducah
EMBER Hearth fireplace
insert with' blower, $100
753-9850
FOR sale 19in Magnavox
color tv's, 8yrs old Holiday
Inn 753-5986
vices FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES,3855 Clay County
Highway. Dept CK, Moss,
Tennessee 38575 (800)
231 3695
NEW ke

$1

,r
U's

SOLD

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
SMALL wedding dress with
veil. very nice 753 0789
SUNOUEST WOLFF TANNING -BEDS New
Commercial Home Units
From $199 Lamps
Lotions Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW • Color Catglog
1 800 462 9197
WHOLESALE pre-cut, preengineered post frame
building4Sackages We sell
posts, beams, roof trusses,
floor trusses, metal, trim,
arid house packages
DANDI
SYSTEMS
800-282-7790
WOODBURNING fireplace
insert with blower, $200
753-1660 after 5pm or
leave message

Computers
49 DOLLARS for NEW
CD-ROM drive. FREE IN
STALLATION. Cal
HAWKINS RESEARCH
now. 753-7001.
ARC'S of COMPUTING.
Call HAWKINS RESEARCH today about
FREE TRAINING for your
new computer. 753-7001.
ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORYHARD
DRIVE FULL- if this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.
CHRISTMAS
COMPUTERS- CALL TODAY FOR BEST PRICE,
QUALITY AND SELECTION. HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001.
COMPUTER- disk drive
printer, software, $325
753 6525

Call 753-1916 for details.
1)9ttansimmumm1 ,

Want ,
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753 9433 da
or night
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578,
901 644-0679
CASH paid for good, used
titres shotguns, and pis,tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

Every Tuesday Night cd 7:00
,Dears open Si Guth

Appliances
TAPPAN 2 2 I •
dry
SOLD

•

er &
old

3PC living room suite, grey
with ottoman, like new
$650 436-5613

WATERBED flee flow with
pads, $100 753-9613

Articles
For Sale

NON-PRORT ORGANIZATION
MEN TO THE PWIL/C
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

20 GALLON aquarium,
$35 Sega CD with 6
games.$375 Moped, 1985
Yamaha OT 50, $300
Philco CD & tape player
with removable speakers,
$50 Exercise DP Air
Strider $15 Thousands of
baseball cards (not sold
separately), $430
753 4985

America's S•cond Car

Unto Duckling
LAIG=1 1 '

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 121h
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

24" BULB Wolff tanning
bed
527 7717 or
527 7170
AA POST Frame Buildings
Size 24,40 x9 Eave-Price
$5 178 plus freight Other
sizes available Blitz Buil
ders 1 800 628 1324

#
Radio

27 QUASAR console N
color, stereo remote con-

Hazel, Ky.
Christmas

trol, cable ready $225 o
best otter 753-4725

Open
House

FOR sale 19in Magnavox
color tv s 8yrs old Holiday
Inn 753 5986

Sat., Not. 26
10 a.m.-4:30
full•
Sun., Nos. 27
1 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

4""oterawsvanivars0444'..

eptti bourn

14X75 2BR. 2 bath Completely remodeled with carpet & appliances 4yrs ago
200 amp service pole,
underpinning & large deck
will sell with home Must
see to appreciate. Call after
6pm 753-1481

Shemwell's
Antiques
Hwy, 641 S
!laza KY

Nov. 25, 26 & 27
L

Antiques
Gifts

12X58 2BR. 1 bath fron
porch, to be moved
354-6325
14X70 SWINGER northern
built trailer Front kitchen
Call 251.2891 after 6pm
Daytime call 489-2527

tbr talon(s

1977 12X65 with built on
18X12 addition with sliding
glass doors & deck 2br, 1
bath
$3,500 firm
759-1831 leave message

4

Heavy
Equipment

INVENTORY Reduction
SALEM Our largest selection ever- priced to WWI
Buy now and save $$$
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc.
Hwy 79 E . Paris, TN
1-800-642 4891

SEPTIC pump truck Cal
354 6521 or 354-6075

GUNS buy, sell or trade
436 5650
ROGER stainless 10-22
rifle with Tasco 3-7X20
scope Used very little,
$150 753-1660 after"5pm
or leave message

MOBILE HOME LOANS
Attn Sellers/Buyers/
Owners 1964/newer- 12'
larger Green Tree Financial Refinancing Equity
loans Land/Home Realtor
calls
welcome
1 300-221-8204 after 5pm
1-800-895-1900
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles/
doubles Financing avail
able Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corporation/Kentucky,
606 2 23 - 1 0 1 0,
1 800-221-8204--

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD U pickup
759-4704 after 6pm
SEASONED firewood Call
THE WOODMASTER
759 9988
220

We Move
Mobile Homes

4374608

Musical
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

CANDELIGHT Weddings
Be married by ordained mi
nisters in a beautiful cande
light chapel ceremony No
blood test-waiting period
From $991 Honeymoon log
cabins available
1 800-729 4365
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gatimburg's Original Wedding Chapel) Free parking
Thoughtful service is rendered through music,
flowers, photographs, videos and receptions
1 - 6 I 5 - 4 3 6 - 7 90 3 ,
1-800-922-4573

NOT A LOT OF CASH'"
Check out our HUGE
SELECTION of Repos and
Pre Owned Homes As low
as $500 down, with payments to fit your budgetw
Volunteer Homes. Inc .
Hwy 79 E. Paris, TN
901642-4466
TRAILERS for sale for storage Can be seen at Shady
Oaks, Hwy 121 North
WANT to take Advantage
of Low interest rates,but
don't have a lot of money
for a big downpayment?
See Volunteer Homes, Inc
for 5% downpayrnent or
Land and -0- down Low
monthly payments Starting
at $150 per month Volunteer Homes, Inc Hwy 79 E
Paris, TN 901 642 4466

Mobile
Homes For Rent

The Garden Path
Gather dried herbal and floral
wreaths and arrangements,
Pick useful gifts Glean some
bargains from lovingly used
antiques and etcVisit with Evelyn WaIlLs in

2BR 7 miles East of Murray,
large private lot Call Linzy
Beane 436-2582

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village, wa
er furnished, $80/mo Col
eman RE, 753 9898
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & city water $85/mo
492-8488

The Village-North 12th Street
;•
t

(next to 1/r. Wuest)
Wed. Frt. 10 5, Sat, 10-2

South 641
Security Storage
Mini Storage Rentals
(10 ft x 12 it ) and (6 11 x 9 ft )

Monthly Rentals
Reasonable Rates - Give Us a Call 1/2 Mile North of Hazel on Hwy 641
Lee Starks
Billy Forres
(502) 492-8238
(502) 492-8508

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95 mo includ
ing all utilities 753 1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
328
Apartments
For Rent

.

I 2.3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo .deposit
753-8848 before 9pm

340
Apenesnel
For Rent

Houses
For Rent

NEW 4br. 25 bath execu
toe duplex in Falbrook All
appliances.furnished, inciuding
& microwave
Garage. yard maintance in
cJuded 1 year lease No
pets 753 4937 days
436 2741 nights

1512 CANTERBURY
Drive 3br, 1
bath stove
refrigerator, washer dryer
Beautiful home in prime
location No pets Available
Jan 1st Substantial applic•
ants with references only,
$650,mo 436 2561

NEW brick townhouse, 2br
t/. trath, family room
kitchen, lots of storage, refrigerator with ice maker,
stove, microwave, wid
hook-up
No pets
$425/mo, plus deposit"
Cambridge Subdivision
753 7435 days. 753 3966
evenmgs

2BR close to downtown
$325, mo plus deposit
753-9509
2BR house near downtown
Murray 753 4109
2BR house for rent in city
$390mo Contact Mur Cal
RE, 753 4444

2BR newly remodeled
NICE 2br duplex, all ap- 1405 Vine, lease & deposit
pliances, quiet neighbor- required
No pets
1 OR 2br opts near down- hood nearShoPping center', 1375/mo 753-0932,
town Murray 753 4109
central ha, available 753-5898
November No pets Depo•
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
2 or 3BR brick ranch near
sit .1360Mo Call 753-2852
Olive Utilities furnished
Oaks Country Club Natural
after
5pm
Share kitchen living room
gas, city water, $450Tho
& bathroom facilities Walk NICE 2br duplex, central Also, 2br farm house,
to MSU Coleman RE h -a. stove refrigerator, dm
public water, propane,
753-9898
washer & dryer, $275imo
hwasher, Wel hook-up
Both
available immediNorthwood
No
pets
$375
2BR. 17r bath townhouse,
plus deposit 753-1953 ately 753-5303, 753-7724
central hie, nice nahbor
days. 753-0870 nights
hood. appliances furn3BR brick with carport,
ished Coleman RE, NICE 2br, Wel.hook up No
$425/ma Coleman RE.
753-9898
pets 753-0859 days
753-9898
2BR appliances including 753 5214 after 5pm
3BR house, 1 r baths, new
microwave & dishwasher NOW available Ibr apart
gas heat 8 central air sysWi'D hook-up Fenced menu, furnished and with tem, reasonable
backyard Water & sewer paid utilities, near hospital
garage, storage No pets 5
paid by landlord' Clean & No pets Lease & deposit
minutes from town South ready to rent Dec 10th required 436-2755
west School District Nice &
$420/mo 492-8393
NOW taking applications well kept $500/mo ,depo
2BR duplex, gas heat, new for Section 810w rent hous- sit 753-7920 or 753-1664
bathroom, carport, ing Apply in person at
3BR near university,
$295imo 753-8767
Southside Manor, 906 $350/mo plus deposit,
Broad
St
Extended,
be
years lease
efer2BR duplex, quiet area
near Robertson School tween 8am-12nbon No enc
pets
phone calls please Equal
answer
Appliances lyr lease
Housing Opportunity
$275/mo 753 8096
SPACIOUS
2br, 2 bath du- NEWLY remodeled 2br
2BR duplex on 1304 B Val
ley wood Dr, $325/mo plex Appliances turnishati, house near hospital, with
central gas Fria, garage, w'd gas heat. ein'd hook-up,
759-4406
hook-up $475,mo Imo stove, refrigerator, furl'
2BR, very nice, central h/a, deposit. lyr lease No pets
shed. $400/mo plus de'poappliances & lawn mainte- 753 2905 or 753-7536
sit 759-9967 after 5pm
nance furnished Coleman
NICE 2br house Low utiliRE 753-9898
ties, unfurnished, available
Hanes
3BR, 2 bath, low utilities
now
6 miles West of MurFor Rent
with garage, $550/mo
ray $300/mo wdeposit
753-3293 after 6pm
2BR brick with carport 435 4226
CHESTNUT Street town- Available now $375/nio
houses Very nice 2br, 1'4 Coleman RE 753 9898
baths All applianceS-19-- 2BR brick house, evadable
cluding washer & dryer, now, in town, references 8
deck, tool shed, ceiling deposit 753 5711
fans, etc Free lawn care
Available in Dec Coleman
Realty, 753-9898

CLASSIFIED

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications
You must be 62. handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
527-8574 or 492-8721.
IN country, new lbr duplex
completely furnished, all
utilities paid Has all accessories, $350mo 436-2722
between 8am 6pm
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities in,
duded, rent based on in
come.55 & older, handicap
& disabled Squat Housing
Opportunity
502-354-8888

This five year old house with approximately 1,575 sq. ft. living area with
one gar garage has 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, with large great room with
fireplace. Must see - $94,500. Cat
753-8343 from 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
merits now accepting appli
cations for 1 -2br apart
ments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri
1409 Duigrud Dr
NEW 2br duplex, $425/mo
753 0724
NEW 2br triplex apart
ments, gas heat, w/d hook
up, appliances furnished
no pets, available Oct 15th
S425imo, deposit required
Call 753 4873 after
6 30pm. Allen Properties

This.home,located at 1300 Fleetwood
Dr., is on a beautiful corner lot with
3,907 sq. ft. of living area, 3 car
garage, 4 bedrooms, 4 baths, living
room, dining room, and 2 large dens
with upstairs deck and downstairs
deck. This house has many other
features. You must see to appreciate.
Priced at $225,000. Call 753-8343
from 6-9 p.m.

1BR 1 mile from College
Farm, quiet area
759-9921

SMOKY MTN MEMORIES Intimate chapel in NON—SMOKERS only
Brand new 2br mobile
Gatlinburg Weddings
simple to elegant. home in Hazel, $335/mo
Photographs, Flowers, Vid- 492-6151
eos, Lodging Ordained
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
Minister-No blood tests, No
electric or gas Walking diswaiting 1 -800/258-6797
tance to college 753-5209

Come Browse Along...

PORTABLE SPA, 3 4 person Call 753-5842 days

KY 94 west to Johnny Robeosoo ftsad
hlaie Road. nght on So Haie Row I

a

4

2fin

5PC king-size bedroom
set, new mattress & box
Glass cocktail tables &
more 901-247-3999,
"ROMANTIC CANDLEITE
901-247-3730
WEDDINGS" Smoky
COUCH & chair, floral print
Mountainse Ordained MiMake offer 489-2365
nisters •Elegant Chapel
Photographs •Florals
CROSCILLE custom made
floral master bedroom set •Limos 'Videos •Bridal
Suites
with Jacuzzis No
Queen size bedspread with
pillows, round table skirts & waiting-No Blood Test
matching towel sets Vanity •Gatlinburg, Tennessee•
1-800-933-7464
larags_indluded $165
KENMORE washer &
dryer $275/set Beautiful
leather sofa color taupe
753-8107

WEDDINGS
OLD—
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies Smoky Mountain, Chapel overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg
HORSE DRAWN CAR
RIAGE Cabins Jacuzzis
Ordained ministers Corn
pieta arrangements No
tests/wailing HEART
LAND 1-800 448 VOWS
(8697)

Antiques

Miscellaneous

Knights of Columbus Hall
.
0 Sq

WATERBED PRODUCTS
DISCOUNTED, Heaters
$19 99, waveless mattres
sess $44 95 Queen Soft
side beds from $299 UPS/
FEDEX delivery Enorm
ous selection at wholesale
prices FREE COLOR CA
TALOG 1 800 992 0873

LOG HOMES Design ser-

753-6456

Run this 2x2 cortsistency ad ir)Closs1fiedseveryday.includingtheShopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance)

-

120

240
Help
Wanted

DRIVER . OUR PAY
SCALES ARE ON THE
MOVE UP,OTR-Shormeek
home weekly (Shorthaul),
079
OPER- assigned trucks, great ben.
Domestic
„ick tine etas. $1 001) experienced
& Childcare
i.ate openings sign on b.),.s BUR,iNG
A 1 Home 8r office clean,
..:rrs and 00 Drivers TON MOTOR CARRIERS
rig Experienced, thorough
. pay up to 280/mi
1-800 JOIN BMC EOE
I!.aepenonble _References
or-iaatz--benetits.
' li&E runs avail- OFFICE MANAGER for avai:able Nothing cleans
„any-sponsored busy medical office Corn like a woman,” Call Sheri
ncL PfltetivsL_SalarY, $uttol,t.sMt.t42 _SAW. 75a 3638
PaCk - plus pleaSant worSing
age van or flat Must be 23 rnosphere Send resume CLEANING houses is my
call to PO Box 1040 E, Murray, business Reliable and ex
For more into
perienced references Call
1 800 553,9443 Dept KY 42071
Linda 759 9553
t-.?.F- 53 .
OWNER OPERATORS 95
•
CENTS ALL MILES PTS is HOUSEWORK done Call
NCED waitress
. • rA; h.ghly motivated accepting applications for Rose 474 2131, leave
owner operators with 1988 phone number & name
g personality
oil
Hours available are or newer tandem tractors WILL babysa in my home,
with sleepers to run 19
011
Mon-Fri
3
30pm
lam
Mon Fri Salary based Re
Apply in person midwestern states We
ferences available
.-,- Hut, 410 guafantee home every
753 0749
weekend no east coast
Corn ..'1y needs .full time
4retary,receptionist anwering phones. typing, hI& mrsc duties Send
r,,,:„irne to PO Box 149,
`..lurray. KY 42071

NOVEMBER 23, 1004
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Heating
And Cooling
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating. Cooling and
Electric Co Service, um
replacement and complete
installtion Licensed gas installer Phone 435 4699
BEAT high electric bills
Insulate now Install high
efficiency heating & cool
mg Residential L. commercial Murray Calloway Heat
ing & Cooling 759 4459

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Nov.26, 1994 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mrs.
Veatrice C.Cash at 214 South 15th St., Mayfield,Ky.just
off West Broadway. Watch for auction signs.
Real Estate sells at 12 Noon
Personal Property: hand painted table lamp - other lamps - Duncan
Phyfe lamp table -vanity lamps.kerosene lamps'other lamp tables couch & chairs - odd chairs - electric lift chair - goose neck rocker reading lamp.2spindle back chairs -old coat rack -small chest.other
old rocker - round lamp table - beautiful glass d(x)r secretary - nice
game table with harp shape base - ()Id books- double mirror- nice 4
piece Kincaid bedroom suite -other nice bedroom suite - cedar chest fancy needlework -bird picture by Vincent -color t.v. by Quasar with
remote - nice Jenny Linn type bed - odd chest & vanity - electric
hospital bed.electric stove & ref. - upright deep freeze'round table &
chairs - microwave oven - small kitchen appliances - pelts & pans kitchen stool - washer & dryer - electric sewing machine - sewing
items • ironing board - hair dryer - Fenton glass piece -stoneware Cooksville china - cast iron items - Corningware - other old glass &
china - old scales - t.v. trays - cane mirror - new curtains - new
material - Christmas decorations - lawn chairs - bevel mirror with
wood frame - electric line trimmer -gas can -aluminum stepladder.
radio - hand & garden tools and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available.
Real Estate: Nice 3 bedmxim house • 1 bath large living room -large
kitchen - utility room - central heat & air - large double garage with
nice apartment upstairs and workshop in back. Terms:20% down day
&auction,balance in 30 days with passing of deed. This auction held
jointly with Colley Real Estate, West Broadway, Mayripld, Ky 2476969.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
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Homes
For Sale
CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40,mo 759 4081

2 LOTS tor sale all utilities
avertable 753 9741

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905
753 7536

43 ACRES East of Murray
Woods, building site
$5 400 Easy terms
759-1922 owner
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NICE 3br 2 bath brick
close to town on beautiful
large lot New roof 1993
Central ha new 1992 Pr
iced at $88,000 Some
owner financing may be
available MLS• 3000093
Contact Kopperud RE
753-1222

JEEP parts Call 753-6885
2 OR 3br brick with-1 bath &
carport Located in Easy Y
Subdivision, $49,000
759-4861

CLOVER hay 759-4704 af
ter 6pm

ass
Used
Care
1977 AMC Pacer, runs
good $350 obo 753-3820
or 753 4946

3BR. 2 beth Newly remod
eled home on 34 acres
753 1410 leave message
3BR remodeled in and out
Trees city water. $45,)
753 8061

1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
sunroof, am/fm stereo, all
leather, fuel injection
$1.950 or best offer
753-8096

1377 CHEVY pick up
Silvered°. $900 Phone
75124128 alter 3 30pm
114
4
.77'tORD truck, runs
good looks good $I 500
obo 759 1641
1979 JEEP CJ7 V 8 all
manual, very good condi
tion, $3,200 753 8249 af
ter 5pm
1982 FORD r100 rebuilt
302 V 8, auto trans good
tires
$2 000 obo
489 2677

1E3

ng

S

WOOD WORKS
0
oigns

Call us about...
V Computer Cut Vinyl
Logos and teners
Custom Banners
Piywood Signs
Magnetic Signs
Vehicle Lenerng
Pleviglass Signs
V Window Lettering

V
V
V
V

WANTED Waterfront lake
homes under $100,000 up
to $325,000 Also wanted
waterfront lots on Kentucky
Lake Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

V Real Estate Signs
Office Signage
V Greeting and Advenising Posters
I Sandblasted Redwood Signs
V Architectural Signs
V Metal and Foam Letters
V Bronze Plaques
V Trade Show Signs/Displays

382-2308 or 753-2378

BLONDIE

1 1 1 1 1 TREE trimming,
hauling, carpentry & odd
lobs Paul. 436-2102
Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing. Free
estimates 759-1683
Al cleaning out gutters &
leaf raking Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950

7-

APPLIANCE repairs
(domestic refrigerators)
Reasonable rates
753 5958

BACKHOE Service com
plete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt. Con
struction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed
753 1134 or
436 5832
BREAST IMPLANTS? Call
Kelly Thompson, Attorneyat Law, for advice
1 800 KELLY•JR THIS IS
AN ADVERTISEMENT
'COURT COSTS MAY BE
REQUIRED

kN.,i1 . ,i.
.„,.14,,. 1a,

Services
Offered

BUSHROGGING and gar
dens tilled 437 4030
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
lion high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweep& has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COE & Coe General Re
pair Carpentry, electrical &
drywall 502-492-8403
.
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers. offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
plete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759.4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work. septic sys
tcrns, 354 8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser•
vices We specialize in vinyl
siding, concrete driveways,
blacktop driveways. boats.
mobile homes Fully insured & completely mobile
7,59-4734

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing References avail
alai* Call 436-2060 •

PAINTING interior & exterior All types of home repair
Free estimates Call
436 5032 anytime

SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commercial Servall Gutter Co
753 6433,

Associate
BJ. Barnhill

TIIANKS(;IVING SALE

90 Jeep Cherokee, 2 dr., 6 cyl.,
auto, air, 4%4
8% Toyota (fl -S. 2 dr., 5 spd.
85 Plymouth Voyager SE Van
87 Chrysler New Yorker,
4 dr., all -equip.
•
117
IkIta
4dr., clean

Call 71349111
Paper esi be chrilinwed
that evening!

CLASSIFIED

Classifieds
Office
Open
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Saturday

Attention

Classi ed Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
281 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, For

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 1.) Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

104 S. 12th Si., Murray, KY
Telephone 502-753-8553

85 Buick Park Avenue, 4 dr.
85 Chevrolet Cavalier, 2 dr., auto

WILL install sand & finish
hardwood floors 30yrs experience can furnish refer
ences Call (502)522 6358
or 15021522-5050 alto,
6pm

Miss Your
Paw?

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

12TH STREET MOTORS

93 Lord I•150 X1.1-, VS
list ('aft, loaded
.
93 Lord I•150 XI,T, V8
I "tided
90 Ford Adrostaf,l•:nt.
Vin,
t
rd34`1,TibN-x
r..•
,
Ford Fl 50 XI.1'
V8, auto, air
90 I•ord Ranger XI,T
2.9 V6, 5 spd., 4,14
90 Ford Ranger XI.T,
4 cyl , 5 spd.•
91 Mercury Tracer, 4 dr.,
auto, air, clean
113 -FiiiirlirLincuy It, Vh, 5 spd.,
4s4,. loaded
91 Pontiac Sunhird, 2 dr.,
acre, air, -clean
90 Penna.' fKMAILE, 4 dr.,
auto, air, clean
911 chevrolet Lumina, V6, 4 dr.,
. Betio, air, 36,000 mi.
90 Chevrolet St Ii P/C,
4 cyl., 5 pd.
90 Chevrolet Beauville Van,
9 pass., all equip.
88 GMC, Sierra SU:
, 350,
V%, loaded
91 Maida 323 Protege,
4 dr , 5 spd.

TIRED of high cost on leaf
removal tree work & haul
ing? Then call 436-2867

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
LEE'S Carpet Cleanng Service Center cleaning
Carpets upholstery Free servicmg115: most repairs
estimates 753-5827
$35 Free estimates Route
LICENSED for electric and 1 Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri , 753 0530
gas 753.7203.

FIREWOOD & tree service
436 2562

Owner

WANT a new look before
the holidays, We do all
types of painting (sponge
bag leather) wallpapreing
& remodeling No fob too
small Call 759-9359

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Foimica All
colors free estimates
Wulff s Recovery Murray
KY 436 5560

DRYWALL, finishing re
pairs, additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761

John:9, tRIngo) CrOsich

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
7153 2874 -stem ICY
"
'

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
tine ot-equipaggrif Freitag'
timates Day or night
753 5484

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing' Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
lerences 753 2592

DAD Lawn Care Will do
leaves 489-2296

BUILDER New homes,
garages, additions. foundations, poured basements
Call Tripp -Williams
753 0563

9C
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For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

$15,900

Visa and Master Card

$10,900
$8,495
$8,995

$7,295

753-1916

Call Us Today!

$6,895

THE FAR SIDE

$4,750

By GARY

LARSON

$5,895

$6,695
$4,595
$6,495

$4,750
$7,995
$6,995
$7,395
$2,995
$1,095
$8,495

$5,995
$2,795

$24995
$4,495

Financing Available

-Remo! Litt with your knees, not your back!"

FOR BETTER or •; WORSE

AND I'M IN A BIG HURRY,
SO PLEASE TAKE HALF THE
TIME YOU USUALLY 20

I CX)NI'T WANT A
1301LED E';( IT GROSS!
I HFITE IT WHEN THERE'S
EGG E•HELL F1f4 STUFF I ...A

YOU'RE TRYING TO GET
THIS 1-1A120.7 POQ
PRiCE, AREN'T YOU

1I

•

I'LL
-

TAKE
THE
SHELL OFF

CLULCHT I JOST
HAVE IT IN Pi SANDWICH?

r(

ELIZASe
-TH,f-POR
WiSht myi

7
:1%44N.:11't

CALVIN and HOBBES
LIVE FOR TUE
MOMENT" IS
MY tnorro

''JJ NEVER. KNOW HON LON6
101.1`1E GOT' IOU COULD
STEP INTO TUE ROAD TNROKOW
AND - WAN- leij GU 141T BY
A CEMENT TkucK! TIAN
,rov BE SORRY 'IOU PUT OFF
8002 PLEASUR6.S!

GARFIELD

r

11.1kT
SA' "L19E F012
THE MOMENT

LOOK.
•
THE. R.CA
„.E

Nug 5 YOUR
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z

I HAVE THE CL0T54ES...
HAVE THE &fill-AR...

I'M JON ARBUCKLE,
SINGING COWBOY!
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APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER.,436 5848

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Read the classifieds
JUST TAKE OFF HALF
WHAT YOU NORMALLY DO

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
m?nutacturers All work
and parts warranted -Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

1983 FORD Ranger truck.
runs good, 84,XXX miles--BACKHOE SERVICE
NTATIEWieptic tank
$1,800. obo 436 2528 1311Einstallation, repair, replaceMark
ment 759 1515 /
1989 DODGE.Ramcharger..
4X4, auto, p/s.pita. air. V 8, -137AISX440E-SEMeide-=-"czioyHILL Septic system, drive
stereo Looks & runs new
$5.500
Phone ways, hauling. foundations
etc 759 4664
502 875 4050

FOR SALE 250 Chariots
1994 F150 XLT, loaded
Angus heifers Guaranteed
excellent condition, 351
bred Calving date begins 412 SOUTH 8th St 2br. 1
ad,dark red. Lund spoilers.
January March Bred to bath home with central gas 1987 BUICK Skyhawk bed cover, remote alarm
Brangus bulls Phelps heat & air, full basement, sport coupe, 78,XXX miles, remote start, $17,500
Brothers Farm Call Bill large backyard & deck, a/c pis, auto Great condi- 759-1835, 753-3957
Phelps, Princeton (502) $49,900 Please call: tion, $3,295 Also, 1992
753-3228
365-5954
E Z Go electric golf cart
with top, perfect $2,000
GREAT Christmas 001 EXTREMELY well main753
5270
Campers
Indian Outlaw 7yr old tained 4br, 2 bath home in
Gelding Appaloosa Trail excellent neighborhood
1987 NISSAN Sentra, light 40 FOOT Coachrhan, 5th
Den
with
fireplace
&
attracHorse $1,000 753-0266
blue 2dr, 5sp, alc, am/fm wheeler 1984, new fur
tive shady backyard with cassette, good condition
privacy fence Price lust For more information.' nace and water heater Up
dated appliances. $7 500
reduced to $99,500 :Con- 753-7823
Pets
436 2755
tact Kopperud RE,
& Supplies
2dr,
1988
SUNDANCE
753-1222 MLS# 3000112
auto, good mech $1,950
AKC German Shepherd
LAKE home, Anderson obo 753,1522 days,
black & tan excellen
Shores, 2br, 1 bath, 759-4806 nights
bloodline, 8wks old $225 kitchen family room nice
502 554 3097
lot, $34,000 price negoti- 1989 PONTIAC Bonneville, HOUSEBOAT 14X54f
excellent condition
Stardust aluminum, twin
AK C Roftweiler puppies able 554 5680 442-3864 436 5808 after 5pm
volvos, 7 5 generator, fly
1st shots & wormed, 7wks NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub,
bridge queen master suite,
489-2365
oak cabinets. 1280sq ft liv- 1990 GEO Prism, air, am/ sleeps 10 with cutty Micro
fm, 1 owner, good condiing,
garage
Priced
upper
full-size refrigerator,
wave,
DOG Day Afternoon
$605 1405 N 16th Call tion. $4,950 See at 1705 VHF radio, TV & VCR Like
759 1 768
College Farm Rd
489-2722
new, less than 200hrs
753-2615
HAVE an obedient, safe
901-8678925
dog for show or home
Renotice'
INVESTORS
1990 LUMINA Euro Sport,
Classes or private lessons
ntal property for sale Prop- 1 owner, excellent condiServing Murray for over
erty #1 Duplex plus house tion. 35.XXX miles Call
510
12yrs 436-2858
on 1 lot Property #2 Cur- 759-1690 after 5pm
Services
PEG'S Dog Grooming
rently a post office building
Offered
753-2915
with Syr lease plus rental 1992 BONNEVILLE SE
apartment in back Call Hal loaded, nice 436-2788
for more information at Pro- leave message
*
Four Star
*
fessional RE, 759-1591
Real
SHARP 1989 Buick Regal
Mobile Home
Estate
Grand Sport, loaded,
Parts
AT
Service
central
bath,
2
NEW 3br.
pomres x decks avaiiabie
70.XXX miles, excellent
HALEY Appraisal Service, air, gas heat Southwood
remora! rud
condition 759-1007 days
Haley Dr $67,500 753-5561
call
Bob
Silver roof c.t.ng
or 753-0087 after 5pm
502.489 2266
whoa tool coa5,3
EverloCk vinyl undErEi•
KOPPERUD Realty has
• lifetime we're'',
buyers waiting to purchase
K Roe underpin,•
homes-all price ranges It
Doors, wndows,
you are thinking of selling.
siding. floor fa,'
contact one of our courteMixer tu,ace
ous and professional
air condicr
agents at 753-1222 or stop
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Phone (502) 492-8488
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
by office at 711 Main St
* Hwy. 641 N. Hazel *
Alt Types Of:
QUICK cash for homeowWoodworking
Custom
ners No credit check No
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 Hauling.
lob requirement Seniors
moving, clean-up, odd lobs,
welcome,
close
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
tree trimming, tree removal..
immediately-no . red tape
• Drop by and see our showroom
mulch hauling Free estiCall Judy Ann collect
4W SUNBURY • MURRAY (Behind Bunny EP..4d1
mates
Tim Lbmb
502-228.2121
Fax
753 5940
436-5744
502-228-2345
•'A\
•
1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling,. tree
WANTED 20-70 acres for
trimming, tree removal, &
a growing farming family,
cleaning out sheds, attics,
with or without house
odd lobs, & will haul &
753-7990 days, 436-5034
spread mulch Free esti
nights Ask for ,Ron or
mates 436-5744 Luke
Cindy
Lamb
Lake
Properly

NOVEMBER

Sonless
Offered

Auto
Parts

Bypass Mini
Storage
121 Bypass North
Sizes from 10x10
up to 20820
753-2225

WEDNESDAY
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- rIF I FORGOT TO BUN BASIL,"9 rftt.BE HAPPY
23 THE RECIPE SPIS
WILL ANY GREEN TIAKEN THIN& TO COME OVER
A CUP OF ONIONS , IN A SMALL IAR DO
HERE
a AND HELP
IS THAT BEFORE
THE SWEET POTATOES SUPPOSED r CATH4.
OR AE,TER THEY'RE TO BE PEELE0 BEFORE I MASHED
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ENOUGH,SOONER OR LATER
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is WednegNpy.
the,327th day of 1994. There are 38
days TeTi in the year., •
History:
Today's
Highlight
in
On Nov. 23, 1889, the first jukebox made its debut in San Francisco, at the Palais Royale Saloon. The contraption, devised by Louis
Glass, consisted of an Edison tinfoil phonograph with four listening
tubes — no loudspeakers — and a coin slot for each tube. A nickel
purchased a couple of minutes of music.
•
" On (hit. date:
In 1765, Frederick County, Md., repudiated the British Stamp Act.
In 1804. the 14th president of the United States, Franklin Pierce,
was born in Hillsboro, N.H.
in 1903,_singer Enrico Caruso made his American debut at the Metropolitan Opera House in Nc2 York, appearing in "Rigoletto."
In 1936, the first edition °Mile, the picture magazine created by
Henry R. Luce, was published.
In 1943, during World War 11, U.S. forces seized control of Tarawa
and-Makin-atolls from the-Japanese thiring the-Centra+-Parific offensive in the Gilbert Islands.
In 1971. the People's Republic of China was seated in the U.N.
Security Council.
In 1980, some 4,800 people were killed by a series of earthquakes
that devastated southern Italy.
In 1985, retired CIA analyst Larry Wu-tai Chin was arrested and
accused of spying for China. He committed suicide a year after his
conviction.
Ten years ago: A Soviet tourist, Vasily Yakovlevich Matiqok, suddenly defected while inside Korea's Demilitarized Zone, sparking .a
shootoin between the two sides that left three North Koreans and one
South Korean soldier dead.
Five years ago: Lucia Barrera de Cerna", a housekeeper who said
she'd witnessed the slaying of six Jesuit priests and two other people
at the Jose Simeon Canas University in El Salvador, was.flown to the
United States uncles heavy security.
One year ago: President Clinton signed legislation lifting remaining
U.S. sanctions against South Africa, and announced an initiative to
spur investment in South Africa's black private sector.
Today's Birthdays: Broadway composer Jerry Bock is 66. Former
Labor Secretary William E. Brock is M.
Thought for Today: "The ultimate aim of the human mind, in all its
efforts, is to become acquainted with Truth."
Eliza Farnham,
American reformer (1815-1864).

Murray State University Racers
Ten years ago
>fumy, fire beg, Western 17 to 16 in a footNJ Mann
Department are currently prepar- ball game.
Twenty years ago
ing for their annual Christmas
Dr. Charles Chaney, professor
party for needy children in Murray and Calloway County, of agriculture at Murray State
according to Murray Fire Chief University, presented a feasibility
study favoring the location of a
James HOrnbuckle.
* ' medicine in
Dr. Truman Whitfield, chair- school of vetert7i
man of Elenientary and Secon- Kentucky at a pre s onference at
dary Education Department at - Murray State. P. tu ed with ChaMurray State University, spoke ney is Dr. Constantine Curtis,
about "Nonverbal Communica- president of MSU.
Laura Shinners and Keith
tion" at a meeting of Murray
Chapter of Professional Secreta- Edwards were awarded $50
ries International.
prizes in the Hike-Bike-A-Thon
Mrs. William Barker presented for Cerebral Palsy held here
a program on "The Plantation recently.
Mr. and Mrs. -Jimmy --f{:-ford
Mistress" at a meeting of J.N.
Williams Chapter of the United of Wallis Drug attended the conDaughters of the Confederacy vention of McKennon & Robbins
held at home of Dr. Halene Drug Company held in Paris.
Visher.
France;
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McNeely
Births reported include a girl to
were married 50 years Oct. 24. Mr. and Mrs. William Horton,

Nov. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. George p.
Thompson will be married 50
years Nov. 27.
Thirty years ago
Staff Sgt. Johnnie M. Black,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos C.
Black, has graduated from Tactical Missile School at Orlando Air
Force Base, ,Florida:
Murray High School Debate
Team won first place trophy at
Charleston, Mo., Invitational
Tournament. Team members are
Benji Humphrey, Beverly Goode,
Max Russell and Dan Miller.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Aldridge, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Powell,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Fox,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carraway.
The Rev. Carlos R. Owen,
Southern Baptist missionary to

(aim

DEAR ABBY
DEAR READERS:By popular
demand, here is my traditional
Thanksgiving column:
Tomorrow is Thanksgiving
Day, so take a few minutes to
think about what you have to be
thankful for.
How's your health? Not so
good? Well, thank God you've
lived this long. A lot of people
haven't. You're hurting? Thousands — maybe millions — are
hurting more.(Have you ever
visited a veterans hospital? Or a
rehabilitation clinic for crippled children?)
If you awakened this morning-and were able to hear the
birds sing, use your vocal cords

to utter human sounds, walk to
the breakfast table on two good
legs and read the.newspaper
with two good eyes, praise the
Lord! A lot of people couldn't.
'How's your pocketbook?
Thin? Well, most of the world is
a lot poorer. No pensions. No
welfare. No food stamps. No
Social Security. In fact, onethird of the people in the world
will go to bed hungry tonight.
Are you lonely? The way to
have a friend is to be one. If
nobody calls you, call someone.
Go out of your way to do something nice for somebqdy. It's a
sure cure for the blues.
Are you concerned about

your country's future? Hooray!
Our system has been saved by
such concern. Concern for fair
play under the law. Your country may not be a rose garden,
but it also is not a patch of
weeds. ,
Freedom rings! Look and listen. You can still worship at the
church of your choice, cast a
secret ballot, and even criticize
your government without fearing a knock on the head or a
knock on the door at midnight.
And if you want to live under a
different system, you are free to
go. There are no walls or fences
— nothing to keep you here.
As a final thought, I'll repeat
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I DONT WANT
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Africa, is speaker at Kirksey
Baptist Church today, according
to the Rev. Terry Sills, pastor.
Forty years ago
Guy Billington has been
elected president of Kentucky
Association of Insurance Agents
at the convention just completed.
He is associated with Murray
Insurance Company of Murray.
Dr. Kenneth G. Ross and Dr.
C.C. Lowry, both Murray surgeons, were inducted last week as
new Fellows of the American
College of Surgeons.
Jesse Stuart, writer, teacher
and lecturer, was dismissed from
Murray Hospital today and left
with-his family for his kerne in
Greenup County. Stuart suffered
a heart attack over a month ago
after he had spoken at a special
event at Murray State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Newsom will
be married 50 years Nov. 27.

NI/Lt4 ANY ,D<)T
FAMOUS I FIGURE_ IM
MORE 1144. LEGENDARY
TsIPE'

WELL I DONT MEW
RIGHT TA15 SECOND'

my Thanksgiving prayer; perhaps you will want to use it at
your table tomorrow:
0,heavenly Father:
We thank thee for food and
remember the hungry.
We thank thee for health and
remember the sick.
We thank thee for friends
and remember the friendless.
We thank thee for freedom
and remember the enslaved.
May these remembrances stir
us to service.
That thy gifts to us may be
used for others. Amen.
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving, and may God bless you and
yours.
LOVE,ABBY

Tor
Lpet
rnev

An afterthought: Want an
instant high? The surest cure
for the post-holiday blues is to
do something nice for someone.
Why not call someone who lives
alone and invite him (or her)
over for dinner?
Better yet, call and say, "I'm
coming to.get you,.and
see
that you get home."(Many older
people don't drive, and those
who do don't like to go out
alone after dark.)
Try it. And let me know the
results.
P.S. Special greetings to
those of you in the military who
wrote from remote corners of
the world to tell me that you are
using my Thanksgiving prayer
on this Thanksgiving Day.

DR. GOTT

•

By simply attaching the new ACME Wingbaby,
airlines can significantly improve their
passengers overall comfort.

/44

CATHY
' BEEN up SINGE 5 00Am, --ss AN() NOW TM WEEPING IN
WHAT WAS I THINKING, INVITAND NOTHING'S READY! AN
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GIVING?? I NV)To Immo- ^18IR 15 MATTED WITH PIE MIX! WANTED TO IMPRESS! WHAT
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Dark wood
Evening song
Clever
Spanish
article
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Deceive
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Hank
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place
—call
Oscar winner
of 1938
Hesitation
sound
Vapor
Damn—"
Gators kin
Part of book
Move aside
(2 wds.)

39 Sharpen
42 —al
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finch
45 — Saarinen
46 Veneration
48 Railroad
station
Chart
5
501 Neat
53 Ireland
55 Perry ID
56 Most cunning
59 Clearly
61 Slow (mus.)
62 — resin
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1 Fish trap
2 Streisand ID
3 Slender finial
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McEntire
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7 Dylan ID
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9 Intellect
10 Cry of delight
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11
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30
Trimmed
15
17
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32
— Zimbalist
19
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dUU11%%
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II
38 Cry of pain
34
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40 By mouth
41 Drug plant
38
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44 Din
37•UUU
47 An Adams
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49 Stumble
52 Intense
47
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54 -2Phillips
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57 — Louis, MO
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59
60
building
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a middleaged male. My wife and I have raised
a wonderful family and I still have a
strong desire for sex, even though she
has no desire at all. Would a device or
procedure be available for me to use
for ejaculation? Masturbation doesn't
seem to be the answer.
DEAR READER: Many men (and
women) whose partners are unable or
unwilling to have sexual relations find
that a vibrator will provide sexual
release. Of course, you have other
options, too.
If you are involved in a loving relation and your wife wants to be attentive to your needs, she may be willing
to pleasure you in other ways that do
not involve intercourse.
In addition, your wife might choose
to address her lack of libido (sexual
interest) with her gynecologist.
Peitaps your spouse it deeply affected by a hormone deficiency, a physical
disorder (such as lack of vaginal lubrication),"or an emotional problem that
affects her sexuality and can be corrected by medication or counseling.
DEAR DR. GOTT: With all the
recent information regarding the dangers of lead ingestion, can you explain
if using full lead crystal glassware is
dangerous? We've been drinking from
crystal for a long period and woncler if
our concerns are well founded.
DEAR READER: Lead is, indeed,
toxic to the body and will lead to
headache, personality changes, loss of
appetite, abdominal discomfort, and
progressive renal disease.
The most common sources of lead
poisoning are lead paint, retention of
metallic lead objects (such as shot or
weights),contaminated foods (that
have been improperly stored in leadglazed ceramic ware), inhalation of
lead fumes (from burning lead-painted wood), contamination from a cottage industry (leaded glass and so
forth) and illicit lead-containing
whiskey or wine.
(As an aside, you might be interested in learning that the ancient
Romans clarified their red wines with
lead, which produced lead poisoning
and a form of arthritis called "saturnine gout." This was the basis of the
misconception that modern wines
cause gout. Present-day commercial
wines do not contain lead and, therefore, do not cause lead poisoning or
"gout.")
Where was I? Oh, yes. Acidic foods,
when stored in lead-glazed containers, can leach the mineral from the
vessels and cause lead poisoning.
Although crystal glassware is made
with lead, there are no reported
instances of lead poisoning from
drinking out of such containers.
Rather, workers who make the crystal
are at risk, because of exposure to
lead dust and fumes.
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HOROSCOPES

1

1111 BsD11.\ON'AMER 24. 1994
if v our personallied dailv Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
!it birth. call 1-900-9/0t-'77gti. Your -phone company - will bill you.99
11 11'11. BIRTHDAY! IN THE
\ \ 1 11 \k OF YOUR LIFE: A
help. Whet's vt. U
make lou the csiner of attention at
ullfes. A grov mg mterest in religion
void,' he'll:in (It the picture. Stav
alert in business and you %ill remain
ahead of the competition. An
influential person takes notice of
.st,ur special talents. A. a hirlw ind
romance is possible. Make certain a
potcntial spimse shares your idealism
('114:BRITIES BORN ON
l'HIS 1) I E: author William F.
It kl
Jr. pianist Scott Joplin.
Icnaldine Fitzgerald. pitcher
lien Mc Dtmald.
HAPPY THANKSGIVIN(;!
R I ES ( 11la rch 21 -April 19):
,citing together ss ith family or
friends puts ou in a reflective
!flood. A heartfelt chat creates new
understanding. Share the cooking
chores. so no one has to spend the
da> in the kitchen.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Spending a happy. reliked day with
loseikl ones sounds great! Inv ite
,someone who is alone to join you.
Eat. drink and he merry witliout
going to execs,. Remind others to
choose a designated driver.
(;F.‘11Sa (May 21 -June 20):
Turkey and all the trimmings holds
special allure for those in a nostalgic
intioilD,ynot lei du. memory of earlier fhanksg-it ings interfere with
Tourenjoy mcnt of this one. Pamper
yorirromatitic partner.
•
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Make an earls start to get-everything
done before guests arrive. Contact
an> (amil> members or friends confines) to nursing homes. Many hands
make light ssork. Welcome any
offers of assistance in the kitchen..
LEO 1Jul 23-Aug. 22): Your
lot ed one confides a happy secret.
Including youngsters in your hulldav preparations will give them a
et-tot al+ tfraf
. Start sonic nest traditions

revolving around friends or special
foods.
• •
N'IRGO...au.g. 23-Sept..22
Spending a long V.eekend in (Id lerern surroundings vs ill prose %cry
relaxing. Tact staves off a family
squabble if someone asks no•gy
questions. Remember the message
of the day and count your blessings.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Celebrating in a small group suits you
fine. Indulge now and diet tumorrowl,VY'atch the football game or a
movie with loved ones: A special
-sermon or conversation is a source
of inspiration.
SCORPIO )Oct/23-Nov. 21):
Devote more time to >our personal
relationships. The seeds of change
have been sown and could soon
affect a romantic alliance. Avoid
issuing ultimatums to loved ones. A
patient approach works best with
small children.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Finding a home you can afford
to buy will give you something extra
to be thankful for today. Social complication.-will resolve themselves if
you are patienL Reach out trisomez.
one who feers neglected.
CAPR/ICORN (Dec. 22-Jai.
19): Take a deep breath and elax.
Thanksgiving is a time to give
thanks, not worry. Expressing,any
concerns about romance in a serious
yet sonthing ).any aiti hplp rplit.
tionship.• Pitch in with the cleaning
up after.dinner..
AQUARIUS •(Jan: 20-Feb. 114:
Whether you stay at home or gather
with the clan, a rewarding day lies
ahead. A change of attitude will let
you enjoy romance more. You will
be able to iron out a relationship
problem.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Excitement and fun are on today's
agenda. Loved ones are attuned to
your every need. Flexibility and tolerance are key to building a longlemuelationship.13e friendly to any
newcomers.

TODAY'S CHILDREN will always look younger than their actual age.
Energetic and restless, they thrive on a constant change of place and pace.
Any type of deception or snobbery will appall these honest and open-minded- Sagittarians. Bright-eyed.and alert, they size up people and situations
‘er. qtfickly. Danger can be very attractive to these adventurous Sagittarians. Sonie will become test pilots. others may spend their weekends hanggliding or bungie jumping.

Elvin assists in residency
for guest artist at school
Murray State University's dime; "The project is something I believe
in strongly and it also fits Kentucky
tor of dance Jean Elvin recently
Education Reform Act guidelines
coordinated and helped sponsor an
perfectly."
arts in -education residency-involvwhoia'osgiaaIIy from Los
ing guest artist, Susan Bendix of
Altos, Calif., in the San Francisco
Tempe, Ariz.
Bay area,has perromled professionDuring the program, Bcndix
ally.in Chicago with Venetia Stifler
taught fourth and fifth graders at
and Concert Dance Inc., and is
East Calloway Elementary. StuLuilLiittyin the process of becoming
dents participated in activities decertified to teach the Feldenkrais
signed to bridge creative movement
method. This technique is a moveexperiences on the walls of an
ment awareness method which Elinflatable sculpture called "Story
vin says ishcfpful to actors, dancers
House," a large,clear.plastiC room.
and the general public. According
"Many children, frequently those
to Elvin, the Feldenkrais - method
for whom language arts is difficult,
help's individuals enjoy a greater
can relate and really bloom when
range of comfortable movement,
the physical encounter of the subject
and helps them find ways of accommatter is made available. The words
plishing any movement with more
become the by-product of the sensaease and enjoyment. "This could
tion and a connection is made
include something as common as
because it is natural," Bcndix said.
turning in the driver's seat to check
As a part of the school-business
the blind spot, or as specialized as
residency funding sources, both
playing an arpeggio on the piano."
Fisher Price 'of Murray and WalMart contributed to the project, Elvin said.
along with East Calloway ElemenIn addition to teaching the Feltary School, Murray State's college
denkrais awareness through moveof education, the department -of
ment to actors and dancers and
health, physical• education and re-. -continuing the choreographing and
creation and the dance program. directing of dance- performances,
"It is a pleasure to bring such an
Elvin hopes to open her own private
experienced and talented guest artist practice in the Feldenkrais method
to our local schools," Elvin said.
for individual clients in the future.
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MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
Bring Ad In For One Day Free

Pass.

One Free Pass Per l'erson • Expires 12/31/94

209 N. 12th •759-9627•1510 Chestnut St.•753-4295

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
600 Main St.

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross

753-0489

Buy One Recliner At Our Regular Price Arrci Get Another
One Of Equal Value or Less Absolutely Free!
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-
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Layered-Back Sectional

2 Piece Sectional Features A
Full Recliner AND An
Apartment Sized Sleeper

With
Si099
2 Full
Recliners
(
17

Fabulous Sectional
Features:
•ReclIner
'Fold Down Table
'Full Sleeper

$1199
WAREHOUSE TIRE

The Kentucky School Food Service Association

SHOP EARLY FOR BEST RECLINER SELECTION

TODAY'S CHILDREN are independent and practical. eager to do the
right thing but not lost in the realms of idealism. Observant parents will note
that these youngsters often abandon projects before completion. Encourage
them to correct this tendency. Many of these Sagittarians will not take
school seriously until they get older and understand its importance. Once
they reach maturity, however. these "late bloomers" are capable of tremen•
dous achievements.

American Made - American Owned

Meals
School
We serve education every dar

BUY ONE
GET ONE
t •)-

11411/1Y, NOVEMBER 25, 1994
(kir %our personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoScope. based on your own
date ot rt Ir. call •1-900-988-775$. Your phone Company kk ill bill you 99
minute.)
(.1".1.,,, 111k I Itt\\,IN 1111.1 the unknown: Do some research
\I xi 11 5k ill ( R LIFE: first.
fices for
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
CIOSeSt to
.11I1
could make a warm and support in
the
your heart. Romance vt ill often he new friend HOW. A young peton our mind this \sinter. A patient demonstrates loyalty to you. lo
avoid ruffling any- feathers, keep
alld 101.1is ing attitude sc ill keep fainielationships on Lill even keel. appointments on time. Romance is
Check ow facts before making in the air this evening.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Make
long-range financial decisions. A
employment situation will sure you cash in on a lucky break.
sin vs take a turn or the better. Stick You might not get a second chars
Business associates could Shots
Ii.) a strict budget.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON prise at your approach to a problem.
"MIS
baseball legend Joe Luckily, you are on the-right track.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21i
DiMaggiti. actress Kathryn Crosby,
actor Ft 1,;irdo Montalban. quarter- Someone's on-target comments
lead you to lower your sights. Final
back Bernie Kosar.
ARIES (March 21- April 191: ize your mid-winter vacation plans.
Puiluical firessorks could make this Those planning to remodel or decoan uneasy day. Being the center of rate their home should get several
attention can cause embarrassment. bids. Be more loving to family
It might be more fun to work behind members.
-SAGITTARIUS (Nov.-22-R.,
the scenes. Do not let emotional
211: Promoting your skills a, ,
storms create financial has oc.
2(l-May
TAVRIL'S (April
20): educator or investigator could lead
Hang on to your dreams. Your mate to a new job offer. Do not leave
will -support your high aims. Your household chores to others: roll up
chances ror advancement at work. your sleeves and go to work. Jazz up
improve. Nest a ick. start looking key relationships.
for an opportunity to further your
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: Do not forget your ideals in the
education. f
GEMINI (May 2)-June 2(1): A mad race for material gain. Anchor
talent for acting or writing receives your hopes and dreams in the real
nec, attention. Do not give up a reg- world. Donating funds to a worthy
ular income to pursue what may, be cause sets a good example for young
a passing fancy. Family members people.
continue to 'support your decisions.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Opportunities abound in publishing
Show vinirappreciation.
CA'N(ER (June 21 -July 22): If and creative writing. Enhance your
>ou go to work today. deal with "top leadership credentials by avoiding
priority" projects.first. Teamwork dependency on other people. Move
vs ill help boost profits. Finalize ahead full throttle on the social
.agreements and contracts. Consider front. A former romantic partnei.
could rum up Avoid recriminations.
the meritx of having a home PISCES )Feb. 19-March 20): A
You could accomplish much more.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Mixed good day to travel, for those who
trends are indicated. Althbugh an .can comfortably -afford it. Do what
influential person is cooperative. you canto make a favorable impres- you may have to overcome certain 'siop on an authority figure. Plan a
roadblocks at home. Give ground on ,speCial evening with your nearest
minor points. Do not jump off into and dearest.
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Small-town doctor bucks trend -

IrEi
r

Aren't You
Glad There's

son, someone who appreci5tes
'There are nights you do go rooms, a helicopter landing pad
By MARY NEUBAUER
the Closeness of small-town life,
home and think,'Am I just incre- and S200,0120 in emergency
Associated Press Writer
dibly dense?' But you develop equipment has helped ,him treat • who is willing to work long hours
STRAWBERRY POINT, Iowa
bonds with people," he said, patients, it hasn't cut down his ,taking care of friends and neigh(AP)..— He calls himself a dinobors, and who will start at a low
'That's not to say you wouldn't long hours. A father of four boys,
saur, part of a dying breed, and
go.or you. ciaultir.:l' gbut.you with.ancalra baby Ian_ the, way._ he. grAlgy than many_ jaig-city chi.
old fogey, when really,
just
ics offer.
get woven into peoplc's lives and works at least,70 hours a week
a doctor making a go of his own
As choppers swoop in to land
it's hard to rip that fabric all and admits he has sacrificed fam:
practice in small-town Iowa. ' apart."
at his hclipad, he watches them
ily time.
"Y.ou get to feeling like you
soar over the old barn where, 100
His efforts haven't gone unniaStrawberry Point, about 50
made a decision .nobody else is
years ago, the town doctor kept
miles directly north of Cedar ticed. This summer, Strawberry
making," Dr _Craig_Thompson --Rapids, is a plate-where eytty- Point•-estarbtisate-a-H-a-a-tow---his-horses for--emergency---eallsthink
peoial Janitorial Services
says with a laugh. "1
Thompson thinks about the
Enhancement Foundation to give
body knows your name.
. Marshall & Calloway Counties"
ple have called this 'a nonviable
A 15-foot metal strawberry on an extra- push to Thompson's evolution of health care and how
•
6..slilcitt Floor Maintenance
'practice.' "
he wants it to endure in his town.
• Carpet Maintenance Programs
a post painted with vine leaves efforts to bring in help.
lartil-rie.1-SeretersUpticristc,ed Ptirritture
Tfinmoson,---4 Alas- been the
retiring doctors 'drearri,-stands just a few yards from the • --Ltical forks have confriblited
doctor in Strawberry Point —
he said, "is that they'll leave
• 'soil Proofing
town's only stoplight. Men in more than S50,000, although the
• Window Cleaning
Call
• ,arir Praoti:
population 1,400 — since July
•
seed caps wave as they drive fund is still about S5,000 short of someone behind, so their- whole
1-800-524-7008 • Sanitizing
•
17, 1,/79. A partner has come and
life
won't
be
for
naught."
Walls
being
The
money
is
along main street in pickups. its goal.
hut he is sticking with it.
Folks at the Citgo gas station given on a month-to-month basis
One evening before I conic in .warn about approaching -storms to Marcy Fadness, a physician's
hc•re, I was talking with a chest
as they ask how far you've got to assistant who has joined Thomp,argena about my plans to go
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EXTRA SPECIAL
2-DAY
Kevin Eastridge (right), senior audit manager for KPMG Peak Marwick In
Nashville. presents $400 scholarships to John Mark McDougal of Murray and
Kencha Blosmore. KPMG Peak Marwick, an international accounting firm,
gave two scholarships in recognition of the superior chapter ranking of
MSU's Beta Alpha Psi chapter. The Epsilon Nu chapter of the national
accounting honor fraternity has been named a Superior chapter for seven
consecutive years by the national organization.
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Friday & Saturday - November 25 & 26
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Extra 10% Off
Already Sale Priced
Sofas • Loveeats • Chairs • Recliners
All Table Lamps

1/2 Price
No Money Down • Up To 36 Mo. Financing

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles north of Murray, across from Memorial Gardens • 753-4566

